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SUNSTROKE*
We

give
of

CURED!

$500.00
any

to

the

Sarsapa-

rilla that can show such a cure.
We wait
Which one will try?
AN ANSWER.

St.,
Hallowell, Me., July 28, ’91.
Pleasant

Colby Alumni Dinner.
Anniversary Order of Columbia.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Garments Cleansed
-OR-

-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
No. 13 Preble Street.

Foster’s ForesfGity Dye House.
eodtf
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FERE INSURANCE.

Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Gentlemen:—I have had the CATARRH for over ten vears as badly as
All
TTOIC any nlan could have it. with
8 *8 & these years I was troubled
DYSPEPSIA, so much so I had to be
very careful what I eat.
In addition to the above, five years ago
I had a SEVERE SUNSTROKE.
I read about DANA’S SARSAPARILtermined to try
LA, andde
I fna EU talcing three
it.
After
bottles of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA
I was COMPLETELY CURED of
both the CATARRH and DYSPEPSIA, and all the lasting effects of my

SUNSTROKE VANISHED.

I am 74 years JUAT old> and
a
man
H
now am a well
aea? 11. I heartily recommend DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA to any person suffering as I have been. Respectfully,
WM. O. TAPLEY.
Hallowell, Me., July 28, ’91.
I can heartilv vouch for the absolute

&rhe!ibovote8-cures
H.
STEVES,
Merchant.
NOEL
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

Exchange

Employer’s Liability

Street
Insurance

other Positions of Trust who

are

Give Security.

—AGENTS TOK—

; Iiverpool & London & Globe.
Insurance Company of North America.
Northern Assurance of England.
A
Niagara Fire of New York.
A
Queen Insurance Co. of England.

OXFORDS.
SFRIYG STYLES,

\New Hampshire Fire.

Phmmx of London.
Insurance Go. of State of Pennsylvania.
Norwich Union of England.
(
■Eelianee of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Life of Vermont
Boston Marine.

STERLING DOW.

H. N. PINKHAM.
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CAUCUSES.

Bangor,

Per Order of Town Committee.

This Means You!
Have you had the Grippe?
Are you weak and run down?
Is your Blood out of order?
Have you trouble with your
Head? Are your Nerves weak?
Then the medicine you need is

Hidden’s

See

Show

Window.

Magnetic Compound.

rheumatism,
the
of
diseases
neuralgia,
female
weaknesses,
blood,
and all stomach troubles, it
It is a clean, pure,
is KING.
honest medicine.

station.

|

844 Congress Street. |

4g1 Q0ngress Sti
Sign

of Gold Boot.

eodtf
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Wl. M. MARKS,

Card

Book,

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

FINE JOB

PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

All orders by mall
tended to.

or

Clear Havana Filler.

Is doing splendid work everywhere. If you try it once, you
will never be without it.

10 Cent ClGAR.

BUY IT.

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,

Wewbaryport, Mass,
IstplycM

mail4

»was

absolutely

no

author-

on

Salisbury for

a

Definite

paint,
<5oob paint,
painters' Supplies,
Uarge assortment,
prices IRitjbt.

NEVER

ARTIFICIALLY

FLAVORED.

CzD
Is

a

Delicious Smoke.
ALL DEALERS.

Formerly Irwin Cigar Co.

165 MILK ST., BOSTON.
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Professor Tucker Declines.

H- H- HAY ft SON’S
twiddle Street.
dUlstfOi'8thp

Hanover. M. IL, March 16.—Professor
William J. Tucker of the Andover Theological Seminary, has declined the presidency of Dartmouth College.
—-1--

■—

—

an insurance agent of
rolcdo, Ohio, has disappeared with £60,100 belonging to the companies he repre-

Elbert A. Pope,

icnted.

BATTLESHIPS AND CRUISERS.
Bill Presented in the Senate by Mr. Hale.

on

Steamship

Washington, March 16-—The Treas-

the
bringing of
ury Department regards
aliens to this country under contract to
labor as seamen on American vessels
between ports of the United

sailing

States and Canada as a violation of the
alien contract labor law.
This does not apply to aliens now domiciled here.
The

Tariff Dabate.

other nine.

money from the

Yet the

gentleman from Maine [Mr. Dingley]
grew eloquent in denunciation of such
class legislation. The spectacle of Satan
rebuking sin was only parallel to the
gentleman’s criticism. Mr. Bryan defended the Democratic policy upon the
tariff question and denounced the protective tariff.

Washington Notes.
The House committee on military affairs lias ordered a favorable report on
the bill introduced by Mr. Cutting of
California to promote the efficiency of
the militia. The bill provides for an appropriation of $600,000.
The House committee on merchant
marine and fisheries has ordered a favorable report on the bill of Mr. Fithian of
Illinois for the free admission to American register of ships built in foreign countries.
The sub-committee of the House committee on appropriations having charge
of the investigation of world’s fair matters have decided to go to Chicago and
conduct their inquiry.
No credence is placed in a story circulated here that Kussia has raised doubts
as to the validity of the title of the United
States to Alaska.
Tlie'Senato has confirmed the nomination of Judson C. Clements of Georgia to
be interstate commerce commissioner,
vice Bragg, deceased.
The Treasury Department is informed
that the grand jury at Montreal, Canada,
has ignored the charge of conspiracy preferred by a local tailor against United

States Collector Twoohey and others.

Secretary

Blaine and Mr.

—Peffer’s

Latest.

GRAND TRUNK LEADS IT.

Trainmen in

a

Movement Which

in

a

Great

May End

Strike.

Montreal, March 10.—What is regarded as the initial move on the part of
the various associations of railway conductors, brakemen, baggagemen, and
possibly firemen throughout America
toward a concerted plan to compel the
railway s to abolish the system of wages
scale, has been made by emby a gradual
ployes of the Grand Trunk. The general
belief among railway officials is that
these organizations have agreed to demand an increase of pay from all roads,

and in the event of failure to cause a
strike previous to the opening of
the World’s Fair next year. The demand
made on the Grand Trunk is that eight
hours shall constitute a day’s work, for
which every conductor shall be paid $3
per day and every trainman §1.75 per
day. In other words they ask an average increase of from 10 to 50 per cent.
The company offered an increase, but
not on the lines proposed, and the trainmen summoned their respective orders to
compromise. The representatives of the
different organizations have arrived and
were today in conference with the Grand

general

Trunk officials.

The bill
on

was

referred to the committee

Portland, Me, March 1G, 1892.
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Weather

Observations.

The folloAving are the observations of
Washington, March 16.—Senator Morrill, although generally supposed to be at the Agricultural Department Weather
the point of death, is very hopeful and Bureau for
yesterday, March 10, taken at
does not even propose just yet to put
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the obaside the Congress duties which, for the
for eacli station being given in
past thirty-six years, have occupied his servations
this
direction of
thoughts by day and his dreams by night. the order: Temperature,
wind, state of the weather:
Tuesday wlienhis doctors tokl him he
could see no one outside of his own
Boston, 28°, AV, cloudless; Neiv York,
househould, he replied that he must see 28°, SAV] snow; Philadelphia, 30°, E,
Senator Frye.
cloudless; AVasliingtou, 26°, AV, cloud“Impossible,’’said the medicinal men.” less; Albany, 28°, NW, cloudless; Buffa“Gentlemen,” answered the aged Sena- lo, 22°, AV, cloudy; Betroit, 24°, NE,
24°, N, partly
tor, “while I live I shall be the master of cloudless; Chicago,
I shall have Senator cloudy; St. Paul, 12°, W, cloudless; Dumy own house.
Frye sent for, and when he comes 1 shall luth, missing: St. Vincent, zero, NW,
see him.”
cloudless; Huron, So. Dak., 12°, NAV,
Senator Frye soon came from his hotel cloudless; Bismarck, 16°, NE, cloudy;
near by, and Senator Morrill gave him
Jacksonville, 5S°, NE, cloudy.

Massachusetts

for

for

Injure His Wife.

Boston, March 16.—Charles H. Fiske,
proprietor of the Fiske house at Old Orchard, and Samuel Reed, private detective of Haverhill, will be called upon to
He Had Lived in the House in Liverpool
answer in court to serious charges growWhere the Bodies Were Found—He is
ing out of the libel for divorce which was
Known To Have Been in London at
filed by Fiske against his wife, the trial
the Times of the Whitechapel Murof which developed several sensational
ders—He Committed Murder in Aus- features at Saco last January.
Reed was
arrested this morning and extradition
tralia.
proceedings will be begun to secure
Liverpool, March 15.—The police of
It is alleged in the complaint on which
this town have been pursuing an inquiry
the warrants were issued that Fiske and
into the disappearance of a woman and
Reed conspired together to entrap and
her children who formerly lived on Rain ensnare Mrs. Fiske and unlawfully charge
Hill, a part of Liverpool. The inquiry and accuse her of the crime of adultery
started in the pursuit and arrest at Mel- with one Walter S. Sherman with intent
release against
to
induce her to
bourne, Australia, of a man named Wil- her
will
all rights of
property
liams, charged with murdering a woman and support.
The existence of the conspiracy, it is
there. The police today went to the
house formerly occupied by the persons alleged, was shown at the trial of the divorce case, when Sherman, who is a dein question.
They lifted the hearthstone tective, testified that he told Mrs. Fiske
its
the
from
cement up- of the conspiracy against her and that
place, broke out
on which the stone rested, and dug away
they went to New York where, at the
the earth below.
After half an hour’s Gilsey house, they contrived to be in a
room together when Reed and another
digging, they found the body of the man came in as arranged, with the intent
missing woman. Beneath it were found of securing evidence against Mrs. Fiske.
and
Mrs. Provost of Brooklyn,
the bodies of two children, The mur- Mr.
derer had made ia plentiful use of chlo- friends of Mrs. Fiske, were in an adjoinride of lime to destroy the bodies of the ing room and Sherman and Mrs. Fiske
victims, and his object, in a measure,had were together only long enough to give
been attained, for the bodies had been Reed an opportunity to attempt to carry
partly consumed by the lime. It has out the conspiracy by forcing his way
transpired that the house in which the into the room. Mrs. Fiske corroborated
Docues were iuuuu was unee

occupied

uv

Williams. The bodies of two other children were also found buried under the
house. The first of the children’s bodies was that of a girl of 12 years, who
The second was a
had been strangled.
girl of seven, the third of five and the
fourth a baby of about one year old.
The throats of the last three victims
were cut.
It is believed that Williams is “Jack,
the Ripper.” Williams, while a resident
of Liverpool, made frequent visits to
The police traced his moveLondon.
ments between the two places. It has
been found that his visit to London corresponded with the times that the unfortunate women in the Whitechapel
district were found with their throats
cut and their bodies mutilated. The description given of the man seen in the
company of several of the unfortunate
■women killed in Whitechapel tallies exactly with the appearance of Williams as

by Liverpool people who knew

Siven
im.

GOADED ALMOST TO DEATH.
How

Sub-Prefect Isaac

Was Forced

to

Fight the Marquis De Mores.

denied that there
in their relations.

anything improper
Photographic copies

was

of a contract between Fiske and Sherman
wore put in evidence.
By this contract
Sherman was to receive $500 if evidence
was procured against Mrs. Fiske. Sherman testified that the money was paid
him by Fiske.
Mrs. Fiske has filed a libel for a divorce
in Maine in which Mr. Hall appears as
her counsel, she will also begin criminal
proceedings against her husband and
Reed in Maine in which she will charge
them with the crime of perjury.
The case of John F. Nichols of Fall
River was somewhat similar to this one.
Nichols was convicted in 1882.
EMMA

EAMES

Cordially Received by
in

AS
a

JULIET.
Audience

Large

Boston.

Boston, March 10.—Miss Emma Eames
tonight made her first appearance in
Boston since her European successes.
She sang Juliet in Gounod’s “Romeo et
Juliet” at the grand opera festival and

the largest auPams, March 16.—Society is greatly was cordially received by
dience of the week. Her vocal work and
over the dangerous wounding
method produced a very favorable recepof M. Isaac, the Sub-Prefect of Fourtion.
De
Mores
in
a
the
duel
rnies, by
Marquis
Ever since the FourBRIEFLY TOLD.
fought yesterday.
mies riots, when the military, at the init
of
M.
fired
is
claimed,
Isaac,
stigation,
A number of Anarchists have been aramong the working people, killing and rested by the Paris police as a result of
and
children
as
women
well
wounding
the recent outrages.
as men, M. Isaac has been the object of
British brig Gudrun and her crew of
bitter attacks from the Socialists. The
10 men have been lost on the Shingles,
Mores
has
De
lately off the Isle of
Marquis
Wight.
trained with the Socialists, and he saw
David B. Hill did his yesterday’s elecno better way of
gaining popularity
tioneering in Birmingham, Ala., where
with them than by drawing a challenge
from the man who was charged with ho addressed a large"crowd.
A verdict has been rendered in Boston
having their comrades shot down at
The two men met yesterday in the case of Lindstrom vs. the Boston
Fourmies.
Lindstrom
morning. Isaac spent a good part of the & Maine for the defendant,
previous night practicing with a well sued for $5000 damages for injuries.
It is usual for
Icnown fencing master.
Much suffering has been caused by
duellists to give some token of recognibusiness depression in Queensland, Austion before the deadly encounter, but tralia. In Brisbane
yesterday400 women
the Marquis would not even notice his and children
the Labor bureau
besieged
antagonist, and seemed to wait with im- asking for bread.
From the first
patience for the word.
The committee on federal relations of
Isaac
the Marquis pressed the fighting.
the Massachusetts legislature have reheld his own bravely, but was no match
commended an additional appropriation
for the skill and impetuosity of his anfor the world’s fair, making a
tagonist. The Marnuis evidentlv meant of $75,000
total of $150,000.
to kill, and Isaac knew it. Both men
A Rome despatch says: “In the Yatikept their presence of mind, or the fight
stirred up

would have ended at once, for the Marquis was ready to take advantage of the
slightest slip on the part of Isaac, who
showed a skill that encouraged his
friends and seemed to astonish lie Mores
It was by a skillful feint that De Moves
He
succeeded in disabling his man.
made a thrust as if at the left breast, and
as Isaac made a motion to parry the
blow, Do Mores, with almost inconceiva-

swiftness, struck fiercely to the right,
plunging his weapon into the breast of
Isaac. The latter staggered, the blood
pouring from the wound. He held on to
his sword and made a motion as if tq^atThe latter swbd
taek Do Mores again.
calm and, turning to his second, asked
for a cigar.
Isaac, wounded as lie was,
wanted to continue the fight, but this
ble

the seconds would not allow.

A TRAGEDY OF THE CIRCUS.
Animal

Trainer Killed by the Animals
Mastered.

London, March 10.—During a circus
performance in Ilednesford, Staffordshire, yesterday, Delhi Montano, a negro
lion tamer, entered a cage, being advertised to subdue three savage bears and a
were together within. Just
as he entered the cage, he made a misstep, and before lie could recover himself he stumbled forward and fell into
the cage, and the heavy iron door fell
with a crash behind him, cutting off his
only means of escape. Instantly the an-

hyena, which

imals,

which

he

had many times mas-

tered and made cower before the stroke
of his whip, realized the tamer was at
their mercy. The hyena seized him with
its fangs, tearing the man’s flesh in a
horrible manner, and then lifted him
from the bottom of the cage and flung
his body to the opposite side. The hears
now seized the tamer and tossed him
from one to the other, at the same time

repeatedly biting

him

in a savage man-

When the brutes were finally beatoff and Montano was dragged from
the cage, lie was found to be bruised
from head to foot and covered completely with blood. Alter lingering in great
agony for an hour, death put an end to
ner.
en

Ills sufferings.

Rhode Island Boys Must Not Smoke.

Providence, U. F., March 10.—In the
Senate today, the act prohibiting the

non

Her Ports.

Opening

Conspiring

DOMINION REPORT OF THE

ARREST IN MELBOURNE.

He Had

Report.

Yankee Markets for Fish in Return

TROUBLE FOR FISKE.

to

_

Local Weather

rise of tobacco by minors under 16 years was passed.
The act provides that any person selling, giving or
delivering to any minor tobacco in the
form of cigarettes shall be fined $20 for
each offense, and auy minor who shall
smoke or chew tobacco in any public
street or resort shall be fined $o.

MAN BELIEVED TO BE JACK UNDER

west.

appropriations.

Mr. Pett'er introduced, by request, a
bill with the following comprehensive
title: “Creating a fund for tho payment
of pensions and for setting our army of
idle laborers at work on extensive public
improvements; for the removal of the
strongest incentive to crime among the
poor and to vice among the rich; for protecting Americans from the influx of undue alien competition, and for other purposes.” The fund contemplated in the
bill is to be furnished by a graduated tax
The bill was
on incomes and real estate.
referred to the committee on finance.

a

sale to and

Wanted in

Springer were

Washington, March 16.—In the SenTHE WEATHER.
ate, today, Mr. Hale, from the committee
on naval affairs, reported a bill for tho
construction by contract of three battle- That Snow Storm Still Reported as On Its
Way.
ships of from 7500 to 10,000 tons displacement; two armored coast defence vessels,
Washington, March 16.—[8 p.m.]—The
four gunboats of 800 to 1200 tons displaceis the forecast of the weather
following
ment, and eight first class torpedo boats.
for New England: Fair Thursday; north
If favorable contracts cannot be made,
winds, probably followed by snow Frithe vessels may be constructed at the
day.
navy yards. Three million dollars are
Boston, March 15.—Local forecast for
appropriated for the construction, $1,000,000 for the armament, and $500,000 may New England: Fair; slight change in
be expended in torpedo experiments. temperature; winds between north and

Senator Morrill and His Speech.

JOSEPH P. BOYCE CO., Mfrs.

Satisfaction

settlement by arbitration of the question
of the jurisdictional rights »f the United
States in Behring Sea. The British minister was requested to call Lord Salisbury’s attention to Mr. Wharton’s note of
the 8th iust., insisting on the necessity of
the modus vivendi, with the suggestion
that the President would like to have a
response as soon as possible in order that
he might act understandingly in the matter. The President’s desire for speedy
action is said to be due to the fact that it
is essential that he should know promptly whether Great Britain will cooperate
in keeping the sealers out of Behring Sea,
as, otherwise, the execution of that duty
falling solely on the United States will
necessitate the making of arrangements
that can scarcely be effective unless completed at an early day. The character of
the instructions to our naval and revenue
vessels destined for duty in Behring Sea
this season will depend almost altogether
on the attitude to be assumed by Great
Britain and, as these vessels will have to
be in the vicinity of the sea by the first of
May, it will be seen that there is very
little time to snare in ureDaration.

novlleodtf

Magnetic Compound

TRY IT.
'TWILL DO YOU GOOD.

day
Faulkner, therefore, keeps the bill

as improving slowly yesterday.
Washington, March 16.—Acting Sec- reported
There is no cnange in the condition of
retary Wharton was today instructed to Senator Morrill. He i? passing through
inform Sir Julian Pauneefote, the British the various stages of pneumonia and the
minister, that the President desired to crisis is expected Saturday..
Between 30 and 40 members of the
know, at as early a date as possiblo, the Honse are on the sick list.
intention of the British government with
Senor DeSada, Argentine minister, has
regard to the proposod renewal of the been recalled by reason of a change in
modus vivendi of last year for the pres- the cabinet of the republic.
ervation of the seal fisheries, pending the

telephone promptly at

Hand-Made

paralysis,

omr4

STYLES.

BRANCH,BROWN,

It
All the druggists sell it.
costs $1.00 per bottle.
or
constitutional
local
For
weakness, nervous diseases,

Hidden’s

YEW

union

North Yarmouth.
The republicans of the town of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at them townliouse
on Saturdav March 19,1892 at 2.30 p. m. for
the purpose of nominating candidates for municipal officers for the ensuing year. Also to
choose delegates to attend the State Conventioh at
April 27,1892 and to choose a

town committee,

There

Statement.

garcty Bonds Issued for Persons in Banks

Required

Maine and he was anxious that every
effort be made to prevent the passage of
Air. unamDeriayne
the napnam Dili.
said the attorney general of Maine united
in the conviction that, as a matter of law
settled hevond question by an unbroken
line of precedents extending over two
generations the control of their coast
fisheries had not been delegated by the
states to Congress but remained unchallenged among their own rights of pro-

President Calls

Glass Insurance,
—AND—

to

country.
Attorney Charles F. Chamberlayne,representing Hon. Charles E. Littlefield, attorney general of Maine, spoke against
the bill. Attorney General Littlefield in
a letter to Mr. Chamberlayne
requesting
him to appear before the committee, said
that the proposed legislation would very
seriously affect interests of the State of

WHAT WILL ENGLAND DO?

Marine Insurance

or

tions of the

Mr. Cliamberlayne said, for the contention advanced by the advocates of the
bill that Congress can regulate state fishOn the contrary,
eries as “commerce.”
said he, the Supreme Court has again
and again stated" in the most express
terms that it cannot be so considered.
The committee hoped to be able to
reach a vote on the bill today.

Accident Insurance,
Elevator Inspection and Insurance,
Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance,
Life Insurance,
Piste

The
terests at stake were national.
mackerel and menhaden fisheries of the
coasts and bays constituted an interest
historically and legally allied with the
Inter-state and foreign commercial rela-

Woman and Fonr Young
Children Found in Liverpool.

Bodies of

yesterday

Washington, March 16.—Mr.JSayres of
Texas led off in the tariff debate today in
a long speech against the McKinley
bill.
ued before the House committee on merHe quoted many figures in an attempt to
Exchant marine and fisheries today.
sustain charges of extravagant appropriaMayor Jackson ofi Fall River, Mass., ad- tions by the last Congress. Mr. Bryan of
Ho said the free wool
dressed the committee in support of the Kansas followed.
bill brought great advantage to nine men
constitutionality of the legislation pro- and simply denied to the tenth man the
posed in the bill. He held that the in- advantage he had enjoyed of collecting

ity,

—ALSO-

I

Hearing.

Washington, March 16.—The arguments on Mr. Lapham’s bill to render ininorperative the state laws against menhaden and mackerel fishing were contin-

perty.

& PINKHAM,

DOW
35

will

Manufacturer

Mr. M cCarthy telegraphed.
Meeting of the Portland Wheel Club.
Maine Historical Society.

r

The Tim© Has Com© When W© Must Know

publications.

How Congressmen attend funerals.
old time postmaster.
Fage 7.
Financial and Commercial.
Marine News.
Page 8.
Brief Jottings.
Personals.
Peering city government.
The plush mill will be begun.

consideration

Dines.

Music and Drama.
Deaths and marriages.
Miss Cook’s lecture.
Marshal Swett in command.
The court record.
Dumped in Boston Harbor.
Mile Track Association.
Mr. W. H. Looney addresses the Lincoln Club.
Page C.
Wit and Wisdom.
New

the

PRICE THREE CENTS.

(cLAS SMAIL MATTER 5

JACK THE RIPPER ARAIK.

ot

the measure.
first sent for
Senator Morrill
his barber. When his toilet had been attended to he again called tor Senator
so much better
Frye to say that he felt
that ho would make the speech for himSenain the near future.
self some

layed

the table.
A Decision of Interest to Maine

5.

An

the heads of a speech which he wished
the Maine Senator to make tor him in
opposition to the Virginia bond tax bill
now before the Senate, Senator Morrill
the interests of
being anxious to protect
the government in the dispute between
Virginia and West Virginia. The long
executive session of Monday having de-

tor

MAKE REPLY.

Editorials.
Magazine notices.

Page

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

nivnlnc if ic coirl tlvjf tlivoo

certain to be created at tbe coming consistory in June. The Archbishop
of Grau, Hungary; the Bishop of Breslau, and a French Bishop (Rouen, Tours
or Bordeaux) will probably be the three

chosen.”

with

a

RE

CONFERENCE.

American Fishermen Will Still Enjoy the
Home Market Without Bluenose Com-

petition—The Agreement Reached Respecting Wrecking Privileges, the Alaska

Boundary and the Border at East-

port—-This Will Settle Several
Questions.

Vexed

Ottawa, Out, March 16.—The GovGeneral today transmitted to Parliament copies of documents relating to
recent negotiations at Washington between the Canadian delegates and Secretary Blaine respecting the extension of
ernor

trade relations between Canada and the
United States. No basis on the trade1
question was reached. Secretary Blaine
intimated to the British minister that
the discussion should be private and
purely informal, but he was disposed to
put no limit on the questions discussed.
The following proposals were submitted
by the Canadian minister:
A reference to some impartial authority by
Great Britain and the United States for the pur-

pose ot deciding finally the true boundary between Alaska and Canada, also that a commission of experts be appointed to report to the
of
Great
Britain
and
governments
the United States the best and most convenient
mode of delimiting the boundary as established
by the award. This commission may recommenu, as

iiu

ituei

na tive. me auuimim ui

a

wu-

ventional boundary if they find it likely to avoid
serious inconvenience in the delimitation.
The prevention of purse seining in the territorial waters of the United States and Canada
and also in waters outside those territorial
limits.
The prevention of other destructive inodes of
fishing in inland waters contiguous to the United States and Canada and the prevention of the
polluting and obstruction of such contiguous
waters.
For close

seasons to he
observed in such
waters, the restocking of such waters with fish
and means by which fish life may be preserved
and increased.
That United States vessels and wrecking ai>pliances may aid American and other vessels
and property wrecked or in distress in the waters of Canada contiguous to the United States,
similar privileges to be granted to Canada in
United States water*.
That in the United States and Canada, all duties be removed from fish of ail kinds, except
fish preserved in oil; also from fish oil and other products of 1'ish being the products of fisheries carried on by the fishermen of the United
States and Canada, as well as from the casks,
barrels, kegs, cans and other necessary cove rings containing any of the products mentioned.
So long a s these articles may be brought into
the United States without duty by British subjects, tiie privilege of entering the ports, bays
and harbors of Canada shall be accorded to
United States fishing vessels, by annual license,
free, for the purpose of purchasing provisions,
bait, ice, seines, lines, and all other supplies
and outfits, the transhipment of the eaten for
transport and the shipping of cirws, like privi
leges to be given the fishing vessels of Canada
on the coasts of the United States.
It was proposed by Secretary Blaine
and agreed to by the Canadian ministers
that a joint survey be made of the. territory adjacent to the boundary line of the
United States and the Dominion between
Alaska and British Columbia and the
Northwest Territory of Canada from latirude 54° 40' to the point where the boundary encounters the I41st degree of west
longitude, with a view to secure the data
necessary to a permanent determination
of the boundary. The commissioners are
to complete the survey and report within
two years after their first meeting and the
two governments shall then proceed to
permanently establish the boundary in
question. Mr. Blaine also submitted a
similar to the Canadian one
with fish destruction and the pollution of waters, and also in regard to a

Sroposal
eating

wrecking salvage agreement based on
the principle of reciprocity. These proIt was also
posals were agreed to.
agreed that the governments of tho
and
United States
Canada, as soon as
possible, shall appoint two commission-

to determine the method of more acbetween
the two countries and the waters of the
ers

curately marking the boundary
Passamaquoddy bay

near

Eastport, Me.

niirrlinnle

are now

Steamship Indiana,

CENT

cargo

of

Waterville

News,

tSpecial to the Press.]
March
Waterville,
10.—Tuesday
was one of the days set apart in Colby
University for final examinations. The
physics division of the junior class at the

Eood for the famine sufferers, arrived at proper time took their way to the ShanAs she en- non laboratory prepared for a three and
Liban, Russia, yesterday.
tered the harbor the band on a Russian one-half hours’
struggle, but instead
cruiser played the “Star Spangled BanProfessor Rogers had a table
that
found
ner” aud all the shipping displayed iiags.
as if for a banquet, and that their
In the case of Edward M. Field, Judge set,
was to discuss a dainty
Van Brunt decides that the prisoner only examination
was soon set before them.
shall be confined in a state asylum. The lunch, which
The universal sentiment of the college is
judge is not fully satisfied as to the ques- that all of tlie professors should
adopt
tion of Field’s mental condition, but does
Professor Rogers’s new system of examnot consider him in a condition to plead
ination.
now.
The fair of the Waterville military
In the safe in the house of Sraah AlThis eventhea Terry at San Francisco papers have band was a perfect success.
been found bearing on the conspiracy to ing City Hall was crowded to hear the
murder Judge Terry, one it is said relat- fine concert given by the band, assisted
ing to an offer of $25,000 made to a coun- by violin soloist Giveen, and by Mr. Cain
aud Miss Ricker, vocalists.
ty sheriff to kill the judge.
Friends of ex-Municipal Judge Stewart
The London News says a member of
of him as a candidate for county atthe House of Commons having intimate talk
personal relations with Lord Salisbury torney.
stated yesterday that the government intends to fix the general elections for
July, if the Conservative majority will
bear the strain until then.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court has
overruled the defendant’s exceptions in
the case of James Dawson vs. the Boston
fe Maine, asuit for damages for injuries.
The original verdict of $12,500 was cut
town to $5000 by the judge at the time of
the trial and Dawson accepted. So he

jets $5000.
In the gambling saloon
Tuesday a woman boxed
man

who had

those who
ihe

row

Churchill.

were

at Monte Carlo
the ears of a

offended her.
Among
in the saloon at the time

began was Lady Randolph
A pickpocket, w ho thought

that the excitement afforded him an excellent opportunity to ply his trade,
Tidied up to Lady Churchill and robbed
tier of her purse.

In and after the next academical year
it Vale College the post graduate courses
will be open to women. It is not the design to establish an annex or other rival
of the colleges already existing for women, but to receive the graduates of these
colleges and give them as good opportunities for the most advanced research

md education

as can

be found in

Europe.

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest o
all in leavening strength.—Latest United Stats
Government Food Report*
royal basimi Powder Co., xqg Wall St. S.I
jX*l*U----

—-—V-'--

IN HONOR OF JUDGE

MISCBIXAN EOUS.

Tendered

a

CONSTIPATION
and Other

bows'

complaint?

c.'rec

eno

Opportunity.

b) the p'o'np<
o*

Us*

Ayar.’o Cathartic PiSIs
Thsy

liver,

the

r«g'i!ate

cleanse the stomach,
and greatly assist

Hundred

digestion.
D“. J. C. Ayer & Co.
Lowell,

Mass.

Horses Dead in

Thousand

a

Stock Must Be

Single

Province

Saved

that the Peasants May Dive—
Cargoes Wanted at Once.

Other

Farm

Philadelphia, Pa,, March 15.—Mayor
Stuart today received a cablegram from
the committee of citizens sent to Russia
to superintend the distribution of the
cargo of flour and provisions taken from
this port to the relief of the starving
The cablegram folRussian peasants.
lows:
St. Petebsbubo, March 15.
The arrangements proposed by Minis-

th,e distribution
excellent There will

ter Smith for

go are
220 Russian

be shipped
loads to ten provinces,

car

SAYS.

Q/fODEIf'S Syw
IS OUR REMEDY.

Pooler, of Waterville, Me., a
leading Grocer and Real Estate
Dealer, for many years Town Selectman and City Alderman, says:—

Mr. Fred

I cannot call myself a chronic dyspeptic,
I am often troubled with distress
after eating, and at times, Heartburn and
and ConSour Stomach, also Headache

although

stipation.

I must say that I never use Groder’s
Botanic Dyspepsia Syrup without receiving almost instant relief. I keep it in my house
as a household remedy. My wife thinks
that she cannot live without it. I have
given it to my children with very satisfactory results for the last few years. Havo
sold different patent medicines in my store,
but Groder’s Syrup seems to be the leading seller, and everybody praises it in the
highest terms.
I recommend it as a household remedy
for old and young; if you once test its
merits you will never be without it.
Yours respectfully,
Fred Pooler, Waterville, Maine.

The Indiana Arrives.

Libau, Russia, March 16.—At 1.35
afternoon, the steamship Indiana, whicji sailed from Philadelphia
for this port on February 22, with a cargo of flour and provisions for the relief
of the famine sufferers in Russia, was
sighted oil Libau. The Indiana was met
o’clock this

Russian cruiser with a band aboard
the “Star Spangled Banner.”
The shipping in the harbor displayed
a

playing
flags.

TOPROVL

THE

MEDICINE^

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for §5.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
wit h every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will It cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol

Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.
or

AXTELL AGAINST ALLERTON.
Famous

Stallions Will
Next

for

Trot

'SI0.000

August.

Independence, la,, March 16.—The
challenge that G. IV. Williams recently
any stallion in the world in a race of mile heats,
sent out to trot Allerton

against

best three in five, in harness, has

accepted by Budd Doble,
Axtell, provided the entire
000 goes to the

winner.

who

been
names

purse of $10,Mr. Williams

received a proposition from Doble
terday and agreed to the terms of
match, which will take place at the
gust ineeting in Independence.

yesthe
Au-

CODE OF LA MAFIA.

THE 6R0DER DYSPEPSIA GURE COMPANY,
WATOBVIILE, MAINE.

Everett Murder

Believed To

sult of

a

Be

the Re-

Duel.

_TST&w
Ai

Constant exposure of pc licemen

Chicago

weather,invites
Policeman. Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
The experience of a Chicago
officer is valuable to all men exposed to the weather.
Wm. K. Stahl, Sergeant of Police, 27th Precinct, ChL
cagp, wrote July 23,1891: “Ihave suffered with Rkeumatismfor years, have tried almost all remedies, but
have found none to equal Ath-lo-pho-ros; had been
laid up for months, when AtlAo-pho-ros gave me
great and instant relief. I am sure that two or three
bottles more will make me a happy man."-Policemen, railroad men, teamsters, car drivers, sailors,
fishermen—all

to all sorts of

work, take a hint
from the experience of Sergeant Stahl. At first
inspicion of Rheumatism or Neuralgia, try Ath-lopho-ros.-$1 per bottle. #AU Druggists. The
Mhlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn. Treatise on
Rheumatism free. Write for it.
men

of out-door

janlOTu.Th.S.cS6mnrm

MARCH

WINDS

not even strong enough to blow some cigars
into popularity. Our modest reminder o£
are

Sleeper’s

Eye

keep them constanthead of all
brands.
Sold everywhere.

ly at the
ten-cent

TRADE
S. S. BLEEPER &
mar

REGISTERED
C*).,
Factory, Boston,

zi.__eodlw

Ladies Who Use Face Powders.
To neutralize the injurious effect of any
powder or liquid, ukc“Leacrelle Oil Balm.”
If the powder is used at night, apply “Leaurrlle” in day tune; if during day apply it at
night, or first bathe the neck and face with
“Eeaurelle Oil Balm,” then apply the
powder. The effect is most elegant. Keeps
skin soft, smooth and pliable. 50c and $1.00 at
Druggists, large size prepaid by express for
$1.00. E. S. wells, Jersey City.
Rough os Corns. Liquid, 15c. Salve and

“Rough

Plaster, 10c.

Itch”

on

Ointment, cures Skin Humors, Pimples, Flesh
Worms, Ring Worm, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Itch, Ivy Poison,
50c.
Barber’s Itch, Scald Head, Eczema.

Druggists or mail.

•Wells’

E. S.

Health Renewer’

Wells, Jersey City.

cures

Sexual Indifference.

A Red Nose,

rough, red face or hands, or a coarse
grained, uneven or muddy skin destroy the
A gross,

effect of the most handsome faces.
lEAUBELLE Oil Balm will assure a clear,
smooth skin and complexion, tones down the
red nose,banishes Pimples,Blackheads,BlotchPrevents tendency to Wrinkles,
es, Freckles.
Ageing or Withez'ing of the skin, drying up
of the flesh. 50fc. and $1.00 at Druggists.
Largo size prepaid by express for $1.00.
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.

Eleasing

ROUGH

ON

TOOTHACHE. Instant relief.

15c.

Don’t die in the house. “Rough on Rats”
clears out rats, mice, flies, cockroaches, bedbugs. Never fails, Bold all around the woz'ld;
used by all civilized nations, everywhere.

Boston, Mass., March 16.—Circumstantial evidence developed this morning
something of a most damaging character
against Fortunato Amante, who is sus
pected of killing Guitana Masfetano, the
Amante’s overcoat was
Italian barber.
found to be stained with human blood,
which it had evidently been attempted
to wash out.
The accepted theory of the assassins
tion is that it was the result of a duel beRone of their
tween the two men.
friends know anything more than the su-

perficial

information as already pubBoth men are members of La
This organization has a duel

lished.
Mafia.
code for use between members, but does
not provide any ostentatious environNo seconds are rement of action.

quired.
Any member

of this organization, if
he thinks he has been insulted by a fellow member, can challenge him to a duel. The challenged person is practically
bound to accept the challenge. The
rules of the Mafia expect it, and a man
who refuses to meet a challenger is
branded as a coward, and this odium is
associated with him wherever he and the
society is known.
In this case it is now assumed that the
murdered man, having been, as he
claimed, insulted by the prisoner,promptly called Amante to account.
How they got to Everett is not yet deAdditional evidence in suptermined.
port of the duel theory is furnished by
an examination of the suspected murderer.
On his left leg, just below the
thigh, is a deep, ugly wound, evidently
made by a knife.
The wound had bled
upon the man’s underclothing.
CITY MISSIONS.
Methodists

Banded

Together

in

a

Good

Work.

Pittsburg, Pa., March 16.—A conference of representatives of the Methodist
Episcopal church, from all parts of the
country, to form

a

National Union of

City Evangelization, began here today.
These officers were elected:
President John Trussler, Brooklyn.
Secretary—J. K. Clark, Cincinnati.

The convention listened to reports
represented. All the reports showed a large increase in the
number of missions,converts and Sunday
A plan of oiganization
school scholars.
was adopted.
It recommends a general
union composed of the representatives
from the various unions, and the preparation of a memorial to the next general
conference asking that the purposes of
the organization be inserted in the disci
pline of the church.
from the cities

Coal

Going Up.

New York, March 16.—A regular meeting of the coal agents was held today
and resulted in an advance of 25 cents
per ton for chestnut coal to take effect
The prices for other
immediately.
grades remain unchanged.

loud

model in its way and all are
in their praises of the spread. The toastmaster was Hon. David N. Mortland and
in spite of the fact that it was an entirely
impromptu affair, the toasts and responses were fluent and graceful. Chester M.
Walker, chairman of the committee of
of
arrangements, is especially deserving the
credit for the tact which he used in
management of affairs. The Knox Bar
Association was increased in its membership by the admission this term of
It is a harMessrs. Campbell and Rice.
was a

monious and thriving organization. The
following officers were elected for the
coming year:

President—David N. Mortland.
Vice President—J. H. Montgomery of Cam-

Secretary and Treasurer—Chester M. Wal-

ker.

Librarian—Ralph R. Ulmer.

districts,

43

Russian carloads of flour here for immediate shipment as, after the breaking of
the ice in the Volga, the province cannot
be reached for weeks. We had an interview with the Minister of the Imperial
Household, who is vice president of the
Russia
Russian committee, yesterday.
The disis deeply grateful, he states.
tress has not been exaggerated and any
American contributions will be heartily
The distress must naturally
welcomed.
increase as the season advances. We adOne hunvise sending other cargoes.
dred thousand horses, from official information, have starved in the Voronez
province. Send Iowa corn to save horses
and cattle, or farming will be impossible
and consequently the famine will be re-

by

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, March 16.—The Knox
County Bar Association held a banquet
at the Thorndike House tonight, the occasion being in honor of Judge William
P. WMtehouse, of Augusta, who presided at this term.
Among the many

of the car-

consigned to
carefully selected and trusty persons,
who will see to, the proper distribution.
The destitution in the Sama province
baffles description. We therefore buy 40

comprising

Mr. FRED POOLER

Bar

Knox

Forty Liquor Indictments Said to Have
Been Found in Knox County.

[Special to the Press.]
March 16.—The grand jury
rose this afternoon after an eight days
session, reporting forty-eight indictments
ant
the nature of which have not beeu made
public. It is said that forty are liquor
indictments based upon the theory that
the possession of a United States lioenso
PHILADELPHIA’S CONTRIBUTION
was
prominent legal gentlemen present
is prima facie evidence.
GRATEFULLY RECEIVED.
Cleaves of Portland.
Hon. Henry B.
The famous Fillsbury adoption case
counthe
from
neighboring
Delegations
was before
Judge Whitehouse this afterties of Lincoln and Waldo were present
continued.
noon,
being
and, taken altogether, it was the most
The Committee Sends Word That the Distalented and merry gathering that lias
mainTtowns.
tress Has Not Been Exaggerated—One
The banquet
been seen here in years.

American Generosity Still Has Abund-

prevented

Banquet By the
Association.

Schooners Made

as

Good

as

New.

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, March 16.—Schooner Governor of Deer Isle was launched to-day at
the South Marine Railway where she has
been almost entirely rebuilt, receiving a
new keel, stem, apron and hatclicombings. She has even been partly redecked.
In addition to this she has been reSchooners Ella
caulked and painted.
Pressey, Jordan L. Mott and Elbridge

Gerry

are

at

present being repaired.
Losses

by

Rockland,

Items of

Interest Gathered by Correspondents of the Press.

Bangor, March 16.—The house on Essex street owned by Thorndike Lyford
and occupied by George A. Crosby caught
fire this morning. The damage from the
flames was very slight but from smoke

$1000.
Biddeford, March 16.—The Atkinson
House Furnishing Company’s store on
Alfred street, Biddeford, was slightly
damaged by fire and water Wednesday
morning. The fire was confined to the
It caught from sparks from a
roof.
chimney.
Brunswick, March 16.—Fire yesterday
destroyed two barns on the Patrick McLoss
McManus estate at Maquoit Bay.
$1500; insurance $1000.
surance

Spring Trade,

-WITH-

Worth

$30,000

-OF-

Mr. William Fogg has purohased a fine
of colts of Murray Bros, for use on
his farm.
Plans for the new Congregational
church have been drawn by .Architect
Tompson of Portland, the committee
having the matter in charge have accepted them and work will commence early
in the
spring.
The town at its annual meeting voted
to buy an improved road machine.
Mr. J. Herbert Libby has bought the
stock, fixtures and good will of Geo. M.
Oliver the grocer at Scarboro Beach
Station. Mr. Oliver leaves a good business gained
by strict attention and fair
dealings to all his customers. His many
friends regret that he has decided to retire from the business. Mr. Libby is an
excellent young man and we heartily
wish him the success that Mr. Oliver has

pair

enjoyed.
DBY MILLS.

Mrs. William M. Dow has gone to Chicago to visit her son Lorenzo E. Dow.
She expects to be gone two months or
jw jj.

onaw,

wno uas

ueeu

just placed npon our counters at Spot Cash
Prices. We are always in the lead, and the present season we are
determined to eclipse all former attempts if honest goods
That

we

have

and COW PRICES will do it.

quite

bicjs

for the past week, is improving.
Notice is up for a school meeting
March 19.

Men’s Dark

SPRINC OVERCOATS.
Men’s Overcoats
worth $6.

Gray.

$4.98,

at

All Wool Putnam Overcoats at

$5.98,

worth $8,
Dark Mixed Overcoats at $8,
worth $10.
Young Men’s nobby Spring
Overcoats, all the new shades, at

$8.00, $10.00, $12.00, $15.00,
$18.00 and $20.00.

$12.00, $15.00, $18.00, $20.00,
$22.00 and $25.00.

at

doz
Laundered
50
Shirts at 4Sc, worth 75c.

White

50 doz. Cheviot Shirts at 45c.
at

7c

a

pair.

Men’s Working Pants at $1.25,
$1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50 and
Pants

White
50 doz. ITnlaundered
Shirts at 37 l-2c, worth 50c.

1 case of Cotton Hose

SPRING PANTS.

$3.00.

FURNISHING GOODS.

at

All the nobby styles in Double
and Single Breasted, Straight
and
Cuts
Cutaway Suits at

Men’s Dress
at

Mixed Suits

$6.00. $8.00. $10.00 and $12.00.

James

poor farm this year.
Charles Thompson is going to move into
his house. Mr. Quint will move onto
the farm this week.
Parsons Strout got burned quite badly
last week.
Charles J. Foster says he shall make a
business trip to England in a very short
time.

Goods!

Spring

sprincTsuits.
Libby of Bath is visiting at his
father’s, I. S. Libby.
Men’s Indigo Blue Suits
George W. Quint is going to carry on $6.00, $8.00 and $10.00.
1.30
the
We hear that

and wtter fully $1500.
Water vtlle, March 16.—Fire at
this morning destroyed the first and second stories of Ticonic Row block occupied by Redington & Co., dealers in furniture, carpets and crockery. The cause
of the firs is unknown. Loss $10,000; in-

lor

lobbing Up Serenely

Scarboro.

more.

Fire.

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

ON UNITED STATES LICENSES.

VVHITEHOUSE.

$3.50,

$4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50, $6.00,
$6.30 and $7.00.

1 case

Balbri?fgan Shirts and

Drawers at 23c each.
25 doz. Humsdorf Fast Black
Half Hose, 15c per pair, 2 pair
for 25c.

IN OUR BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT YOU WILL FIND

2000 SUITS TO SELECT FROM.

\

WEST GEAY.

At the school meeting in this district
(No. 4) Monday evening, Charles S.
Adams was chosen agent and Winfield S.
Allen, clerk. It was voted to have female
teachers for both

summer

and winter

terms.

the popular
proprietor of Mountain View farm, Mr.
S. L. Adams, goes to Portland next week
Willie H. Adams,

son

of

CHILDREN’S SHORT PANT SUITS.
Suits

Pant

Short

$1.25,

at

$1.50. $2.00 and $2.50.
All Wool Plaids

and

Drowns

Light Scotches and Plaids!
Cight Scotches and Worsteds
$5.00, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00 Double and Single Breasted*
and $12.00.
$8.00 to $15.00.
Odd Short Pants from 50c In *
Children’s Vest Suits, age 4 to
lO years, $4.50 to $9.00.
$2.00.
Odd Long Pants from $1,251*
at

$3.00. worth $4.00.
BOYS’ LONGMNTSUITS.
<
to take a position in the office of the
$6.00.
Sawyer Cassimere and Cheviot
Maine Steamship Co.
We are sorry to
Extra
size
Suits
Boys’
Boys’ Suits, Indigo Blue, $6.00,
Suits at $4.50 and $5.00.
madetf
lose Mr. Adams from West Gray, though
An Aged Man’s Misfortune.
order.
Light Fancy Scotches $3.00, worth $8.00.
the change will be to his advantage withBreasted
Double and Single
Bfddefoed, March 16.—Efforts are out doubt. The good wishes of his many $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00, $5.50
Black
Cheviots,
$8.00 and
being made tonight to trace the wander- friends will go with him to his new field $6.00 and $7.00.
of labor.
Three Piece Suits, front 12 to $10.00.
ings of J. Goldsbrough, a prominent and
Miss Lizzie Ryder and Miss Nellie
who
left
home
Dark mixtures from $4.00 to
aged Biddeford merchant,
Allen from Woodfords spent the week 16 years, All Wool, Dark Mixed
TO BE GIVEN AWAY. /
$15.00.
today mysteriously. He has been in poor past among friends in this place and vi- at $5.00 to $12.00.
health for a long time and it is believed cinity, returning on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Leslie were
He
his mind has become affected.
here from Friday until Monday.
bought a ticket for Boston.
Mr. Charles Hunt of Deering centre
was here visiting friends the past week.
Judge Wiswell on Our Foreign Policy.
Augusta, March 16.—Hon. A. P. WisFaris.
well of Ellsworth addressed the Blaine
SOUTH PABI8.
Republican Club of this city tonight on
Mr. George A. Wilson has returned
the subject of “Our Foreign Policy.”
from a business trip of two weeks in
Minneapolis.
Ford Divorce Case Settled.
One hundred jolly Grangers enjoyed
Nashua, N. II., March 16.—The Ford the dinner given by the defeated side in
the
Fred
divorce case has been settled.
literary contest last Saturday.
About half of the workmen have gone
Ford, the defendant, weakened in the
Supreme Court at Manchester, and Mrs. to work in the sled factory.
H. A. Fuller, travelling salesman, has
Ford
Ford will be granted her divorce.
has consigned over to her the $30,000 ob- been very sick with the grippe; he is
tained from her when they were married reported a little better.
Miss Emma E. Shurtleff has just comtA'r~>
It is given out that the criminal charge pleted her fifteenth term of school. She
^
marlOdtf
against him will not be pushed beyond a is now visiting her grandfather, Simeon
fine. The case has excited much inter- Shurtleff, of Portland.
Our horsemen, A; T. Maxim and E. M.
est here and in Biddeford, where Ford
has been endeavoring to prove his citi- Thayer, are doing a good business selling
zenship. The court gave Mrs. Ford the horses.
Our scholars are enjoying a four weeks
house in Nashua, which, with land, is
valued at $20,000, and other property ag- vacation.
AmanStanaisn.
gregating $4000 more.
FALLS.
STEEP
dine, a scientific
Obituary Notes.
Edwin Wingate has gone to Kent’s Hill
is
L. I). Townsend of Saco, whose leg was to attend school.
recently amputated at the Maine General
Fred and John Harper of Boston are
both a luxury and
Hospital, died Tuesday. The remains visiting their parents.
were taken to Freeport.
The young ladies of this village gave a
for the
a
Mary E., widow of the late John E. leap year candy festival at Depot Hall
Marston, died Tuesday evening at Old last Friday evening.
household, soothOrchard. Mrs. Marston has been matron
Kev. Mr. Robinson will preach at the
of the Old Orchai'd house for a number Advent
and
next
Sunday.
chapel

<

Family Atlas of the WoriK

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

THE LEADING ONE PRICE SPOT CASH CLOTHIERS,

Cb

Congress St., Portland, Me.
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Frye’s

preparation,
necessity

of years.
Doctor

Lewiston

26.

and Prof. Hartshorn of the

TheAlamedas left Monday afternoon
Rockland to play against the Rockdate for
land
polo club. They took their regular
visit to
team, with the exception of Wright. ScanBates.
The Y. M. C. A. here is in a flourishing lon will tend goal in his place.
Foresters’ Ball on Easter Monday,
condition and will hold a public literary
Music will be furnished by
meeting March 30, the programme to be night.
made up of papers on timely topics, a Pullen.
Phillips has forbidden the sale
symposium and orations, together with a ofSupt.
the Manchester Telegram by pupils of
good musical programme.
The college band has reorganized with the public schools of the city.
several new members and is entering
Every man, woman and child who has once
upon a season’s work that promises much tried that truly wonderful Dr. Bulls Cough
college.
April 17 has been fixed as the
college Y. M. C. A deputation’s

success.

ing, healing

Harpswell.

Tidy, the eminent analyst of
Mr. William Snow, one of Harpswell’s
tlw government, who testified for the
prosecution in the case against Mrs. May- aged citizens died Monday morning. He
brick, on trial for poisoning her husband, had been an invalid for several years.
Mr. Goddard finished shipping ice for
has died in England.
this season Saturday night.
The fishing schooners made good trips
Bates College.
last week, some of them sharing fifty
Those members of the senior and junior dollars
to a man.
classes who are to enter teaching as a proBatli Happenings.
fession are to be given a course of weekly
lectures as class work next term, one a
Inauguration next week. The Mayor
The is absent on a business trip, and election
week, on pedagogical subjects.
being over, politics are at a discount
speakers are to be the experienced inIt is rumored about town that the Instructors of the two cities, such as Prof. depent is to change hands. Editor Clark
confirmed the report today, and said
Moody of Edward Little High School, that
negotiations were under way for a
who speaks on moral instruction in pubspeedy transfer. The “little green un”
lic schools; Prof. Wheeler of Lewiston has been under its present management
High School on science in public schools: since 1879.
The Old English lettering has disapProf. Dnnton of Lewiston Grammar
from the side of the new transfer
School on grammar school work; Prof. peared
boat Hercules, to be replaced by someFrisbee of Nichols Latin School on the thing that will be easier to read. It is
history of education; Prof. Jordan on the officially stated that the old City of
and used' as a
high school principal; Supt. Stetson of Rockland will be kept
Auburn on school superintendency; Prof. spare boat.
Capt. Gibbons, of the ship John R.
Rand on mathematics in public schools.
his vessel, which
Other speakers are to be Prof. Files of Keeley has left to join
Lewiston High School, Supt. Stuart of is loading at Philadelpeia. She will sail
March
for

Syrup cannot say enough in its praise.

refreshing to the
“Caatorla is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
known to me."
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
“The use of 'Castoria’ is so universal and
its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach."
Carlos Martyn, D.D.,
New York City.
Late Pastor Bioomingdale Reformed Church.
_

skin.

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promoted dl-

ELLEN B. DIETRIEK,
Woman’s Journal, Boston.

Witliout injurious medication.
For several years I have recommended
Castoria, and shall always continue to
it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Pardee, M. D.,
“The Winthrop,” ISSth Street and 7th Ave.,
Hew York City.

Sour

For Sale

o so as

EASTMAN BROS, k
BANCROFT.

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, ISew Tore*

S&Tlilynrm

decl2

S. S. RICH & SON,
Undertakers,

WILL EE AT

86

EXCHANGE

Opposite
And with entire
answer

calls

telephone
mar5

STREET,

stock are
as before.

THE

“ST. JULIAN” Every Tnesday Forenoon
with a full line of Samples of
Spring: Goods.
GIVE HIM A CAIiIi.
fbe27
.d4w

Fairford Southern Pine Flooring.

Masonic Hail,
new

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all elironle and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as Incurable, I will take them to make
a cure.

-HAVE BEMOVED TO-

NO.

Dr E. B. FteedL.

FRED S.

SOULE,
MerchantTailor

By

ready to

This is
or

a

rift sawn flooring.

It will not sliver

splinter and will out-last three ordinary

floors.

connections.
dtf

Before placing your Life Insurance
in Companies outside the State of
Maine, send to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSUBANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law.
oct24eodtt

Every one who is building and thinks of using
Southern pine should see it.
Write for particulars, or call on
S. H. & A. K. DOTEN.
494 to 504 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
Sepl9eod6ms»Portland,

Me.

Notice.

hereby give notice that

I refuse to pay any
debts contracted by my wife, Mrs. Gertrude Loweitt, after this date. J. W. Loveitt
™arlo
d4w*

I

Dr. Deed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
eacn case, he thinks he cau tell the difference

between

a

person afflicted with

a

disease

or a

becoming an entranced medium. There
a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. ui. Examination by
letter stating their uame, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00.
my22dtf
been
Eerson
as

The Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.

*

miscellaneous.

tution of the United States, and the Suhave
preme Court of the United States
decided in favor of the position taken by
the Republican par ty, and have so decided
by a unanimous vote with the Chief Justice and two justices of the court DemoCourt cratic, all concurring
in that decision.
What it Was the
And, Mr. Chairman. I make the further
assertion, to be veriiied by any gentleDecided.
man who takes the trouble to examine
the decisions and the facts, that the decision of every court of every State in the.
United States that has ever decided this
in
the
House
Addresss
Kecent
Kr. Heed's
question has been unanimous to the same
of Representatives.
effect, without reference to party condi-

juibCEEEA^

|

THE pORlipsm

e <> ls.

EHCUMBERLAND COAL

Supreme

BY THE

*

bate

proceeded

as

Reed.

Mr.

of the Constitution of the United States,
because it insists upon an acting quorum
where the Constitution says that a present quorum is sufficient for the transaction of business. Will the gentleman
from Georgia [Mr. Turner] say to me
that this House can make rules which
will govern that question? This House
can make rules for its guidance, but those
rules must be in accordance with the
Constitution of the United States.
Whether the quorum required is a present quorum or an acting quorum is not to
That
be determined by this House.
question has been determined by something superior to this House, even with a
3 to 1 Democratic majority [laughter],
and that is the Constitution of the United
States as expounded by the supreme
tribunal that is entitled to expound it.

follows:

Chairman, I am, for
part, truly glad that in this proposed
defiance of the Supreme Court oi the
United States the gentlemen on the othei
side put forward their strongest man;
Mr.

my

for I have always believed that the genwas
tleman from Georgia [Mr. Turner]
with a
able to state his propositions
to them,
force which belonged not only
and
but to his own vigorous personality;
beiiet.
this afternoon he has justified my
with a
He has stated his propositions
no assistvigor and strength that needs
I am
and
ance from any other source,
glad to meet them thus stated. His declaration and proposition here is that the
point at issue between the Ifemocratk
party and the Republican party upon the
action of the House of Representatives o:
■the Fifty-first Congress was not wlietliei
•a present quorum or an acting quorun
was demanded by the Constitution of tin
“United States, hut whether I, as an indi
vidual and as Speaker of this House, vio
lated my duty in counting members a:
gJlGaCUL

W lie/

HCIV

xrary.

Keeci.

mi.

«^naxiui»u,

X

■

opinion

which the gentleman from Maine

flag-

A few years more and Charles II la}
buried iu the great Abbey “Where Eug
land’s most honored dead do lie,"’ am
before bis death Oliver Cromwell, bead
less, bad been buried under Tyburn tree,
But which would you rather honor tin ,
i
memory of to-day: Charles II, admirec
for the moment by the English people, 01
Oliver Cromwell, admired by all man
kind forever?
[Applause.] It is no

politics or in war that an ;
finally triumphant, but it is the Lord’: >
truth, it is the sound principles; and, ii
the sign of those principles, the Republi
can part}' will be ultimately victorious
[Prolonged applause on the Eepublicai
side.]
Ho Got There.

“Waiter,” said the facetious guest
“bring me some Hibernian potatoes.”
The waiter was gone a long time, bu
returned finally with a plateful of black
charred, round, bard-looking object

Hi
about tbe size of a billiard ball.
placed the dish on the table with
flourish and stood waiting for furthe
orders.
“What are these?”

inquired

the

SSScSas affsarswa

.<■
made through

a

feeling of sympathy

for the afflicted

nneure

“Rflv Work Shall Be

The

perpetuation

of Mrs. Pinkham's work

t^Aestin tfSSX&ftot

A Record of
lady

clerks writing at her dictation,

o-v er

:

f

-Address

LYDIA

THE

the benefit of suffering women. Here
the world has ever known.

and there need be no time spent upo 1
that. 1 resume once more ihe consider;
tion of the question which is this. Tli D
whole attempt of the Democratic part >
to shift their objection from the questio 1
of a

»

present

quorum as against an aetin
(
quorum to a question of my personal act s
is so recent and so transparent tliat ther 3
is not a member on this floor w ho doc 3
not understand it.
Everybody knows that the contentior
that the entire point in dispute, was a 3
to whether an acting or a present quoi
uni was

the

---

one

required by the Const:

Read the Prices.

MASS.

250 pieces of Twilled Cotton Suiting for Ladles’l Al
P
and Children’s Dresses, double fold, washable
imitation of woolen in plaids, stripes and flgnres, bean-iy^fc Ul
IPer Yard.
tlful styles and a simply wonderful bargain at

goods,]

The Best and Finest Store in New England.
To Find.

Cotfslene

Very Light and Easy

DUNLAP & CO. CELEBRATED HATS,
Imported Soft

One case of Onting Flannel, In
exceedingly low price of

LARD,

of New York.

Keek Ties »0

Best

$1.00

Soft

only by

237

and

239

marl2

the Hatter,

MIDDLE STREET.
1

at
_______

Sheets of Best Fruit Cotton,

r‘

_

Peabody Medical Institute has many
tutors, but no equal. Herald.
The Scienco of Life, or Self-Preservation,
The

imi

—

Is

Head it now
treasure more valuable than ((bid.
and learn ti
every WEAK and NERVOUS man,
Review.
(Copyrighted.
be STRONG .—J/igicMf

decs,

odawiv

Spring stock of

On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a
hearing be appointed for Friday, March 25th, at
in t
4 o’clock p. m. on the premises mentioned
that a not:
petition and it is further ordered with tills
c ur
together
above
petition
the
of
order thereon lie published in tile Portia ICl
least
to
at
seven
previous
for
days
daily papers
the hearing.

Paper Hangings is ready to
exhibit.

[SlGNED-l
L
S. 15. KELSEY,
C 11 EARLEY,

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
mar3

_
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notice.
>
District of Maine,
I'ORTJ.A.NR, March 15,1S92. J
to the rules of the Circuit Court
of the United States tor the District ol
Maine, notice is hereby given that Edward E.
Tompson of Portland, in said District, has airadmission as an atplied to the undersigned for
torney and counsellor of said

PURSUANT

(ircuitA’ouD^

Clerk U. S. Circuit Court, Maine District.
—d3t*

mari&

(Per Yard.

ft
same] */ii
£UlJl

quan-j
|

EACH.
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_
*

1-2,

Isc^11
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“
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Our new

■
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“
■
* l*2c
42x39
Pemberton “
Ail Thoroughly Well Made.
Best Table Oil Cloth, 45 inches wide,
*5 oo
reduced from $10.00 to
Fancy Quilts slightly soiled,
at
lOO oieces Diop^N 10 yards in chcIi piece*
6c
Brown Cotton, yard wide.
1 bale Rcmuants of Lockwood
Brown Cotton, yard and
i bale Remnants of Lockwood
^
7 l-2c
of Fruit Bleached Cotton, yard wide,
l
Do not confound this with the narrow width
Fruit that is worth 5 l-2c.
at 12 l-2c each.
IOO dozen Hack Towel*. 43x21, a great bargain
« l-4c
tine
quality,
Class
Toweling,
Checked
case
1
i. i-»c
■
1 lot Barnsley Twilled Toweling,
",
in choice patterns, reduced
one lot best French Cretonne

Gentlemen:—The undersigned desires pi
mission to build a wharf on the site of the c
wharf at the Mussey Farm, so called, on Ca it
Elizabeth shore, to extend into tidewater -.42
Yours Respectfully.
feet.
ISAAC C. AIKINSON.
rSlGNEP.l
March
15,1892.
l’ortland,

Peabody

“

“

»
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Board of Harbor Commissioners, Portland, Main

ERRORS o
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTEB VITALITY, PR®
DISEASES
ml
end
MATURE DECLINE,
and WEAKNESSES of KAN. 300 pages, clotb
Only *1.0
gilt: 125 invaluable prescriptions.
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospect
ns with endorsements pnpr J SEME
I Mniy
tf the Press and voluntary fKPp
B (SB.. HUW,
tetimonials of the cored.
Consultation in person or hy mad. Expert treat
and CElt
jnent. INVIOLABLE SECRECY
r(i, iv CURE. Address Dr. W. IT. l nrker. o
Medical Institute, No. 4 Euliiuch tot.
The

“
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42x3|

TT&SSwnrmlycT

Boston, Mass.

|lx93

90x99
Pillow Cases, Best Fruit Cotton,
*i

si
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iFer Yard.

follows:
At About the Cost of the Material, as

—

KMwmsnr.

our]I IIIQ.

Ready Made Sheets and Pillow Cases.

6 Central Wharf, Boston.
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Yard.
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the
One more case of Shirts, new spring styles,
in value as those we have sold in such immense

tities,

CHICAGO, end

be]
Iper

One case of Standard Prints, in new and very
low price of
spring styles will be offered at the

some

French Laundry, Sent Tuesday and Returned Saturday.
We Don’t Break Your Collars and Cuffs.

N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.,

ft
20] Q
||(| ■

E„eIMl Cl)lhu, a„d CM,.

BETTER.
Manufactured

IPer Yard.

selected from
Big lot of Ginghams, Scotch styles,
12 l-2c stock, will be Included in this sale at

The

our

Yardt

colors]I

Dent’s Imported Street Gloves.
Perrin’s Imported Dress Gloves

KINDS.
ATjti
UNDERWEAR
Hats.
and
Stiff
$3.00
Line of $2.00, $2,50
An Elegant
s
Hat m the Market.
Try

|

]per

Hats.

MEN’S

and the Pie will be

and

colors]

One case of Ginghams In short lengths fnalOto
12 l-2c quality, will
yards, excellent styles, regular
sold for only

OUR

Instead of

good styles

at tlie

OPEN.

NTO W

If It Is mads with

Ifl

Challies,]

300 pieces of superior quality of Printed
selected patterns not to be found elsewhere, fast
and a rare bargain at

Jew and Elegant Hat and Furnishing Store

I

good

The RESULT olVERY URCEPURCHftSES

MEIRRY^

Mr. Reed. I leave him with the credi t
that he has with his party associates o i

:

Low Prices for New Goods.

largest collection of facts

PiMKHAM MESMCINE CO., LYNN,

E.

sale.

basement

is a

CASM EAT

3

that subject.
Mr. Turner. I do not want to detai
the gentleman but a moment.
Mr. Reed. I shall submit to it again.
Mr. Turner. I hope the gentlema
does not resent the small byplay which
attempted just now. I have always lia
for the gentleman’s abilities the liighes
respect, although on recent occasions
differed with him profoundly. I hav
not had the remotest purpose of givin T5
him offense, nor have I intended to abus 3
his courtesy. I have been trying to dif
cuss fairly a great public question in m 7
representative capacity, as a member c f
the same House, and without the remoi
est idea of offending the gentleman froi
Maine.
Mr. Reed. Mr. Chairman, I have nr
feelin X
the slightest doubt of the
and good will which subsists betwee 1
myself and the gentleman from Geprgif

the

Notice.

Special

YOU

wen

gentleman’

..

/\
%

LIBBY’S

R.

J.

ThlsTre^Keto-day

available to the women of the world.

Life’s Work.

a

oneiiimuicuib

side.]

the

are now

e. pinkham’s assss
Lydia
n«„.oo,im,rmTv

imported

Mr. Reed. The gentleman takes occa
sion of my own courtesy in surrendcrin 5
him the floor [laughter] to make this ii:

elsewhere", and

Krac°tice oTTwomanamongZomen^a represents

:

Perpetuated.”

A Savior of Her Sex.

-I,

*

ever

was

found

parts of the
bless its discoverer.

Asa result thousands of women in all

civiL“dCwoMdd°cher^1^eaful “Sc7of lydia E. Finkham’s Vegetable Compound, and

guest

‘.'Hibernian potatoes, sir,” said thi
waiter. “Hi burned ’em myself. Any
think helse, air?”—Chicago Tribune.

ii

to the extreme verge of this question
and when I compared the opinion whicl L
he asserted in the last House with tha
opinion, I simply meant that the gentle
man on the two occasions stated went b
the extremes of the line which connectei '
them; and, if he will permit me to sa;
so, I will state now that the gentlemai
has occupied both sides of this question »
and has been wrong both times. [Laugh
ter and applause on the Democrati

tercsting interpolation.
Mr. Turner. I beg
pardon-

d3t

if

icouiin

;

was an

CO., OF MD.,
Portland.

24 Plum Street,

marl 6

victories in

what I had to say; which is that nobody
until the decision of the Supreme Court
ever dreamed of stating that to be thi
issue; and the gentleman himself, in hi:
speech, showed that away down in hi:
mind it had not rested even there in tlia
form. For when ho undertook to male
a point
against me in regard to a state
ment which X made in the House of Rep
resentatives twelve years ago, he askec l
which opinion the Supreme Court sus
tains. Then he read an opinion of mini
declaring that it was an “acting quorum’
and not a “present quorum;” showinj
that up to that moment his mind wa
fixed upon the real decision of the Su
States.
preme Court of the Xinited
Mr. Turner. But f^he gentleman fron L
Maine is too fair to do mo an injustice ii
this connection.
Mr. Reed Surely.
Mi-. Turner That

COAL

CONSOLIDATION

OF

wards the Dutch fleet sailed up the Med
way, bringing dishonor to the Britisl
1

insistec
; Mr. Turner. I have merely
that the decision announces the opinioi
pi the Supreme Court that the Speakei
find a right to count a quorum after tin
House of Representatives made the ruh :
authorizing it.
'Mr. Reed. The Supreme Court havt
’-mot announced any such thing. The Su
rfireme Court never so announced wit!
itagard to the Speaker, hut simply with
rfegard to the clerk.
/ That shows that the gentleman fron
Georgia, usually so accurate upon an;
question of law, has forgotten to brin|
that accuracy to this question of poli
tics.
The gentleman makes i
Mr. Turner.
fierious issue with me as to my accuhis getracy. I am a little surprised at
ting off on a punctilio of that kind, especially when the question is so easily
me
*4£termined. I hope he will pardonI will
Jfflread. ]Cries of “Louder!”]
read from the decision:
N But bow shall tbe presence of a majority b<
determined? Tbe Constitution has prescribe;
/'no method of making this determination, and 1
Housi
/• is therefore within the competency of the
to prescribe any method which shall be reason
It
may pre
ably-certain to ascertain the fact.
scribe answer to roll call as the only method o
determination; or require the passage of mem
hers between tellers, and their count as the soli
test; or the count of the Speaker or the Clerk
and an announcement from the desk of tin
names of those who are present.
Mr.

MAINE

people
motions, welcomed back the monarch}
with Charles II, and a few years after

fron

The gentleman
Turner.
Maine would not do me injustice?
\ Mr. Heed Surely not.
Mr.

CUMMINGS,

FOR

The gentleman from Georgia has seen
lit to refer to the last election. Wiry,
that has been done to surfeit by the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. McMillin].
Although the gentleman from Georgia
has done it in a more polished fashion,
nevertheless the fact remains that that
great argument lias already been fully
exploided. How often in the history of
the world have the righteous gone temporarily to the wall. [Laughter on the
Democratic side.] Why, in the year 1053
Oliver Cromwell was protector of Great
Britain, and the flag of Great Britain was
respected on every sea, and the voice of
Cromwell
stayed the persecution o:
Christians in every land: yet, in 1GG0 tin
of Great Britain, with loud accla

f

I

AGENT

Peirposes.

[Applause.]

imio.

I must say that I am amazed to listei
to such a statement; and I venture th(
assertion, in the presence of this assent
bly, three to one hostile to me, that un
til the decision of the Supreme Court n(
gentleman ever drea med that that wa;
the point at issue. Never for a momen
during the discussion of the rules of this
lyory House was any such assumption o:
Admission made, that it was a “presen
quorum” and not an “acting quorum'
that the Constitution of the Unitec
States demanded. Nay, the gentlemai
from Georgia himself, this very day ant
in this very speech, has shown the con

SOLE

for Steam

C.

LINCOLN

party feeling.
Now, then, the House of Representatives todav is acting in absolute defiance

rately

CARGO, DIRECT FROM THE MINES.

Unsurpassed

tions or to

The Congressional Record brings the
full address of Mr. Reed in reply to Mr.
Turner pf Georgia upon the recent decision of the Supreme Court on the quoThe abstract telegraphed
rum question.
was badly garbled and failed to accuThe destate Mr. Reed’s points.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

miscellaneous.
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i€rt*l2-4'wh?tc Blankets, reduced from $5.00 to

$3.75

__

1

1 Harbor Commissioner
HENRY FOX, )
marl6dti
1892.
Mar.
15,
Portland,

Premiums upon the Policies ot
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY’ vary in accordance with tlie plan of Insurance
selected and t he age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

R.

J.

The

I
1

LIBBY,

Congress Street.

marljiiti

PORTLAND DAILY
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NORTH-YARMOUTH
Yarmouth-
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Palmerston, K. 6. By the
MAINE STATE PRESS.
Marquis of Lome, K. T. (New York:
Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring,
Subscription Kates,
& Harmon.) Lord Palmerston’s
Short
Daily (In advance) $G per year; $3 for six
long life of eighty years extended over a
months; $1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by period fraught with changes of great
carrier anywhere within tiie city limits and at significance to the British Empire, and
Woodfords without extra charge.
as he was identified during the most of
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
that time with British political life his
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) ppblished biography constitutes a history of Engevery Thursday, S2 per year;$l for six months; land during that period. The Marquis
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscripof Lome’s biography is appreciative,
tion of six we.eks.
but
discriminating, and there is no
or
Persons wishing to leave town for long
to
exaggerate his hero’s
short periods may have the addresses of their attempt
greatness as a statesman or party
papers changed as often as desired.
Viscount

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 76 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Setter, $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
$1.60 per square.
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type
25 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at

regular

rates.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscrip'JtPi and advertisements to Portland
97 EXCHANGE STREET,
PUELWSr'TG DO.,
In

Fort lav),

Mil___

illhJ
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THURSDAY, MARCH 17.
Lord Salisbury has, it is said, fixed the
date for the next general election in
Great Britain for July provided the Tory
majority can bear the strain until that
the

This proviso
needed,
Tory majority has already ohce broken
is

time.

for

down under the strain and another break
down would compel a general election

immediately.
The reception of Cleveland’s letter is
just what might have been anticipated.
The Mugwumps and the “better element” of the Democracy praise it unstintedly and think it will strengthen him.
The Hill crowd sneer at it and say it is a
formal announcement of his candidacy,
which was entirely superfluous, as everybody knew he was a candidate before.

Bangor will get a conMayor
siderable extension of his term by reason
of the registr ation law. Under the old
law Bangor’s second election would have
occurred in one or two weeks probably
after the first, but the registration law
provides that notices of an election must
be posted for thirty days at least before
it takes place. The result is that Bangor
will not vote again until the 25th of
Snow of

April.
addressed an
them
to
his
letter
warning
party
open
against the danger of passing a free silBut other Democrats as able
ver bill.

Bayard

Ex-Senator

and

as

in

high

voice to

similar

has

party have given
warnings without the

the

slightest effect, and there is no reason to
believe that the warning of Mr. Bayard
will meet with any better success. The
fact is that the great majority of the representatives of the Democratic party are
bound to vote for free silver, some of
them because they believe in it and
others because their constituents believe
dare not do otherin it and therefore
wise.

It is

CoKs tucfumug Wellesley and Mt.
'hoke SSn opportunities for Sciences,

X 1^

Teacher of Shorthand and

marll

A

Letters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.

Icail
flesh

INVESTMENT” SECURITIES.

We Offer,

I ININGR

little effect, but persisted in their use.
I have now taken four bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, used two boxes of
SKODA’S PILE CURE and four boxes

WIW6 mbbbmbbhbbbmmi

We

WELL.
All credit is due to your ««. ^ a »
"onderfnl Remedies, K ,g 8i_i I
and I caunot say too much
in their praise.

now

the

best

LININGS

DRESS

E. MELVIN,
MK?UCA'T>0T.rj.
Warren

No. 3S
St.,
Rockland, Me.
GUARANTEE 6 Bottles to BENEFIT or
CURE. You get help or get your money back.
WILL YOU TRY IT?

have very much
of
assortment
have

we

shown, embracing all

ever

the New Styles and Shades
in both plain and fancy.

We

“The Andover” is different
“Church Quarterly”
in aim, scope and spirit. Month after
month, its pages teem with discussions
on a great number and variety of subjects, and almost invariably the outlook
is helping and hopeful. In the number
for March liev. John Coleman Adams so
writes of Christ in his relations to different ages, showing how each Age dis-

SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME.

Super

-THE

ATKINSON

lar Canvas, Skirt
“Velvetto” Skirt

But the

seriously.

Argentine Repub-

lic is not included in the President’s

Sold

by Drug-

and

is

Democratic strength in that section.
Wherever he goes Hill clubs spring up
as if by magic, the local bosses swear
allegiance an 1 the machinery is set in
motion to capture the Southern conventions as he captured the New York convention. Hill may not get the nominal
is every reason to believe
have a much larger follow-

We

append the earnings of the Company for
$596,471.04

1891.
§636,918.51

400,459.77

416,464.74

1890.

Gross income §420,602.37

"No Trouble to Show Goods.”

Operating

ex-

penses. 285,011.59
$135,590.78

big surprise
for the people

Amount

re-

quired

to

int.on bouds$105.000.00

[astnian|]ros, Bancroft
&

$196,011.27 $222,453.77

marlldlw

WOODBURY

LESS : THAN

BAUKEIIS,

’'
-—-

Frye’s Amandine
as an application

Days

and complexion is

recognized by

all

!

^.

■HI

^ Vyg Qr|
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FAHNESTOCK & GO.
FOR SALE BY

Supply selected Investment bonds

yzye,

an

0*0

Genuine only
Justice von

MMS

j

with

■“*»

ture

f8*

gg

1

Por fiandrMe.

For Sale in all Stores.
euttMm
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Liebig’s
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signa-

shown:
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STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHD JOB PRINTER,

f

V

TUB

ORGANS
Very

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
lorty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
than Six
more
possesses assets of
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

500
200
300
200
100

Bags
«

—

SEED!"

Herds Grass.

SAIjE BY

inarl2

BORTXjAND,

AT

mb.,

1824.

Incorporated

—

P. HASTINGS’.

W.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

size 32 Plush Cloak,
32
32
32
32
34

•*

Old

New

Pi*ice

Price.

$13.00 $11.00
18.00
35.00

*•

25.00

15.00

22.00
38.00

13.00
22.00

38.00
38.00

22.00
22.00

•*

36

hayesTtool

company

manufacturers ofHayes Patent Tube Expanders, Pipe Dies,
V Centers. Tube Sheet Cutters,

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations received on favorable terms.

—

WORK A SrECIALTF.
General Machine Work Promptly Attended To.

CO.
dlw*

41 & 43

mars

CROSS STREET.

PORTLAND.
dim

The Scene of Shenandoah Valley Is Beautiful.
A COMPLETE CAST OF PLAYERS.

Presented in the same mariner as seen for over

City

300

GILBERT’S.

AT

AND

—

ISTOCKBRIDGE!

1
2
1
1
1

size 34 Plush Keefer,
36
36
36

M ,.j

Old

New
Price.

$35.00

$20.00

35.00
25.00
40.00

20.00
17.00
26.00

22.00

13.00

1
2
1
1

size 34 Fur Lined Circular,
36

1

Satin Lined

40
42
38

4
loth.
Popular,
Paul B. DuChailluM
Monday, 23th,
Tickets 35, 75c. and $1.00; Children. 25 anjf
35c. Now on sale. Half fare._nichl4d6tjk

$14.00

25.00
50.00
45.00

14.00
30.00

28.00

38.00

24.00

1 FUR TRIMMED REEFERS.
Old

New

1
1
1

size 32 Fur Trimmed Reefer, $30.00

$18.00

27.00
18.00

15.00
10.00

1

12.50

7.00

4

AT-

Neiv
Price.

$25.00

34
36
40

-_75 ets. and $1.0iy

Tickets

LECTURE COURSE

6 FUR LINED CIRCULARS.
Old
Pi*ice.

Second Advent
CONGRESS

Churchy

8 FUR CAPES.
Old
Price.

size 34 Astrachan Cape,
s
38 China Seal
40
38
38
36
36
36

•<

$18.00

Persiana

Monkey

China Seal (military)

Neiv
Price.

$10.00

22.00
22.00
25.00
35.00
26.00
43.00

13.00
13.00
15.00
16.00
12.00
30.00

45.00

27.00

size 36 Plush Dolman,
38 Cloth

$30.00 $15.00
25.00

12.60

f

PLACE.

Tliursday, March 17, REV. ASA DAXTON,
D. D.
Siib|ect. "Matthew Arnold’s Saying
that the Americans are the only people whose
clothes lit them.”
Wednesday. March 23, MR. ROBERT
with
"Illustrated Readings,”
REXDALE.
_

Stereopticon.

W’ednesdav, March

30,

REV.

BLANCHARb. D. I). Subject,
History apart of Sacred History.”

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*

MR. and MRS. NIKISCH.

Price.

“

«

36

Boston

Tuesday, Mch. 29th.

Orchestra, 60 Mnsicians.

6 PLUSH REEFERS.

_

HENRY
“American

Wednesday and Thursday, April 6 and 7,
REV. E. P. WOODWARD.
Subject. “The
Origin and Destiny of the Earth.” Illustrated
with charts and chemical tests.
Organ at 7.30. Lectures at 7.45 p. m.
Course tickets $1.00; single tickets 25 cents,
including reserved seats. For sale at Stockbridge’s and by members of the society.

mchltidSt

AUCTION SAXES.

F. O.

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

J. R.

LIBBY,

Congress

Street.

GAN AUGHT
Be

more

more

beautiful,

pleasing,
greatly deDAUGHTER than a

appropriate,

sired by WIFE or

more

more

really good

PIANO P

Millett, Evans & Co.

MUGHT CAH.
Now open, an elePIAAO HOUSE gant line off All Wool

Supplies

these in perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
see

or

send for Cata-

BOILSTEAM ENCINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

SHAFTINC,

VALVES,
HANGERS,

Challiesand Figured
Silks,

China

New

Cotton Fabrics, New
Dress Goods.

Interest allowed

on

time

*

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

H. E.

Portland. Me

MILLS,

Order Slate at Chandler’s

Cashier,

dtf

Street.

An orchestra in itself, producing
the most charming music.
Can

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Coding, Piano Tuner.
431
President.
febli

517 Congress

CHASE & SON &C0.
jan!9d6m

deposits.

Millett, Evans & Co.

PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

dtf

decl7

Garden of Love Making
Deeds.

and Brave

BUT WE ARE DETERMINED TO CLOSE ASSEMBLY
Monday Evening:.
OUT THE FOLLOWING:
marl 2dtf

FITTINGS,

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

Henrietta.”—-N. Y. Herald
a

S. THURSTON,

FINE TOOL

—

MXIiZjZKBST cfc

or

Parallel Wedges, Depth
Gauges, <fcc.

Clover.
Red Top Chaff.
Red Top Clear.
Alsyke.

FOR

Fancy

Shenandoah is

Craze.

Latest

—

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
dec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

RENT; ALSO

FOR SALE OR

/I

Triumph

SCHOOL

Ridiculous Prices.

Come and

CLASS

FIRST

Greatest

—

PIANOS
_*/

n
*

GRASS

Ho. 37 PLUM STREET.

—

March 24,

Howard’s

TIIIKSTO.T’S
or

-OF-

{

WINTERGARMENTS.

logue.

PURITY,

Thursday,
Bronson

mar!7dtf

TUNING TO ORDER.

FLAVOR AND WHOLSOMENESS.
■ ■

Pricel5cents.

FOR

.

ALWAYS SHAKE THE
aaBft*
BOTTLE BEFORE USINC
iAND KEEP WELL CORKED

i

STANDARD

THE

equal amount of water

Mesas

Beef

cash

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

and apply with a sponge
or soft cloth

“

of

Extract

for

In exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds.
d3m
jau6

JlDyerto.

Liebig COMPANY’S

fabric or Hie most
delicate colors.

COMPANY.

300 Nights in New York

-ON-

l
1

marl 4

!

El

woolen goods without
injury to the finest

Last Call

dtf

feb26

ft WALL ST., NEW-YORK.
73 DEARBORN, ST„ CHICAGO,

as
1

R. LIBBY’S,

1

FARSON, LEACH & CO.,

who have used it.

SE
tf'■■■

j

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

Interest and principal payable in gold coin oi
present standard of weight and fineness.
Competent engineering experts estimate the
water power at Spokane to be 50 per cent, greater than that at Minneapolis.
We commend this loan as a desirable Invest
ment for trust money.
Price and particulars on application.

for the face, hands

!

i

$500,000
CITY OF SPOKANE, WASH.
20-Year 6 Per Gent. Gold Bonds.

of

value

The

MOULTON,

&

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

m

dtf

$105,000,000 $105,000.00

Surplus.$ 30,590.78 $ 91,011.27 $117,453.77
We have sold these bonds to Savings Banks
and Trust Funds, and can recommend them for
a conservative investment.
Price, 98% and accrued interest.

i

:

\

America’s

meet annual

of Portland

IN

Xj
IE3

SHENANDOAH,

our

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

the past three years.

in store

tion, but there

that he will
ing in the Chicago convention than
at
any other candidate and will be able
Ipto say who shall not be nominated.

promising.

The Street Railway Company is earning more
than one hundred thousand dollars annually
over all charges ana interest on its indebtea-

Dress Goods.

-HAS

■

proclamation.
While Mr. Cleveland is writing dignified letters, telling his party that he is
not a seeker after the Presidential nomination, but will accept if the good of
the country requires it, Mr. Hill is working like a beaver to secure delegates
enough to make himself the standard
bearer. There is no false modesty—nor
any that is not false for that matter—
about Hill. He knows what he wants,
and lets everybody else know it in an
unmistakable way. Having secured the
regular delegation from New York and
laid plans to capture the delegations
from New Jersey and Indiana, he is now
making
perambulating the South
speeches and laying wires to capture the

This company owns all the Street Railway
properties of the City of Omaha, Nebraska,
comprising about ninety miles of trackage.
For the last decade, Omaha shows the largest
percentage of increase of population of any of
the first cities in the United States. The census of 1890,
giving the city 139,626 against
30,518 in 1880.
The business of the city has increased m like
proportion, and the outlook for future growth

Nearly all of the above in

marlSdtf

§sSa$

Five Per Cent Gold Bonds, Due
May 1, 1914.

Ruffling,
Binding,

Baleyeuse in White
Colors, &c., &c.

in

Deposits

OMAHA STREET RAILWAY GO.

18S9.

A

E
V
I
Xj

dec29

shades to match the New

COMPANY

Kid-

niatic,

pains.
gists everywhere.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dlt

Black

Fast

brics, Evening
Linen
Cambrics, Elastic
Padding. Linen Duck, Col-

small winees its effects
within a few

ney and Bladder

BANKERS,

Shades in

sharpens the appetite, tones np the
gans and
digestive or
in place of
brings health
glassful
are apparent
days in Rheu

SWAN &BARRETT,

Satin Surahs, Cab-

ilenes, Satalines, Best EngFast
Surah
lish
Twills,

teaching

which had been overlooked by others.
This is followed by Professor Emerton’s
Dudleian Lecture for 1891, a paper remarkable for its insight, breadth, candor
critical scholarship and Christian charity
Dr. Arthur McDonald of the Berlin
Board of Health reviews the efforts made
in Germany, Sweden and other countries
to lessen the evils of drunkenness. The
othe papers are also excellent and on
such important topics as “Pessimism’s
Practical Suggestions to the Ministry,”
Mission Within and Without Christendom, Endemonistic Ethics, Beligious Authority, The Christian Academy &c.
Notes from England, Book Beviews and
Notices as usual.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. \V. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

7 PLUSH CLOAKS.

Silesias, Fast Black Cam-

from the old-time

In
dos

1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS. My Dyspepsia is all gone, Bowels regular,

That “the world moves,” becomes evident when we compare the past with the

disease.

City of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due

«

““

MAGAZINE NOTICES.

cations.

PORTLAND

jly25

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.

City

DRESS

Black Surahs

present. Eaces, governments, churches,
have changed for the better. In nothing
is this change more apparent, than in the
tone of religious books and other publi-

TJ

“Better than the

to

Subject
Sale,

so
©r

faith in their
littleglJAM
first felt bn t
I at
■

V

Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

BONDS.

received no permanent benclifc. Through
a friend, my attention was called to the
merits of SKODA’S REMEDIES. I con
having
ocuted to try b—but

Further particulars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 15th, 1892.
dt.f

MORAN’S

&

LEONARD

vestment.

LONDON._dtt

nov24

and strength, and felt completely
I nave tried nearly all the
worn out.
Physicians in this vicinity, and have taken
patent medicines in large quantities, but

efficacy.

WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY.

Athol Water Company is organized under
a special actof the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives it a perpetual franchise.
Athol is one of the most prosperous and rapMassachuidly growing towns in the State ofof 6.500.
setts, having a present population
The
water,
1876.
The works were built in
taken from the highla ds above Athol, is disreservoirs
tributed through two large storage
by gravity to the town below.
The earnings of the Company are largely' In
of operating expenses and interest
excess
charges.
The present and prospective value of this
property renders these bonds attractive to investors desiring a safe as well as profitable in-

Agents of tlie Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’

---

T'-'.J

ULLUIIIV

WEEK OF MARCH 14th.
2-MATIWJ3ES-2

Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.

marl5

Issue

BETTER EKS

bleed profusely, and pain me severely,
could neither sit, stand, sleep

limited amount of

a

ATHOL WATER COMPANY,

dtt

Street, Portland,

818 Middle

gence, HONESTY AND TRUTHFULNESS,
AND HIGHLY ESTEEMED BY ALL HER
SHE WILL
NEIGHBORS AND FRIENDS.
CORO BORATE ALL THE STATEMENTS IN
THE FOLLOWING LETTER.
Gentlemen:—For years I had a terrible trouble with my stomach—my food
souring immediately after eating, toI would
gether with a severe headache.
nave a prickly, numb sensation in my
tenarms, and down my sides, with strong
thirteen
dency towards Paralysis. Forextreme
years I have been troubled with
Constipation, combined with that most
___terrible tormentor,

that I

BANKERS,

J. 8. BROWN & SONS, Bankers,

SKODA.

BY

Offer

_

Mrs. Melvin is a lady of intelli-

old time favorites, selections from standard operas, lullabys, and well loved
hymns that will never grow old and of
which one never tires. (Hew York:
Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.)

his

H. HI. PAYSON & CO.,

BLEEDING PILES,
Headache and Dyspepsia
CURED

Jan’y 1,1912.

for sale by

Paralysis Defeated!

preceding volumes.
variety of new songs,

in

Due

Typewriting

Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

Exchange Street,

98

First

THEATRE.

PORTLAND

FRED E, RICHARDS & GO.,

The

Dated Jan'y. 1,1892,

BROWN BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST„
PORTLAND, MAINE.
my29eodtf
Send for circular.

valuable as those of

new

5’s,

C

MISS A. L. SAWYER,

The Franklin Square Song Collection.
One begins to think that the supply of
good songs and hymns is inexhaustible,
for here is Ho. 8 of this popular series
containing 200 selections which are as

something

_

‘'

Iowa

of

M.,

marl6dfit&wlt

work of a man
trying
present his as he was.
The salient traits of Palmerston’s character are well summed up in the author’s
closing chapter. “He was entirely fearless and never deserted a subordinate.
He came to his convictions deliberately.
He thought without excitement or passion, but the conviction once attained,
he never
the resolution
once taken,
looked back.”

covers

Branches!

English

and

information address
Ko? fu'iPrincipal.

Terms moderate
Rev. B. P. SN \V A.

the

Here is the same

LaSles
S

Modern

to

Wells of Fnglisli. By Isaac Bassett
Choate.
(Boston: Roberts Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
This volume is a series of biographies of
early English authors comparatively little known to the reading public, with extracts trom their works. The first author treated of is Thomas of Erceldoune,
who flourished in the thirteenth century
between 1240 and 1298, and the last is
John Evelyn, who was born in 1620 and
died in 1706. In all some forty authors
are written about, some of them, like Sir
Thomas More and Walter Raleigh, well
known, but the most of them obscure
and whose works are now to be found
only in the libraries of antiquaries. To
the student of English literature the
book will prove of great value, and the
general reader will find much in it that
will interest him.

~*"ps
City Clinton,

“tlmr

Thorough preparation

leading
H

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

The restoration of duties on the products of Hayti, Venezuela and Colombia
imported into the United States which
is announced by the President’s proclamation will produce little effect in this
country. Hayti and Colombia send us
very little goods of any kind, while Venezuela sends little except coffee, and not
enough of that probably to affect the
price when excluded. The only country
in South America which has not made
a reciprocal arrangement with us that
sends enough of her products to make us
feel an imposition of duties upon them
is the Argentine Republic. That country sends us a great many hides and the
levying of a duty on them would affect
us

leader.

ACADEMY
Maine.

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

financial.

educational._

MISCELLANEOUS._

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

PRESS.

Congress Street*

Music Store
fcbbeodtl

FOR

he

played
anybody.

SALE

by

BY

CRESSEY & JONES,
394
apraieodlyr

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE CITY BALL.

{

COMMAND.

MARSHAL SWETT IN

The Mayor Appoints "William J, McCallum
a

Deputy

ARCHITECTURE.

INDIAN
Mrs. Cook's

Marshal.

Lecture

Before

the

All

to

Ought

Aside from the charm that Mrs.
the wife of a man who is known
and admired by scholarly people throughout the world would naturally possess,
her refined grace and broad culture, united with the quality so requisite to a public speaker, strong magnetism, give her a
rank among the speakers of our day sur-

postponed
Mayor Ingraham appointed William J.
McCallum a deputy marshal at the sugMr. McCalgestion of Marshal Swett.
lum was formerly a member of tlie force
and his record we are informed was excellent, and he will doubtless make a
capable and efficient deputy. He is well
known besides his connection with the
force as serving for some time as lieutenant of the Montgomery Guards.
Mr. McCallum will take the position
now held by Deputy Marshall Joseph C.

For more than an hour her audifollowed her with closest attention
while in rapid succession were described
ture.”

ence

marble mosques, temples and palaces
seen with a woman’s love for the beauti-

Sterling. Mr. Sterling was appointed
deputy by Marshal Hight, last year, but ful. Among the most notable of these
he had been a deputy marshal and a pa- was that of the Taj Mahan which she
trolman in former years. He has always calls “a miracle of loveliness.” “One rebeen held an excellent officer, as can well members,” she says, “Bishop Hebe'-’s
oft quoted
remark, ‘These Sarace i
he imagined when it is remembered that
architects designed like giants, and finhe has twice been called to the position ished like
goldsmiths.’
of deputy marshal.
“Around all the arches of the portals
and the windows, around the cornice, on
U. S. COMMISSIONER’S COURT.
the walls and in the passages, are inlaid
chapters of the Koran, the graceful, flowBEFORE COMMISSIONER BRADLEY.
ing Arabic characters being formed of
black marble. All around one of the
octagonal chambers is a wainscoting of
sculptured tablets representing chiefly
the lotus and the lily interwrought with

On Tuesday, Mrs. Maude Brooks, alias Aunie Hewett of 44 Winter street, Kockland, was
before Commissioner Bradley charged with selling liquor without a government license. Lillie
Dutch, Dora Farmer, Lily Cromwell and Clemmie Grant came up from Kockland as witnesses.
Mrs. Brooks was held in $300 for the April
term of the Circuit Court, and in default of ball
went to jail. E. Dudley Freeman, Esq., appeared
for the government and Levi Turner, Jr., for the
defense.

poisonous

The petals
the most intricate patterns.
of one flower are formed of thirty bits of
cornelian and the other stones most used
in this rich ornamentation, which is lavishly employed over the exterior as well

interior, are blood stones, amite, lapis
lazuli, turquoise, coral, chalcedony, amethyst and many other stones peculiar to

hi ) i

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

\

jf

ced.
Then the
motion is imper-

■ctly

The pleasure of the lecture was

be

Our“
far

ning on

sound to the
the

ballot and

prefaced

leged

SELL REAL ESTATE.
Jacob C. Baker, late of Portland, deceased.
Christine Baxter Fogg of Gorham.
David S. Warren, late of Portland, deceased.
SELL PERSONAL ES-

TATE.

Oliver M. Nash, late of Portland, deceased.
Lucy F. Nash, late of Portland, deceased.

An eleven from the steamer Labrador
and an eleven from Saccarappa will play
a game of football at 2.30 o’clock, Sat-

Deering.

honest count.

It must oppose monopolies
schemes and combinations de-

to rob the

nnnese

LICENSE GRANTED TO

Football.

We are

Mile Track Association.

The Mile Track directors invite every
interested to attend the meeting at
1 he Preble House at 2.30 p. m. today, to
1 liscuss
the question as to whether the
me

secessary funds, to carry out the project
« an be raised.
If every business house
1 n the city which is able to do so, would
t ubscribe
for ten shares, the track can
' >e built. The expense will prove someI hing as follows:
Clearing and draining.$1,000
Constructing track.
6,000
Fencing. 4,000

1 ble at once.

latest

Cleveland’s
Baking Powder.

grand stand could be
for the present, or pri-

The

ispensed with
parties could be allowed to contract it and have the receipts until the
ssociation was ready to purchase, sever,1 parties being ready to do so.

; ate

recipes

call for

success than

we even

they

were

was

today

THE

FIGURES.

a

for.

hoped

gratified at the generous response of

tomers and we KNOW that

not

our

Printed Cotton Dress Goods.

cus-

disappointed.

Hundred
and Eighteen A 1
Eleven Thousand Nine
H
yards of Columbia Suitings, double fold, fast colors, k
in lOO of the most beautiful styles we have ever set'll y 4: Ul
in these goods. The usual price is 10c. per yard, but
_

‘Per

we shall include the entire lot in this sale at

in the Basement

and many goods will be added that could not be got

✓

ready for yesterday’s

One more case of Llama Cloths,
designs, fast colors, Cashmere finish,

sale.

Yard.

9 jli..
new] l''us

in entirely
at only

j

•Pet- Yard.

iastman Bros. &

injjl[j £,S
0^ PUB

Satin Cheronne, a new Cotton Dress Fabric,
very attractive French Designs and superior qua!-,

roll.

marlTdlt

ity,

Day.
Today is St. Patrick’s and will be oberved by the Irish Americans.
Solemn high mass will be celebrated in
t lie Cathedral of the Immaculate Concepion at 9 o’clock. The Rt. Rev. Bishop
There will be
lealy will participate.
lass at St. Dominies.
In the evening there will be a grand
c oncert in City Hall by tho children of
he academy and the Kavanagh and St.
fominic’s schools.
St. Patrick’s

5

IS

at

--

--

--

fPcr

An Invoice of French

JHE QUESTION

Whether you
YOU MIGHT.

advertised, owing

to

Speaking of Du Chaillu, who will lecStockbridge “Pops” March
28tli, an exchange says:
The simplicity and skill with which
Du Chaillu depicted some of the most
jxciting incidents in his African life
jould hardly be surpassed on platform or
stage. Perhaps the climax of interest
vas reached in his description of the goture in the

encounter with the
nonster, culminating in the rifle shot
ivhich brought it to the ground.
The
personal bearing, tho natural elocution
rilla and

his

first

md modesty of the lecturer, together
,vitli the humor which enlivened the
vhole evening, kept the entire audience
n a most happy and responsive frame.
Vone who listened to this lecture will
,vish to miss the next which Paul Du
Uliaillu will deliver.

as

customer, at

buyers in
Isn’t

1

THE ATKINSON

:

:

:

:

dumped

As

a

result

Tuesday.
MARRIAGES.

Iu this city, Feb. 15, by Rev. J.M.Frost. Harry
S Itnight and Miss Lillian M. Nicholson, both
c E Portlaud.
In this city, March 16, by Rev. S. F. Pearson,
Ibert J. Felt and Miss Sophie Johnson, both of
ortland.
In Readfield, March 6. Ernest G. Luce of
ugusta and Miss Nellie E. Rates of Hallowed.
At Ross Corner, March 6, Will E. Guptill of
t faterboro and Miss Mertie M. Norton of York.
In Eastbrook, March 4, Hamlin H. Kingman
a nl Miss Cora L. Inman.
In Lincoln, arch 7, Chas. C. Fitzherbert and
j Liss Carrie C. Davis.
Iu Portsmouth, Bion M. Greeley and Ida M.
11 awson, both of Paris.

{

DEATHS.
In this city, March 16, Reuben M. Neil, aged
months.
[Funeral Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’olock,
a ills late residence, No. 173 Congress street.
In this city, March 16, Mrs. Etta C., wife of
\ Eilliam H. Wescott, aged 37 years 3 months.
In Deering, Mareh 16, Mrs. Eliza Ann, wife
o : Cyrus Green,aged 73 years 1 month.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
^ ;r late residence, Deering.
In Cape Elizabeth,March io, Mary E. Fenley,
I1’. Stanford, aged 46 years 6
" ife of David
onths.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
E uriai at convenience of the family.
In Cape Elizabeth, March 15, Almira Dyer,
" ife of Geo. T. Dyer, aged 76 years.
[Funeral this Ihursday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
a ; her late residence. Burial private.
In Winthrop, March 11, Seward Lee, aged
7 1 years.
Iu Augusta, March 13, Mrs. Matthew Hopk us. aged 54 years.
In Augusta, March 12, Mrs. Hannah r. Pierce
4 t years 10

,,

_

--

--

--

each]

/Up

LUlIl

PPer Yard.

One lot of Black French Cashmere, 46 inches wide,
Etc finish, genuine bona fide $1.00 quality,
---and the best yet offered, at

H0US[

/Kp

g VUI

Drapde

Per Yard.

FIGURED CHINA SILKS.

,

We shall offer in this sale one lot of Figured China
IS inches wide, in excellent styles and colorings,
---worth 50c., at only

Silks,

--

25 pieces of Figured China Silks, 24 inches wide, in] fift
and attractive patterns. The ground colorings are
Klip
U VWI
gray, black, brown, green, red, light gray and different
shades of blue. Such as are usually sold from 75c. to
Per Yard.
$1.00 per yard. Our price lor this sale
new

.

[

J.

marl7dtf

in Boston har-

--

Wool Suiting, 38 inches!
dress pattern to

one

:

TURNISKING
'rovidence railway station.

Wale,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON/
Gen. Manager,

P

t lie lobsters were

Wide

-------

Dhairs and Lounges, all in Willow and Rattan,
rhe prices are phenomenal.
The odd patterns of carpets which we spoke of
VIonday are going fast. Better secure one before
ihey’re all gone.

or

v
*a™'

One lot of Challics, all wool filling, choice sprin
styles, just opened, at only

the

<

1

lot off

wide, choice spring styles,

For instance, we bought the whole stock of a
factory that manufactured willow and rattan
These goods are now on our lower floor,
j *oods.
Pearl street side. You have never probably seen
such a large and varied assortment. We offer you
i good serviceable Willow Rocker for $2.00.
We
lave Rockers, Patent Rockers, Arm Chairs
Easy

Dumped in Boston Harbor.
2500 short lobsters were caught
>n this coast and sold in Portland. Here
fie lobsters were placed in sixteen bar■els, marked as haddock, put on a
ichooner and transported to Portsmouth
ind thence by rail to Boston.
As the
Maine fish wardens were powerless out
< >f this
state, Chief Wade of the Massa■ fiusetts state
In- a; ;ed 06 years.
police was notified.
In West Lebanon, March 3, Eli B. Lord, aged
ipector Mullen found the lobsters at the 7 t years.

Lately,

well

■

illness,but t

Du Chaillu.

as

are the largest
New England.
inference clear?

in the date of the advertise-

will appear next Saturday at the matinee.
Mme. Patti will appear in “Lucia”
Saturday, March 26th.

doing

::::::::

:

Fyou

Orchestra.

make her first appearance in “Lucia” to-

are

One

The date will be

lrer

The second case of the celebrated Arlington Mohairs] AA
/UP
sale. Fine assortment of colors. They are very]
serviceable and popular goods, and are selling rapidly] LUUl
for travelling and house dresses. Their actual value is!
>Per Yard.
50c., and they are one off the very best bargains at

buy things by the gross
you buy cheaper than by the
dozen, and can sell cheaper.

placed the concert to be given by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra one

value,!

_

performances.

as

especially]

::::::::::

are

week ahead of time.

in

now on

ment

night,

able for ladies’s dresses, and a number are
Actual
suitable for children’s school dresses.
25c. Oar price for this sale,

BUT

drawn to Portland
Theatre by the
vaudeville company
of Leonard & Moran.
The singing of
young Sullivan, Itho trapeze act of the
Mendoza Sisters, the illusion act of the
Namrogs, Ned West, the comedian, the
young harp player, and other features
get much applause. There will be three

error

are

Furnishings.

Portland Theatre.

An

Entirely New,
just Opened.

Forty pieces off JLinsey Plaids, Checks an* Stripes, ini
spring colorings and new designs. They are exceed-]
ingly durable goods. Many oi‘ the styles are very desir-j

doing well or badly
purchases of House

Whether you
with your

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Symphony

Broche Satines,
and Colorings,

WOOL DRESS GOODS.

-IS NOT-*

free.

Boston

Yard.

displayed iiy any house in Maine.

“

5EJF~Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic diseases, 34 Temple pi., Boston. Mass., can be
consulted free, personally or by letter. Call or
write him about your case, or send for symptom
blank to fill out, and a letter fully explaining
the disease, giving advice, &e., will be returned

more

-8

--

In Fins Gotten Dress Fairies we have now on sale the
Largest and Most Attractive Assortment ever

recommend it to anyone who may be afflicted
with any of the above troubles.
Mrs. Chas. Krueger.
520 East 84th st„ New York.’’

Fair houses

--

i

Exquisite Designs

n.n

Stable and stalls. 6,000
500
.fudges’ stand.
Grand stand. 7,500
Of this amount $17,500 must be availa-

Marion Harland’s

greater

The sale will be continued

people for the benefit March 29th. Mrs. Nikisch will be vocal
3f the few. Nor should the organization
soloist. Good evening seats can be obbe used by designing, selfish men to protained at Stockbridge’s.
mote their own corrupt schemes. We
Shenandoah.
should hear no more of this hypocritical
“Shenandoah,” Bronson Howard’s lat’.ant of an honest ballot in the South,
est and greatest play, is still crowding all
Fvmri nsendn lenders wTm
lien.
sst ballot in the North. The people are theatres to the limit of their capacity.
Such remarkable success as this means a
iick of cant and hypocrisy.
True to its principles, inspired by its remarkable play, and a remarkable play
splendid history, with an efficient organ- nowadays is worth going 200 miles to see.
zation, the Republican party will in the It will be given at Portland Theatre next
iuture, as in the past, represent the con- Thursday.
The Grand Opera.
science and progressive thought of the
The opera is meeting with great suclation, will win not less noble and enduring victories for mankind,—triumphs cess at Mechanics’ Building, Boston.
vhich will promote the honor, the glory The “Huguenots” was given with a suind the grandeur of our republic.
perb cast Monday, in which Mme. AlbaMr. Looney then continued with a most ni, the De Reszka Brothers, and the great
nteresting sketch of his travels abroad. baritone, Lasalle, stood out a tower of
At the close of Mr. Looney’s address a strength.
Tuesday, Lakme was given
rote of thanks was extended him by the with Mme. Van Zandt.
Last night Miss
dub.
Eunice Eames appeared as Juliet with
Henry J. Merrill, Edward E. True and De Reszka as Romeo. It was a grand reLot C. Nelson were elected members of ception, and Miss Eames was much adhe club.
mired in the part. Mme. Patti will not
signed

GUARDIANS APPOINTED.

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

an

religion, proindustry, an honest

of race or

few.

tad all

Joanna C. Talbot of Freeport, Geo. F. Fogg
Guardian.
Chas. V. Osgood of Deering, Lucy E. Osgood
Guardian.
Gertrude E. Prince, et al., of Harpswell, Harry E. Black Guardian.
Camiile V. Jordan, et al., of Portland, Kobert
W. Jackson Guardian.

Wednesday.—Timothy Mulkem. Intoxication; fined $3 and costs.
Timothy Mulkern. Assault; two cases, two
mouths in county Jail to each case.

the fundamentals of

To succeed, to command the confidence
md support of the people, the party must
be true to these principles. It must be
the party of the people, not of the privi-

M. P. Frank, Administrator.
Elizabeth A. Stanwood, late of North Yarmouth, deceased; Geo. M. Seiders Administrator, d. bu. c. t. a.
Eugene A. Heed, late of Portland, deceased;
Geo. A. Morrill, Apministrator.
Sarah H. Jack, late of Brunswick, deceased;
Addie F. Simpson, Administratrix.

at

no

Republican party.

tection to American

a.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

core on

law, irrespective

jiumiiuswawuj..

grounds

Europe,

■What were some of those jninciplcs?
He answered: manhood suffrage, equal
rights, the equality of all men before the

Margaret McGinty Wood, late of Portland,
deeeased: Henry J. Conley, Administrator.
Hiram C. Luni, late of Portland, deceased;
Samuel Lunt, Administrator.
David L. Libby, late of Gray, deceased; Geo.
A. Merrill, Administrator.
Patience Leighton, late of Portland, deceased;

the

his tour in

victory in this city one week ago
ast Monday was due to local causes,
ind had no political significance. Portand was true to Republican principles,

ADMINISTRATORS APPOINTED.

nrday on

Win.

cratic

Margaret A. Ricker, late of New Gloucester,
deceased; Nath’l I. Jordan, Administrator.
Kedah Snow, late of Malden, deceased; Den-

GRANTED TO

Interesting Address by
H. Looney.

remarks on the
political situation saying that the Demo-

Nathan Cleaves and Geo. Tolford. Executors.
Sarah B. Green, late of Portland, deceased;
Nathan Cleaves Administrator, c. t. a.
Betsey F. Cobb, late of Pownal, deceased;
Nelson Valentine, Executor.

LICENSES

an

his lecture with a few

Wesley Bacon, Administrator,
Benjamin W. Pickett, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased; Rebecca W. Pickett, Exrcutrix.
Mary C. Tolford, late of Portland, deceased;

iiica^uct,

Stock,

Sale” of the Miss Owen

WHERE YOUR KIDKEYS ARE.

Wm. H. Looney, Esq., delivered an address before the Lincoln Club last eve-

WILLS APPROVED AND ALLOOWED.

mo a.

READ

PLEASE

We gave them BARGAINS.

present.

Listens to

Jane Chase, late of tDeering, deceased; Harriet Fuller, Executrix.
Susan O’Neal, late of Portland, deceased;
Thomas J. O’Neal, Administrator, c. t. a.
Thomas Clark, late of Deering, deceased;
Henry and Augustine W. Clark, Executors.
James H. Cunningham, late of North Yarmouth, deceased; Edmin 8. Skillin Admiulstrator, c. t. a.
Amos Peeslee, late of Deering, deceased;
Eliza F. McCorrison Executrix.
Cornelia S. Jackson, late of Portland.
Mal tha B. Bryant, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased; Julia E, Ackerman Executrix.
John Bacon, late of Windham; deceased; J.
t.

NEW LOTS JUST PURCHASED.

much

THE LINCOLN CLUB

Tne following business has been transacted
the Probate Court before Judge Hall, Judge
Peabody still being ill and unable Jo attend:

c.

With the addition of the following

s.

h

“For several years I have been suffering from
give a lecture room tallk
at State street chapel this morning at a complication of malaria, kidney and liver
10.30 o’clock. Subject “The Women of complaints and dyspepsia in its worst form.
I began taking Dr. Greene’s Nervura. I have
the Orient.” All ladies are cordially inused six bottles, and now feel entirely relieved
vited to be present.
of all my former complaints, and do cheerfully

at

/

CONTINUED!

STILL

Mr. Cook will

EErORE JUDGE HAUL OF SAGADAHOC.

(

---

Dress Goods

performed

iric acid and
other
section of kieney,
poisonous
substances are retained, causing pain and
weakness in back, high colored excretion
with sediment, constant desire to void, headache, coated tongue, bad taste, thirst, biliousness, constipation, cold feet, poor circulation,
extreme nervousness and weak and tired feelings. The Grip has left thousands with weak
and diseased kidneys, which should not be neglected. These conditions are especially dan_
(jerous and must be cured now or alarming
kidney and liver disease will surely follow*
The spring is the worse time for kidney complaints. Everybody who has the slightest
touch of kidney disease should, especially in
the
spring, take Dr. Greene’s Nervura, which
not only perfectly regulates the kidneys, liver,
stomach and bowels, but gives strength and
vitality to blood and nerves. This pure, vegetable, harmless remedy is sold by druggists, $1.

enhanced by the stereopticon views which
seemed to dissolve, one into another, so
imperceptibly were the changes made.
We understand that Mr. H. W. Shaylor,
Jr., was the operator. He well deserves
the thanks of the large number present.
Mrs. Cook will speak this forenoon in the
chapel of State street church, at 10.30
o’clock, on Oriental Women. An invitation is cordially extended to every woman
who may be interested in this subject to

PROBATE COURT.

\

fr-« *

-■«>

weakened,
dis■ritated,
mie

tne Last."

Wednesday—In the United States Court towas concluded the case of Daniel Gallagher
et als against the Boston Towboat Company.
This was a libel for collision between the
schooner Annie Elizabeth, of which the libellants are owners, and the barge Mercedita, in
tow of the steam tug Underwriter owned by
the defendants. It
occurred
on Nantucket
Shoals in November, 1890. The Ann Elizabeth
was coal laden bound east for Portsmouth The
steam tug with two barges in tow was on a
The
voyage from Boston to Newport News.
Ann Elizabeth’s owners claim that they had the
right of way, being a sailing vessel, and that it
was the duty of the steam tug to keep out of her
way; and as their courses crossed, to go astern
if necessary. Instead of that the tug ran across
the schooner’s bow, and the collision took place
although the schooner at the last moment tried
to tack and avoid it.
The defendants claim that if the schooner had
kept upon her course the barge would have
sheered enough to have avoided her; but that
the Ann Elizabeth attempted to tack, thus misleading the captain of the barge, and so rendering a collision inevitable,
Judge Webb decreed that the steam tug and
barge were wholly at fault,and by an agreement
of counsel Captain William Leavitt was appointed master to assess the damages.
The Ann Elizabeth had her bowsprit and
head gear carried away, and the damages for
this and for towing are claimed at fifteen hundred dollars.
Benjamin Thompson forlibellants.
Clarence Hale for Towboat Company.

day

I

pIRRV’Q

Q

EXTRAORDINARV SALE

ma-

from tlie
body. The nervi s
w li i c h
control
hem often
be-

as

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

V*

1

terials

as

passed by none. After a graceful introduction by Dr. Fenn she gave the subject of her lecture as “Indian Architec-

I

’

Facts.

MISCELLANEOUS._

MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Our kidneys act
like
the
drains
under cities,
to
collect and carry
or
away waste

church.

for the present

These

Know

The Young
Mission Band
Ladies’
planned wisely when they secured Mrs.
Joseph Cook to lecture before them and
their friends last evening at High street

Cook,

NEW

Young

Ladies' Mission Band.

Yesterday morning Marshal Swett
called at the marshal’s office and took
charge of the police department. It was
intended by him to be introduced to
the force in the afternoon, but as the
marshal was not well, the matter was

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OUR KIDNEYS IN SPRING.

Iii West Lebanon, March 11, Charles L. i
1.
aged 62 years 6 months.
In Auburn, March 4, Wm. H. Jones, agou 83
years 10 months.
In Treuton, March 4, Capt. John Smith, aged
80 years.
In Waterville, March 8, C. C. Spear, aged 67
years.
In Centerville,
80 years.

Feb. 26, Mrs. Jane Rice, aged

R.

LIBBY,

Congress Street.
mail 4

--

dtt

--

In Steuben, Feb. 13, Capt. William Hutch-

ings, aged 66 years.
In Phillips, Feb. 27, Jane L. Davenport, aged
70 years.
In Madrid, Feb. 29, Joseph Beedy, aged 87
years.
In Madrid, Feb. 26, Benjamin Chick, aged
73 years.
In Madrid, Charles Snowman, aged 63 years.
In Bucksport, March 4, Abram Perkins, aged
80 years.
In Prospect, March 5, Cyrus S. Sherburn,

aged 84 years.
In Rockland, March 1, John H. Taylor, aged
48

years.
In Rockland, Feb. 29, Adoniram J. Day, aged
67 years.
In St George, Feb. 29, Elmira Gilchrist, aged
67 years.
In Rockport, Feb. 27, Mrs. Helen M. Wheeler,

aged

46 years.
In Warren, Feb. 24, Jane Crawford, aged
78 years.
In Malden, Mass.. March 16th, Catharine,
daughter of the late James and Hannah O’Mel,
aged 11 years 4 mouths.
[Funeral to-day at 12 o’clock, from Union Sta-

tion.

Burial at Calvary.

[The funeral of the late Mrs. Joanna Hunter will take place this Thursday morning at
9 o’clock, from her late residence, 290 Portland
street. Requiem High Mass at St Dominick

Church at 9.30 o’clock.
[The funeral service of the late A. F. Woodwill take place this Thursday afternoon
at 2.30 o’clock, front his late residence, Yarmouth. Burial at convenience of the family.

KENNEBUNK, ME.,1
June 10, ’gi. J
I have found Allen’s Sarsaparilla
the only remedy of permanent value for Rheumatism and Kidney Disease. For many years
I have suffered from Lame Back
and Weak Kidneys. I had to
make water very often, and could not
hold it at ail. Nothing I took gave
me permanent relief until I began

taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.
It was very highly recommended to
me, and I found it all and more than
recommended. I have taken two
bottles, and can say that I am practically cured. Its effect is wonderful. 1 felt benefit in two or
three days after beginning its use,
and continued to improve rapidly. I take great pleasure in recommending it for Rheumatism and
Kidney Disease.
Wm. Ricker.

—

man

I Flowers

I

MOENNET^th^FIori^^/^CongressStreet^

Allen’s Sarsaparilla Is for sale by
all dealers for 50c. per bottle, or six for
$2.50. It cannot fairly be sold by any dealer
for less. Beware of cheap Imitations. We
guarantee Aflen's Sarsaparilla only when It
Is sold for full price.
The Aflen Sarsaparilla Co.

ALL ABOUT
j

Superstitious About
Attending Them.

Congressmen

are

Rome Erroneous
The

Impressions

Corrected—

Arrangements iilnde by Congress

Wlion the

Death of

Either House Is

a

Member of

Reported.

[Special Y/oaMncrton r.ctter.1
of editorial chaff, conmis-statements than
truths, can he found in the daily papers

great deal
taining more
A

the
games for money, thus converting
funeral train into a traveling saloon
and gambling den.
“I have had charge of a great many
funerals,” says Mr.

country concerning congresThe impression has
been created by writers who lack relic ble information that congressional
funerals are undignified, unseemly and
disgraceful. This erroneous impression
prevails to such an extent that it might
sional funerals.

congressional

Cavanaucrh. late denuty serI at<
geant-at-arms of tne house.
tended the funerals of Speaker Kerr,
Sam Randall, Sunset Cox, Gen. Spinola
and others; and upon no occasion have
I witnessed any such scenes as aro
currently described by vapid writers.
Every congressional committee that X
Than

better be corrected.

It is true that it costs from two thousand to five thousand dollars to pay the
or
expenses of the funeral of a senator
That is, of
in
congress.
representative
to
course, a very large sum of money
be expended for the purpose of conveya human being to the quiet of the

,s

composed of

have known has been

hon-

orable, upright gentlemen, as proud of
their own reputations as men can he,
and as respectful to the deceased as
they could well bs towards members of
their own families. There is absolutely
no truth whatever in the statement that
congressional funerals are junketing

ing

tomb; but it must be borne in mind all
the time that the statesman who dies in
the harness belongs to the nation, and
that the people of a congressional district and of a sovereign state expect all
honor to be paid to his memory. It has

They

trips.

are

exactly

what congress

intends they shall be, respectable and

respectful funerals.
“One peculiar fact, concerning which
I have never seen anything in print and
of which I believe the public knows
nothing,” continued Mr. Cavanaugh,

been customary for well-nigh a century,
out of respect not only to the deceased,
but to his living friends, to have a committee of both houses of congress aptr.
attend the funeral.
This
necessitates heavy traveling and incidental expenses, to which I do not believe the people of this country object.
of the funeral of the
The

“is that members of congress do not
like to serve upon these congressional
funeral committees. It is a matter of
no little anxiety and trouble to the
upon the occasion of the death

because of the distance I of any member oi tne
a committee to accompany the deceased
of the home of the deceased statesman,
to his home. If this aversion to service
from the national capital. But he was
were to ocupon such committees
a man not only honored but beloved by
other
in any
cur
body of men
the state which he was ably representI should regard it as a superstition. Of
ing in the upper house of congress; and,
of the kind, so far
out of respect to his living friends in course it is nothing
But it
are concerned.
statesmen
the
as
to
of
out
as
well
as
respect
that state
is
a singular fact that oftentimes when
his
of
in
and
his memory
appreciation
to be aninvaluable’ services, the people of this the committees are ready
to the speaker
country would not have objected if the nounced, gentlemen go
and begthat their names may he omitted
twice
expenses of that funeral had been
list. This necessitates changes
what they were. It has been said, and from the
sometimes at the
in
the
and
truth
designations
of
elements
some
are
there
moment and causes no little
last
distinctions
that
very
logic in the statement,
to the sergeant-at-arms at
ought to bo made in the manifestations annoyance
the same time. When members are abof regret for the loss of our public men;
from the house upon any occasion
and that those unknown to fame should sent
it is necessary to arrange pairs for them.
not be entitled to congressional funerto arrange with members of
als. This matter has been discussed a That is,
the
and
party to abstain from votopposite
national
the
in
capital,
great deal
during the absence of the committo be that
to

nouse

teemen. If these congressional trains
were of the character so flippantly described by certain writers, there would
be less difficulty in securing members
for service upon these occasions. If

spect paid to his memory.
One of the leading undertakers of
this city says: “My bill for the burial
of a congressman is from five hundred
hundred dollars, according to
to

the cortege were to be a picnic or a
junketing party, many members would
be anxious to serve. But the reverse is
Smith D. Fey.
true.”

eight

circumstances. This amount includes
the cost of embalming and robing the
deceased, the price of the casket, the
other profesexpenses of carriages and
sional ministrations and incidentals.
The caskets are always expensive, and
every attention paid to the deceased
must bo rendered by experienced men
whose services must be paid for; so you
will see that the actual cast of a congressional funeral in this city is even
less than the amount expended oftentimes by private individuals. The remains of a deceased statesman, after
being taken care of by the undertaker,

Honduras’ Oyster Groves.
Tourists among the islands that skirt
•he coast of Honduras tell wonderful
vs of the oyster groves of that country and dwell on the delicacy of the
that grow on trees. These oys■

oysters

ters, however, are not vegetable oysters.
Mangrove trees grow in either fresh or
salt water swamps and even in water
five or six inches deep. The limbs of
the mangrove are drooping like those of
the weeping willow. In case they do
not reach the water the attraction of
the moisture below causes shoots to put
out which often extend far beneath the
surface; thus a thicket of mangroves is
a matted mass of limb, trunks, shoots
and roots. On these limbs and shoots,
deep under the surface of the water,
hunches of oysters cling, thus

in charge of the sergeant-atof the house or of the senate.
That official attends to all the details of
the funeral, after having consulted with
the family and ascertained exactly what
they desire to have done; that is, how
to be needed
many carriages are likely
for the accommodation of friends and
relatives, the date of the funeral, the
oocf rv? noalr
».tu3 all other
matters of minor import. Sometimes
ten carriages will be sufficient for a
congressional funeral, but I hare known

placed

arms

large
forming the far-famed “Oyster Groves
of

Honduras.”__
A Clock That TUlks.

containing

phonograph.

a

The

hours, half hours and hours
the

phonograph

in

a

are

strikingly

quarter
told by
human

to

voice. The clock can be set at any particular hour in the morning so that it
will repeat several times the phrase,

dence of the deceased, or, if it is desired
by the family or friends, the funeral
arrangements may be made and obsequies be held from the capitol. A coffin
which is made of polished red cedar
and officially known as a ‘state casket1 is generally ordered by the serThis coffin is covered

“It is time to

perform his part precisely as in the
The funecase of a private individual.
ral may take place from the city resi-

Wa,

a

get up.”

Postmaster

geant-at-arms.

with black cloths and has mountings,
plate and handies of silver, with a beveled plate glass top. It is not customary
now, as it used to be, to order iron,
steel or copper caskets in which to ene’ose the ‘state casket;’ but orders for
the additional metallic casket are sometimes given at the present time. No
funeral could be more simple than a.

Chicago, M
ny,
r.n emphatic pro- '//*5

funeral in this city, for
at the conclusion of the services either
at the capitol or at the residence the
body is unostentatiously escorted to the

laughs

of

■■

test. Mr. Powers V

congressional

story,
there

railway station and put aboard aspeeial
train, on which it is conveyed to the

j

tee in charge
!
The duties of the committee are very
simple. Although they have general
and supervision over all ar-

authority
rangements for the funeral, they usually carry out the plans which have been
made by the sergeant-at-arms, unless
something extraordinary or of an un-

Long Ago.

Some newspapers recently published
the death notice of a man who, it was
stated, was the
oldest postmaster
United
in the
States. This has
brought out from
D.
J.
Powers,
the president of
the Union Wire .>•//■
Mattress compa- .yjj

at

the

savs

that

are

prob-

gaged.—Life.
Breaking in Gently.
Foreman (quarry gang)—It’s sad news Oi liov’
furyez, Mrs. McGaharraghty. Y'r husband’s

watch is broken. It waz a foine watch, an’
it’s smashed ali to paces.
Mrs.McGaharraghty. Dearie me! How did
that happen?
Foreman—A ten-ton rock fell on 'im.—l*ew
York Weekly.
new

I sufI have not used all of one bottle yet.
fered from catarrh for twelve years, experienoing the nauseating dropping in the throat peculiar to that disease, and nose bleed almost
daily. I tried various remedies without benefit
until last April, when I saw Ely’s Cream Balm
advertised in the Boston Budget, I procured a
bottle, and since the first day’s use have had no
more bleeding—the soreness is entirely gone.—
D. G. Davidson, with the Boston Budget, formerly with Boston Journal.
HER FIRST CAKE.

She measured out the butter with
The

milk

a

very solemn

and sugar also; and she took the

greatest

care

.,

To count the eggs correctly and to add a little
bit
Of halting powder, which you know, beginners
oft omit,
Then she stirred it all together and she baked
it full an hour;
But she never quite forgave her; • for leaving
out the flour.

—Jungo.

E. W, Farley, Waltham, Mass.,
gray hair by Hall's Hair Eenevvor.

was

cured of

“Brother Gotrox,” said Eev. Mr. Wilgus, “did
you ever reflect that your wealth is not really
your own—that it is hut committed to your
hands as a trust yet to be accounted for?”
“That is the way I got hold of most of it,” answered the great mail, surprised into sadden
candor, “hut I don’t see how you discovered
it.”—Indianapolis Journal.
That sense of extreme weariness indicates disordered blood. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla purifies it.
“The charge against you, Mr. Kiljordan,”
said the police magistrate, looking at him sternly over his spectacles, “is that of boisterous,
profane swearing on the public streets of this
city. Have you anything to say?”
“Nothing, your honor,” replied the prisoner.
I had just paid my gas bill.”
“I’m guilty.
—Chicago Bady Tribune.
ItUSSEUb SAGE
The well-known financier, writes;
1
“506 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, December 20,1800.)
“For the last twenty years I have been using
They have
Allcock’s Porous Piasters.
repeatedly cured me of rheumatic pains and
pains in my side and back. Wheneyer I have a
cold, one on my chest and one on my back

speedily relieve me.
“My family are never without them.”
Bussell Sage.
A Ecputation to Sustain.
“In writing up the burglary,” said the excited
caller, “you can say the thieves in their hurry
overlooked 8760 worth of jewelry and solid
silver plates in one of the closets.”
“Might not that bring the burglars to your
house the second time?” suggested the city
editor.
"I don’t care if it does!” exclaimed the other
“I don’t want the public to get the impression
that a gang of robbers can go through my house
and onlv find S25 worth of stuff worth stealing.”— Chicago Tribune.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is just what you want
spring medicine—snperior to ail.

for

It Discouraged Conversation.
Bloobumpcr—Weil I suppose the sewing society went over a great lot of gossip this after-

yard.
in

English Mohairs
colors, actually worth 50c,
50 Pcs. of

25 cents per yard.
30 Pcs. Wool Bedford Cords,
36 inches wide, regular 50 cent

quality,

Prints,

Pcs.

tqTheIhjblic.
Intending purchasers of Pond’s
Extract cannot take too much precaution to prevent substitution. Some
druggists, trading on the popularity of
the great Family Remedy, attempt to
palm off other preparations, unscrupulously asserting them to be “the
same as” or “equal to’’Pond’s Extract, indifferent to the deceit practiced upon and disappointment thereby caused to the purchaser, so long
as larger profits accrue to themselves.
Always insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other.
SOLD IN BOTTLES ONLY ; NEVER
BY MEASURE. Quality uniform.

a

chance
home.

or

Address M. X. <>.. Press office.

WANTED—A

ir,-L

_

cook and second
Apply at 328
*5-1

dis[TANTED—Girl about 10 to go a short
Y tauco into the country to assist at houseAll
beautiful
near
village.
work. Small family,
excellent place for a good girl. Address M. 1.,
office.14~i
Press

yard.

This week we shall sell 50 Pcs.
38 in.
Bedford Cord, every
thread wool, all the latest shades
of tans, modes, grays, steels and
other fashionable colors,

50 cents per

yard.

powers.

woman
a

a
aged lady;
to the right person. Apply by letter only to M.
13-1
C. MILLIKKN, Cumberland, Me.

upon

MALE KELP.
voting man, situation as
chance in a wholesale
store. Address
14-1

a

clerk in store,
WANTED—By
house.

yard.

Chocolate

or a

Salary. An organizer for
the Order of United Friends, one of the
oldest and best of the insurance orders. Apply
to A. L. BOURNE, Grand Councilor, Bangor,
Maine.

WANTED—On

ground

Prints,

Androscoggin

agent
WANTED—General
County; position worth $2000 per
Also two local agents at $10

3 3-4 cents per yard.
Tory best Dress Prints,
4 3-4 cents per yard.
36 in. Armenian Serges
Spring colors,
6 1-4 cents per yard.

annum

per
right man.
week and commission. Call on or after Tues
dav March 22d, at ofhee of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1.170% Middle street cor.
it-tt
Exchange, Portland.
to

in

MISCUUiAxMSUUS.

isn’t site beautiful. Certainly, she
The
uses the famous Blush of Boses.
could
gentleman with her uses it. also, but you
\te se,I quantinever detect it. on their laces.
ties of it. YOUR DRUGGIST._U-tPICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
Pictures framed,
would do well to cal! onus.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
straps. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Congress streets.

LOOK'

All of the best makes of Indigo
Don’t confound these with the
Blue Print,
cotton and wool goods sold at
6 1-4 cents per yard.
this price elsewhere.
65c. Bedford Cord,
Outing Flannel,

PICTURES!

___

55 cents per
75c. Bedford Cord,

yard.

5 cents per

The best quality of Dress
gams made in Amei’ica,

in.
mixtures
Wool Pin Checks and
in light tans and grays,

39 cents per yard.
40 in. All Wool Black Serge,

62 l-2c.

quality

yard.

Black

Serge,

I! cents per

Ging-

LOST—A
and pin attached. Please return
STREET.12-1

in the city where

place
]HOUND—The
you can get every description of gold,
silver and nickel plating done;
give
onlv

1

This week we shall sell 5 cases
of Fruit of the Loom Bleached
Cotton, in lengths of from 1 to
10 yards.
f

special

we

attention to cleaning, repairing and refimshing
carriage
old plated ware, hand plating on
work, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest prices
for fine work; we guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Pore and
Union

several more administrations come
usual nature occurs, when the commit- and go. He relates some very interesttee will have authority to make neces- ing anecdotes of the early postal regulaTheii
sary changes in the programme.
tions, their freedom from red tape, and
the
duty is mainly to be present at
the trustfulness and honesty of the genoi
bouses
both
funeral, to represent
eral public at that time when the postcongress in order that proper respect age on a letter was twenty-five cents for
deof the
may be shown to the memory
! eac-h half ounce, collected at the point
ceased in the presence of his relatives of delivery. Mr. Powers was bora in
When the disaud personal friends.
| Woodstock, Vt,, and when he first vistance to be traveled is great the ex- ited
Chicago, in 1S38, he says it was “a
is
the
that
and
penses are in proportion,
mudhole of 4,500 inhabitants,” anil he
reaeon why the cost of congressional
was disgusted with it,
But he likes it
The bills are
funerals varies so much.
better now.
ajways paid by the sergeant-at-arma

THE WONDER OF HEALING!

Prepared only by POND’S EXTRACT CO.,
See

NEW YORE AND LONDON.
every wrapper and laid.

our name on

■8
remarkable specific
action upon the affected parla
gives it supremo control over
however severe.
■gjujial Biles,
Also for Bums, Scalds,
,
&S8!8ri Eruptions, Salt lilmini &c.
Testimonials from all classes)
tftgb

MIt’3

T,i

HORSES!HORSES!

prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of price. Put up only by
BOND’S EXTRACT CO., 76 6thAve..N. Y.
nov7

d'TS&wcS

SALE-1 V3 story
with chance to
IVORof laud
situated iu

SA LE—A

edly

an

piles. Consumpach and
tion it stops instantly as sure as water quenches
thirst, and as harmless. A simple and reasonaable remedy. J. FRIEND, Portland, Me.
15-1

___

SAFE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East ami West End; known as
Inquire of C. L. GRIM;IN,
Hussey farm.
Cumberland Mills, Me.
_L*~8

FOR

Try

razor

:
one.

G. L. BAILEY, 263 Middle street.

/ME OAR POSTS FOR SALE—Now is the
v
time to buy Cedar Posts. 8 foot posts from
three to four incites for sale low by J. H.

SAFE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first
Apply to B. J. WILLALD,
No. 59 Commercial street._9-4

IVORclass order.

SAFE—The fine residence. No. 41
street. Modern and first class in
its appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY,
No. 243 Commercial street.janl2-tf

FORThomas

VO It SAFE—One new express wagon, 3
springs; one second hand, 3 springs; 2
beach wagons, side springs; 2Concord wagons;
I box wagon, side springs, built by Zeuas
Thompson ancl Martin Pennell; one extension
top carryall; also several family horses and
some nice pairs at 697 Congress street, FERNALI) & SAWYER.7-2_

STOKJ2 FOJK
Stock of Dry Goods, Grocery,
Glassware and Notions.

All new

“I..

and fresh. Address,
Press Office, Portlastd.

G„”

marlGdSt

THE OLD BEXIABLE FIRM
-OF-

E.B.R0BINS0N&C0.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
and offer high grade

C>3F3.Gvik2!i3'£S

at

prices

OS and
dety com-

tuat

petition.

Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instrument*

for

sale.__febl3eodly

I

WANTED.
three adults, con-

family
WANTED—By
venient, sunny rent of 5 to 7 rooms, with5 minutes walk of
Square; about
in
$20.

Congress
Address BOX 898, city._16-1
TO TAKE

CO.,

four sixty-three

CONGRESS STREET.

e0litf

janlO

WHY NOT BUY
T O-DA YI
The STANDARD make of CLOTHING has

15-2

Murray Bros.

Morning, the finest stock of
Horses which they have shown for years, conof
sisting
Received Tills

Young, Sound Horses,

50

to 1500 pounds, suitable
for drivers, express work, general delivery,
farm
use—in
fact, for any use for
heavy draft,
Among
which a first class horse is needed.
them are some very finely matched pairs.
Havirqrithe best buyers in the United States
constantly in the field, they are prepared at ail
times to give their customers the best bargains
with a wider range for selection, than can be
offered bv any other dealers in the state.
These Horses are to be sold immediately to
make room for additional purchases now on the
way, and prices will he made to accomplish
this purpose.
Don’t forget that these Horses are now on
Exhibition and Sale at our Stable,

persons in want of trunks or
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 55G
and 558 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open
evenings until 9.1 15-1

WANTED—All

TVrOTICE—Wanted to buy from $1000 to $15,ll 000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay tile
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
auglOtf
LEVI, 97 Middle street.

well

ST.

81 FRANKLIN

maill_

dlw

AGENTS.
AGENTS WANTED—To take
charge of the apointment of Local Agents
the United World’s Fair & Excursion Co.

SPECIAL

for
Must work on a commission basis;

big chance
the right man.
Apply to GEO. H.
KENDALL, general agent for Maine, or AV. H.
WALDRON, real estate agent, No. 180 Middle
12-1
street, Portland, Me.

for

TO LET.
LET—House

TO

(11 rooms) with stable, No.

505 Portland street $12.50 per month; 2
houses near Union Station (9 rooms each) $10
per month; house (TOrooms) Congress St., near
Libby’s Corner, $12.50 per month. For further
particulars, call on or address S. L. BATES
01 Vi Exchange St.17-1
mo LET—A small story and a half wooden
house situated in rear of 101 Wilmot St.,
For terms inquire of E. F. Tompson 396 Congress or at 97 Lincoln Street,16-1

X

KENT—In the western part of city, house
room heat

TO
containing nine rooms and bath
bwsteam. has line location first class
a

particular.

$25 tier mouth.

ST.

Inquire

in every
14 HILL

_16-1

LET.—Room

on

second floor, large and

TOthird
sunny, with alcove. Also furnished
at 185 NEWBURY
floor.

a

room

Inquire

on

ST.

New England
LET—House 200 Danforth street. The
Not only this, for
BEST.
THE
as
out of it,
TO whole in part; containing 14 rooms,
being
with modern improvements; convenient and
pleasantly located. Inquire at 200 DANFORTH
besides getting Good Clothing, BROAD, LIBERAL
and 4 p. m._14-1_
STREET, between 9
Each
and
to
is
TREATMENT
given
COURTEOUS
mo LET—House No. s» Park street, containall in nice repair and fully
X ing 11
Apply to
furnished. Immediate possession.
Every patron and every effort made to serve and
18 51.
Centennial Block. 12-1
F.
PROCTOR.
JOHN
Tho Old Standard Family Medicine.
is
Satisfaction
both.
guaranteed.
please
LET—3 very desirable tenements of 6
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
disthose diseases arising from
TO
each, prices $12, $16, and SIS per
ConstiIt is a most excellent time to pick up a nice and
liver, such
ordered stomacli
month: also for sale houses in all parts of the
pation. Biliousness, Indigestion, Boss of city. J. 0. WOODMAN 105Va Exchange St.
We are Appetite, Headaches, etc.
S-lOt
Winter Overcoat or Suit for man or boy.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
lower
desirable
and
At
all
60c..
$1.00.
and
LET—A
35e.,
Price,
druggists,
our
anxipleasant
very
all
so ANXIOUS to sell we have put
Or of
Proprietors.
lias bathroom, gas and
TO rent of eight rooms,
Dn. J. F- TRUE & CO., AuauRN, Maine.
in good order; good stable
furnace;
everything
It’s having it’s effect
8-2
on the premises. No. 116 WINTER ST.
ety INTO THE PRICES.
jylGTT&S&wtl4
second
first
TO
LOAN—On
is
actually being Office of F.E. Bklpf.n Mica Mining Co.,) MONEY
too.
People see it, realize what
real estate, commercial
mortgages,
In28 School Street. Boston, Mass.,
paper
any t;ood collateral securities. q-4
are
before
values
them,
for
what
done
good
March 8th. 1892
) quire of A. C. LlBllS', 42M: Exchange
them,
of
oi
Board
Directors
of
the
convenATthismeeting
quarterly mo LET—Furnished rooms, modern
Company, held thin day,
and they are acting on it. To illustrate, Come to dividend
X ieuees with sunny exposure at 4o7 IUMof 5 cent's per share
declared, payBKRLAND ST..1-4
able April 4th, at the office of this Company, tc
our store TODAY AND SEE THE ABUNDANCE stockholders
of record March 31st.

reputation throughout

as

as

15-1

or

a. m.

rooms,

CSTASUSHZO

a

rooms

as:

the

or

on

or

at.

a

a

was

Transfer Eooks close March 31st and reopen

OF CLOTHING AND BUYERS.

April 7th.

F.

marl4,17. 19, 23,
NOTICE!

Strictly One Price.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
Ctood

Clothing

TO

THE

255 Middle Street,
mai'12cltf

*

No delivering
experience. Steady
specialties. Samples

call at your store or house
cash for old rags, barrels,
bottles, metals of all kinds. If
iron,
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. AVISH 58 Hanover
street, city._H-ltf

undoubt-

C. H. GUPPY &

\
g
j
f

ORDERS.

GLEN BEOS., Rochester, N. Y.

weighing from 1000

AUTD

Wharf._l-’-l

liLAKE, Widgery’s

WANTED—To

If you leave nevei* tried one do so at
We’ll take ©aar claaaaces as to yoaar
once.
favorite brand in future.

rpai

a new
re-

J lot of the celebrated Electric Razors just
IAFECTKIC
warranted.
ceived Prices low and every

loan $10, $20, $30, $50, $100
to $10,000, in city and vicinity, on furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
Business confidential.
pay off furniture leases
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 183
Middle street, room G. second floor.11-1

are.

fil

cure

stom-

and pay you
WANTED—To
rubbers,

“©NTIOA” you

|
ALL UEALEIlO

50c., that will

WANTED—A

satisfied smoker?

If you smoke

for

cases

Iadv boarder without outside
occupation. At'ill board very reasonable
Call
for sake of company. Use of fine piano.
at 144 BRACKETT ST.15-1

lTho’ short my stature, yet my smell extends
To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

a

5

bowel

ail

free.

046 Middle Street.
Marlddtf_

Are yon

recipe,

of rheumatism,
the very worst
IVOR
troubles and

or

LARRABEE,

6.

containing

finish two more, Va
acre
Deering two minutes
walk from electric cars, price $1)00, a good
bargain for any one Vvishiug a good house lor a
little money. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY 425/a
Exchange St.17-1

work.

MAKSON

house

rooms

MENBest
collecting. No
terms. Best

Mahers.

EUGENE BELDEN,

20._Treasurer.

ASK TOUR DRUGGIST FOR

Scoti’s

Ciire

For Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sprains oi
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Bumeness.
Second to no other Liniment in the United
Suites, well known in all Eastern Provinces.

Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott. Sole
Trade marl;
in the United States.
ail circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
Me.
feb22dtf
Portland.
Everett & Pennell,

Proprietor

PE OJP 3Lfl

Portland, Maine.

BE LET—The elegant residence of the
late N. C. Sawyer, with a large and beauSituated at
tiful lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Chestnut
Woodfords, corner of Leering andstores and
church,
schools,
to
streets, handy
ov
a
term
years ; possesWould lease for
cars.
inquire ot ,h. A.
sion given immediately,
NOTES,at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
WATSON, at the Public Library._L-tt

TO

LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SlIEA 6
Danforth street.
_oct'-U
mo

T

LET,

on

_

garter^

supplied
St.___17-1

of

EXTRACT

^CliTiEMT.

FOR

Sts.___janlStf

vard.

“BJWfftm

Me._17-1

SAFE—Bakery in a thriving village in
X. II., has a good run of trace, heme the
inonly one within a radius of 10 miles which
cludes 5 other villages. The bakery is in peritmludmg
fect running order, fully
carts.
W. H. WALDRON, 180
Price $500.
Middle

CONGRESS

I

yard,

tier

pair of Eye-glasses with gold tochain
(503

HOUND.—“That truth is mighty and will
prevail.” I wrote to Miss E. S. Orr, Ease
Harpswell, Maine. The grip left me a hopeless
and helpless rheumatic cripple. Through her
advice 1 was quickly and permanently cured,
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Boothbay Harbor.
Me.
_U&W11-4

Regular 12 l-2c. quality.
Apron Ginghams,
4 1-2 cents per yard.

ft I-5 rents

rente nnv vrarrS.

■™ ™E

LOST AND FOUND.

Sold everywhere for 6 1-1 cents.

69 cents per yard.
Imperial Serge, 43c. 36

39 cents per

yard,

Fair
SAFE—Tickets to the World'ss Fair
be guaranteed by
.World
Excursion Coindany, with a cap1^! of $500,00
the rates to he $48 from Portland for the lound
board in Chicago, six
trip, including six days’
tickets to the fair, and accident policy foi
$3000, good for ten days. Apply to Ccoiq-HKendal!, General Agent, or W. H. WALDRON,
180 Middle street, Portland,

FORwill

RAZORS FOR SAFE;

or

GraSS CATARRH, RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA,SGSE THROAT,PILES, WOUNDS,
BURNS, FSM COMPLAINTS, AMD
HEMORRHAGES 0? ALL HINDS.

to do

strong, capable
housework in the country for family of
WANTED—A
week
an
$4.00
six and wait

for

29 cents per

L»-l

girl for general housework at
234 State St., MRS. HENRY BLAN-

“C,” Press office.

noon!

Mrs. Bloobumper—No; we didn’t talk a bit of
gossip.
Bloolnimper—How was that?
Mrs. Bloobumper—Every member was present.—Judge.

a

Experienced in general

3 3-4 cents per
100

of exper-

lady stenographer
WANTED—By
ience, owner of Remington typewriter,
to work in office
typewriting to do at

SPRING

5 cents per yard,
Limited 1 piece to a customer.
100 Pcs. White Ground Cambric finished

land office. Address,
D>-1
Beacon St., Boston, Mass.. Room 5u.
\\TANTED-Girl for general housework at
YV 21‘J Brackett St. References required,
MRS. II. S. DYER._ 111-1

competent
WANTED—A
girl. Reference required.
ST.

found in the

If you coine this week you will
50 Pcs. Scotch Plaids, Stripes
find some of that Unbleached
wide,
and mixtures, 36 in.
Cotton at

19 cents per

lady stenographer and
a position in a PortSAUNDERS, No. 1

young
WANTED—A
typewriter desires
II.

CHARD._

BASEMENT THIS WEEK.
DRESS GOODS. BASEMENT.
He (bitterly)—Yon are utterly heartless! 1 might possibly imagine yon engaged, but not by any possibility in love.
She—Really? How curious! How, do
beyou know, I can easily imagine your
ing in love, but in t)io wildest stretch of
fancy 1 cannot imagine your being en-

FOR SAFE.

HELP.

FEMALE

cures

d. j.

ably hund reds of men living who served
as postmasters under Polk, as did the
deceased, and asserts that the distinction of being the oldest living ex-postmaster belongs to him.
Mr. Powers is still hale, hearty and
vigorous. He was appointed postmaster
ot Whitewater, Wis., by President Martin Van Buren in 1889, and also served
under Harrison and Taylor. Afterward
he removed to Chicago, where he has
been eminently successful in business.
Although now 78 years of age, Mr.
Powers say3 that he expects to live to
see

to be

Bargains

a

At the electrical exhibition to be held
at St. Petersburg, there is to be exhibited a talking clock that will be sure
to attract attention. The dial is made
to represent a human face, the interior

instances where as many as sixty were
After the sergeant-at-arms
required.
has made his plans, he gives an order to
the undertaker, whose business it is

former home of the deceased. There
ore usually th *c cars in this special
train; one for the deceased, one for the
family and another one for the commit-

Fresh from the Importers.

secure

ing

seems

matter whether a representative
shall have attained fame in a national
sense or not the people ifrhom he represents will insist upon having due reno

are

II I SPRING DRESS EMUS

speaker

were

unusually large

the prevailing opinion

After the Refusal.

tolling, but in playing poker and other

of this

expenses
late Senator Plumb, of Kansas,

j_MISCELLANEOUS._
MAHSOfJ £. LABHABEE'S SALE OF
MISCELLANEOUS._

WIT AND WISDOM.

after'the passage or a resolution in eacn
such excase, authorizing him to pay
fund of
penses out of the contingent
the house or senate.
Hie main object which I desire to accomplish in writing this letter is to disabuse the minds of my readers of the
idea that a congressional funeral is a
junketing trip on the part of the committee which accompanies the remains
It has been
to their last resting place.
asserted that the special car of the congressional committee is stocked with
wines and liquors of all kinds, cigar*,
pipes and tobacco, and that the members of the committee spend their time
train not only in
upon the funeral
smoking, drinking, carousing and story

Insurance Company and as a
the
UNION
Institution.
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COM.
l’AN V is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.
As an
Home

heat anil
pioor space will#
power. Apply to GIANT ElECTKIC MOTOR COM PAN V, 2,»
and 27 Commercial Street.
uiarldti

t

c
{

|

189
f>7%
8u

Pullman Palace.189%
Reading. 67®/8
Rock Island. 88%
St. Louis & San Fran.
do pfd.
do 1st.

Quotations

of Staple Products in the

Leading Markets.

St. Paul

77%
do nfd.127%
St. Paul, Minn. & Maun.113%
St. Paul & Omaha. 47%
uo

77

127%
113
48

114

phi.115

Texas Paciile, new. 11%
Union Pacific.. 46%

11

46®/!
48

48
13

Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd. 29®,fc
U. S.

..

Stocks

and

Bonds—Money Easy Sterling

Exchange Quiet and Steady
Bonds Dull and

Government

Steady—llailroads Quiet

Barely Steady—Stocks Closed Steady

and

At New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from 1 @2 per cent.; last loan 2, closing 1 Vg per cent. Prime mercantile paper was
quoted at 4@6 per cent. Sterling Exchange was
quiet and steady with actual business in bankers’ bills at 4 86% for 60-day bills and 4 87%
for demand; posted rates at 4 85®4 89. ComGovernment
mercial bills were at 4 85@4 87.
bonds were dull and steady. Kailroads were
quiet and barely steady.
The upward movement in the stock market
in progress at noon, and made a further
slig t improvement in the list, sufficed to advance Northwestern and Atchison Vs before the
buying was checked, but later the market sank
into pronounced dullness. No further feature
was seen during the last hour and prices were
held steadily throughout the list, the market
closing dull ana steady to firm, generally at
was

fractions above opening prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 205,760 shares.
Keview of the Portland Wholesale Market.

Mch. 1C, 1892.
Flour is quiet and favors buyers, owing to the
easier position of Wheat. Corn lower for car
lots. Pork and Beef firm without quotable
change. Sugars are firm with a fair demand.
Seeds are strong at the late advance. Cheese
firm. Eggs lower. Coffee unchanged. Molasses
quiet and firm with a fair inquiry. Bice firm
and steady. Teas quiet, but firmly held. Morphine about 1 c off. Lemon 25@50c better.
Turpentine 2c better. Fresh Beef unchanged;
sausage and pork ribs lc up jsides 5%@7%$sft>,
hinds 8@10c, fores at 4@6c, rounds and flanks
7c, rump loins 10@13c, rumps 10@12c, loins
12@17c, rattles 3%@4c, backs at 6%@6 c,
lambs at 10@llc, sheep 9c, pork ribs 10c, sausage 10c, round hogs 6 % c.
FOB

THE

WEEK ENDING

Retail Grocers

Sugar Rates.

Portland market—cut loaf 5yaC;confeetioners’
7c; pulverized, Cc; powdered, 6c j granulated,
Be; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, Sc.
Railroad

Receipts.
PORTLAND, Mch. 16.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 105 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for

connecting

roads 121

cars.

Quotations.

Grain

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

CORRECTEDBY

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

97%
97%
96%
96%

Opening.
Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

May.
95%
95%
94%
94%

CORN.

Jan.

Feb.

Opening.
Highest.

May.
47 Vs
47

%

46%

Lowest.
Closing.

46%

Wednesday's quotations.
WHEAT.

s

Jan.

July.

94%

Opening...

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

May.
97

96

97%

94%
95%

97

97%

CORN.

Feb.

Jan.

May.
46%

fiDening.

4714
46%
46%

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.
Tuesday’s quotations
WHEAT.

May.
86

Opening..... 84%
Closing. 84%

&5Vs

CORN.

July

Opening. 38Va
Closing.3814
Wednesday’s quotations.

May.
41Va
41%

WHEAT.

July.

May.
85%

Opening. 85
Closing. 85%

86

CORN.

July.
Opening. 38 V3
Closing. 3SVi

May.
3yy3
39vs

Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks in Boston:
Atchison. Topelta & Stanta Fe R. 39%
C. B. & Q.107%
Mexican Central... 19Ya
union

40-/4

r acme.

Boston & Maine B.
do pfd.^.145
Bell Telephone.204%
New York and New England E. 49%
do pfd.101
Wisconsin Central.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth E.
Maine Central E.113
Saco Water Power Machine Shop. 99Vs
Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YOEK. Mch. 16, 1892,-The following
are to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.36%
Hooking CoaL.16 ou
New York

Homestake.13 00
Ontario.43 BO
Quicksilver. 3 50
do pfd.1900
Mexican.
Gould & Curry.
Yellow Jacket.
Best & Belcher. 2 4C
Hale & Noreross. 1 5C
New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YOEK, Mch. 16,1892.
to-day’s closing quotations
The following
of Government securities:
Mch. 15.
Mch. 16.
are

New4’sreg.116

New 4’s coud.117
United States'2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.106%
Denver & E. G. 1st.117-s

Erie2ds.107%

Kansas Pacific Consols.Ill Va
Oregon Nav. lsts.Ill
Kansas Pacific lsts.1077/s
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.145
American Express.117%
Central Pacific. 31
U'hes. & Ohio. 35%
Chicago & Alton.........-14,+
160
Chicago & Alton preferred...
Chicago. Burlington & Qumcy.lOlVs
Uo..
Canal
139%
Delaware & Hudson
Delaware. I.ackawana ds West..160%
Denver & Eio Grande. 18+8
Erie. 33
Erie preferred. 76
Illinois Central.101*
Lake Erie d: West. 26

Lake Shore.133%
Louis S Nash. 74%

Manhattan Elevated.115
Michigan Centra].110%
9%
Minn. & 8t. Louis.
Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 20
Missouri Pacific.. 62Va
New Jersey Central.141%
Northern Pacific common. v3%
Northern Pacific pfd. 66%
Northwestern.120%
Northwestern pfd.142
New York Central.116+8
New York. Chicago & St-Louis. 19%
Ohio

do pfd.
Richmond & West Point.
do pfd.

do pfd.
di Miss.

76

21%
Ont & Western. 20%
North American. 15%
Pacific Mail. 36 y2

3 5‘/8
74%

15%

74%
Oregon Nav. 87%

89

_

Boston Produce Market

BOSTON, Mch. 16,1892.—The following are
to-dav!s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00(4,14 50; short cuts al
00 00@14 75; backs at 15 00&00 00; lean lends
at 00 00(4,15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
1100.
Hams at

10% c;

ll%e.
Lard—Choice 7%c p lb ill tierces and tubs;

pails in cs 8c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6% c p lb; country

10-it,
do 5

116
117
100
107

1177/t*
1073/a
111 Vs
111
108
145
117 V
J1

25%
143
160

107%
139
160
18

/:
4

32%
<6

1 oe

-57e
33
74%
113%
*111
9%
i

20
62

140%
23%
67

120-0
142%
116

19%
76
2l<Vf
20%
15V<
36

Foreign Markete.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON, Mch. 16.1892—Consols 95 15-lGd
■or both money and the account.

LIVERPOOL. Mch. 10, 1892—The Cotton
market—free sellers; middling at oVsa; sales
3,000 bales: speculation and export 1500 b ,es.
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 10. 1892.-Quotati,,.isWinter Wheat 7s 10@7s lOVfed; Sprini Wheat
it 7sVad®8s; Mixed American Corn at 4s 8d.
Cheese 57s.

e.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 28 @

e;
ana extra firsts at 24:®27o;
extra imitation creamrv 23 3,24c; laetorv choice
21®22e; Northern creamery, choice at 29c;
New Vork and Vermont dairy, good to choice
23@25e; Eastern Creamery, good to choice at
25,a28c. The above a notations are receivers’
prices for strictiv wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12Vs(8;13o; fair to good at 9@12c; Western choice at 12c; fair to good at 10@ll%c;
sage at 13@13%c.
Eggs— Eastern extras at 14@14%o: Western
firsts at 14c.
—

fancy higher: firsts

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkevs.choice
—c; do chickens at 18 a 20c; fowls 15@16c; fair
to good at 12® 15; Western dry packed turkeys
choice at 16®17e; fowls at 14415c; enickeus
If,® 16c.

Beans—N Ylt hand-sicked pea.l 85@1 9o;marrow pea.l 77%3,1 80; choice screen pea, 1 60 a
1 70; hand-picked mod.
80a 1 85; choice yellow eyes, 1 8 ®—; California pea beans, 2 30
@2 40: hand-picked, 2 50©2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55 4,1 65;redtop, 1 75432;
Western dersev, 2 00 ,,2 25; clover, 849c ;Hnii-

garian, 90c®Sl.
Hay—Choice,18 00@10 00;some fancy higher;
fair to to good $15@®17%; Eastern fine, ®12@

$14; poor to ordinary" $11@814.
Potatoes—Choice I natives and Maine stock at
1 87%®1 50 p bbl; choice Vt and northern N
fi and N Y Burbanks and white stars 40(a,45bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 43445,-.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 1 75@2
ings 1 U2Vs@l 75; Kings ®2g,2 50.

25;Green-

Trr.. a_i_^

AMOUNT 01' STOCK

AT

MARKET.

Wholesale Prices Current.
Mch. 16.

Portland

FOR THE WEEK ENDING

small do 1 le; pressed hams

JL lO Ui

&
Porn, car lots. 5G@57
grades.4 75@5 00 Porn, Dag lots. 58@59
&
Mea[, bag lots. 66t®57
Spring

Superfine
low
X

00@5 25 Oats,car lots.. .42 543
Oats, bag lots.. 45®47
Wheat. .$55/6@5% Potton Seed,
car lots.. 26 50@$27
Mich, str’ght
bag lots. $28®29 00
roller.S 5 Vk a 5
clear do.. 47/b<s;5 10 lacked Br’n
car lots... $21@22 00
StLouls st’gt
rooler
5s/*@5 501 bag lots. $23®24 00
clear do... 5 25@5 37 Middlings..$22®2 00
Wnt’r wheat
bag lots. $23®26 00
provisions.
patents... 5 50@5 75
Fish.
Pork, BkS.15 25510 00
XX Tpring.5
Patent Sprng

....

Cod—Large

Shore-6
Small do. 6
Pollock-3
Haddock... 3

7o@7
00@5
25@4
25®IS
Hake.2 00&2

50@15
25®15

clear. .15
short etsl5

00
25
25
60
50

25
50

Beef,extra

8 00@ 8 25
plate.. .10 00@10 60
ex-plate.10 50®11 00
Lard, tubs. 6 @ 7%
tierces... 5% ®J 7Vi
mess...

Herring, box

Scaled....
14@18c;
Mackerel, bl
pails.... OVa^Jll
Shore is..$ 24®$26| pure leaf.loy2®ll
Shore 2s..S 16®S18 Hams_10 y4 (5310=54
docovTd.il <®llVs
Med. 3s...l3 00®$14
Oil.

Large

3s..
Produce.

Kerosene, Portland ref. pet... 6 Vj

bush.. 2 25
2 00@2 15

Cpe Cran’s,
Pea Beans.
Ligonia.GVn
Centennial.OVs
Medium do.
Pratt’s Astral.. 8V2
Ger. med. .1 75®2 101
YellowFyes.l 90(a>2 25i Devoe’s brilliant 8ya
Raisins.
Cal. Pea-2 05®2 751
Irish Potat’s 35® 45ci Muscatel... 1 60®2 00
2 60®3 001 London lav’r2 00®3 50
Sweets
Onions—XaPnpura lay’r.8 @9y2
tives.2 75@3 00 Valencia.
6Vi(&7
Geese.
Sugar.
14®15c
Chickens.
15@171b Ex-aual’ty line
granulated_413-10
Fowis. IIS® 14c
4%
Turkeys.... 17® l'Jc Standard do.
Extra
(P. 4y»
Apples,
Seed.
No 1 Bald1 75@1 85
wins .1 75@2 00 Red Top.
ating.2 25®2 50 LlUlUllUJ
van ,1-. O.
a,//) 1 DC Glover.3 2
@18
....

..

..

..

Sheep anti

Cattle. Lambs.
This week_2,668
5,990
Lastweek_2,674 7,193
Western. 1.864
'3,106
Maine.

340

N. Hampshire.

300
96
46
12

Vermont.

591
284

245

Veals.

Swine

1003
830
000
300
306
164
206

28,658
29,130

28,614
19
8
12

7

Massachusetts
27
New York....
1,764
Canada.
Beef Cattleand
Eastern
Prices of Northern
Choice, at 4@5 © ib; first quality, —c; second
and coarse
cows
quality,3%c; third quality,
oxen, 2@3c.
ewt.
Cattle
Prices of Western Beej
ranged
©
from *5@S6 50 for choice live weight; Becond
duality S3 50@$5; third quality, 2 60®>3 00.
Brighton hides 6@7Vic © ib.
Brighton tallow 0@3%e © ib.
Country hides 4 iffioc © lb.
Country tallow 3@5c © lb.
Calf skins 50 @76c each.
Lamb skins 50e@$l 10 each.
Dairy skins 25@80c each.
Cow skins 0®4c © ib.
Swine—Western tat ligs ranged from 5@5y2C
© lb live weight_
Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO.Mch. 16.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 18.300shipments 400; lower; prime
steers at 4 60@4 85; others at 3 00@3 75 Stockers 2 50@3 25; Texans 3 30@3 50;cows 1 25@
2 90.

Hogs—receipts 28.700; Shipments 1Q.000;
opened high®-;-closing weak at the-advance;
rough 3 75@4 60; mixed and packers at14 60 «j
4 7o: prime heaVy and butchers’weights 4 80
@4 85; light 4 65@4 90.
Sheep—receipts 8000 ;shipments5,000 -.opened
steady; closed weak; natives 4 90;®6 25; mixed
—; wethers —; Westerns 5 00@5 75; yearlings
Lambs 5 50@6
*

75.'_

Domestic Marktes.

sales 33,1 0 bbls.

_

Flour quotations—low extras at 315@3 75;
city mills extra 4 75®4 90; city mills patents
5 10@5 25; winter wheat low grades at 3 15@
3 75; air to fancy at 3 85@4 66 ;patents at 4 40
@5 15; Minnesota clear 4 00@4 65; straights
do at 4 26K4 8 ; do patents 4 40@o 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00@4 60; superfine At 2 65@3 30;
fine at 2 30@3 15. Suothern flour is dull and
unchanged at 3 80@5 10. Rye flour is quiet and
steady at 4 20@4 65. Buckwheat flour steadier
Cornat 1 50ffil 60. Buckwheat at o,3@57y2.
meal dull and unchanged; Yellow Western at
2 75@3 10. Wheat—receipts 57 bush; exports

24,438 bush; sales 146,000 bush; quiet and
stronger; No 2 Red at 1 00y8@l 01% in store
and eiev, 1 01%@1 03 afloat; 1 01s- @1 03%
f o b; No 3 Red 96@96l/2C; No 1 Northern at
ffil 3ys; No 2
98'v e@l 01: No 1 hard 1 02
Northern 95%c. Rye is dull and steady; Western at 92@97c. Barley is dull; No2 Mil —c.
Corn—receipts 120,125 bush; exports 129,469
bush; sales 141.000 hush; moderately active
and firmer; No 2 at 47c elev. 47Vs 448c afloat;
ungraded Mixed —; No 3 at 47c; steamer mixed
Oats—receipts 42,025 bush;
at 46%'447%c.
exports 1493 bush; sales 96,000 bush; stronger
No 2 at 35%c; White do at 37; No 1 at35%c;
White do 39e: Mixed Western at SStgSeVfec;

do White at 37@40%c; White State at 37@
46% c: No 2 Chicago afloat nominal. Coffee
—Rio is dull and steady ;No 7 at 14%. Sugar
—raw steady, moderately active; refined firm;
fair demand; the outside quotations are those
posted by trust inside figures cover rebate;
No 6 at 3%®4c; No 7 at 3 13-16@3 15-lOc;
No 8 at 3%®3%c; No 9 at 3 11-16@3 13-16c;
No. 10 at 3%@3%c;No 11 at 3 9-16®.3 ll-16c;
No 12 at 3%@35/8C: No 18 —: oft A at 3 1»-16@41Ac; Mould A 4 7-16@4 9-16e; standard
at. A4U (S 4
c; Confectioners’ at A 41/s@41,4e;
c: powdercut loaf at 5@5Vsc ;erushed at 5C«>5
ed 4V4®4 7-1 Gfc; granulated 4%®4%c; Cubes
and
dull
easy; unitat 4:!v®4ysc. Petroleum
ed at 57c. Porlt quiet and firm: mess at 9 75@
beef hams
firm;
10
Beet
00;
10 50 ;extra rime at
quiet; tiereed beef dull :cut meats quiet muddies
Western
andfirmer;
quiet and easy. Card quiet
steam 6 G2Vi ; city steam at 6 15@6 20; refined
ButA
7
70.
S
6
quiet; Continent at S0®7 Oo;
;
ter firm; State 2Q@26c;. Penn erm at 29@29
erm
Western
20®291/2;
Western dairy 17® 22e;
do factory at 17i<f22c; Elgin at 30c; rolls at 17
®24c. Cheese quiet and steady State 12y2C;
fancy 12% @12 c.
Freights to Liverpool dull and unchanged:
d.
steam
CHICAGO, Mch. 10. 1892.—The Flour market is dull and weak: some local sales at 10c decline. Wheat in fair demand, closing firm and
higher—No 2 Spring at 84ysc; No 2 Red at
88V2. Corn is quiet and firm: No 2 at 3814c.
Oats quiet—No 2 at 2814@28 V2 c; No 2 White
—.
No 2 Rye at 8iyic. No 2 Barley 56c. No 1
Flaxseed at 97c. Provisions—mess pork highLard lower 6 22%. Short rib sides
er at 10 40.
higher at 5 65. Dry salt meats—shoulders 4 75
feS BO; short clear sides 0 10.
Receipts—Flour, 28.000 bbls; wheat, 66,000
bush: corn 275,000 bush; oats, 235,000 bush;
rye. 17,000: barlev. 81,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 24.000 bbls;wheat. 37,000
bush; corn. 76.000 hush; oats. 141,000 hush;
rye. 4.000 hsh: barley. 39.000 bnsh.
ST. LOUIS. Mch. 16, 1892.—The Flourmaret is easy for low grades; others quiet. Wheat
closed higher—No 2 Red 88 c. Corn closed
V, c higher; No 2 at 35% c. Oats are nominally;
No 2 at 30c. Rve dull and lower S9e. Barley is
Provisions—pork in betquiet; Minu at 52
Lard firmer at 6 31.
ter demand at 10 87y2.
lots
of shoulders at 4 40;
meats—loose
salt
Dry
longs and ribs at 5 70; sliorts 5 85; boxed lots
15 more. Bacon—shoulders at 5 40; longs and
ribs 6 40; shorts 6 50.
Hams 9 00®10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 3.000 bbls: wheat, 26.000
bush; corn. 35.000 bush: oats. 26.000 bush:
rye. 1,000 bush; barley, 13.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,000 bbls; wheat, 25,000
bush; corn. 97,000 bush; oats, 33,000 bush;
rye. 1.000 hush; barley. 0,000 bush.
DETROIT.Mch.16.1892.—Wheat—Nol White
at 91c; No 2 Red at 92%e. Corn—No 2 at 42c.
Oats—No 2 at, 32c; No 2 White at 34e. Rye at
—

86c.

bbls; wheat. 12,100 bush;
bush; oats, 1000 bush.

Receipts—Hour,
corn, 500

X.

uu

Butter.

Lemons.
Palermo
4 00®4 60
Messina.. .3 50@4 50

Dreamery.28@30

...

iilt Edge Vr,mt.27@29
Dlioiee.20@21
Oranges.
Valencia—4 50@5 00 yood.19@20
Florida_2 75@3 60 Store.18@19

Malager gpesG 50@8 00

Y.fcVry?12vi@13%

NT.
Eggs.
Eastern ext_14S15 Vermont.. 12!6®14
Held.
i Sage
...14 @14ya
..

Limed.

L.

Leather''

; Bread.

New York-

Plot Sup.7%(®8
do so.51/2(0:6
5
Crackers
@0

Light.19® 20

Mid weight... .21@'22
Heavy.22®23

....

Coal.

Cumberland.4 25@5 00 Slaughter.31® 2
4oo(f d’mg.19®20
Acadia.
G 00 4m. calf.60®70
Chestnut_
Lumber.
7 50
Franklin_
0 00 3’tli pine.
.$30@$40
Lehigh.
Clear pine—
Coffee.
Rio, roasted_18@21 Uppers.$65@70
Java do.29@30 Select.$45® 52
Cine common. .$38®45
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & lids—
Spruce.$13®14
Mol. city.. 2 00@2 10 Hemlock.$11®12
Clayboards—
Sug.count’y 90c@
Spruce, X.$32@34
Country Mol,
Clear.$2S@32
hhd shooks
2d clear.$22® 24
liiid hdgml
No 1.$15®20
32 in. 24@26
20® 22

SpruceSoin

I

Soft piue35 20®22
Hardpne3i 25(a)30
Hoops 14 ft.
Hoops 13 ft.
Hoops 8 ft.
Cordage.
Amer’n IP IMOVipSll
Manilla... 12t4@14i/4
Manilla bolt
@14
rope.
Russia do.. 17@18

Pine.$26®50
Shingles—
cedar... .3
Clear cedar. 3
£ No 1.2
No 1 cedar..1
C

5083 75
00®3 25

00®2

—

Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Mch. 10, 1392.—The Cotton
market is quiet and unchanged ;sales 166 bales;

50

25®1
Spruce.1 26@1
Laths,spce. .2 20®2
Lime—Cement.
Lima,If csk. 1 00@1

75
50

25
05

Cement.140®1 60
Matches.

Sisal.10Vi@llV4 3tar,p gross

(By Telegi-aph.)
NEW Y0RK.Mch.16.1892.—The Flour market-receipts 25,645 pckgs; exports 8203 bbls
and 59,322 sacks; generally dull and heavy;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

July.

93%

Sugar Trust.

*Ex-div.

to Firm.

12%
29%
88%
02%

Western Union. 89

do Gulf at 4%c;
cood ordinary uplands 4“/se;
; middling uplands at
rdinary stained at 3%
fa o-lfac.
stained
;>Ac: do Gulf 7Vec;do
NEW ORLEANS, Mch. 15,1892.—The Cotton
o-lbc.
■narket is easy—middling b
CHARLESTON. Moil. 15, 1892.—The Cotton
btac.
narket is quiet; middling
SAVANNAH, Mch. 15. 3892.-The Cotton
Market is easy; middling b 5-lbc.
MOBILE,Mch. 15. 1892.—The Cotton market
s quiet ;middling 6 5-16c.
MEMPHIS. Mch. 15.1892.—The Cotton market is easy; middlings 6%c.

I Dirigo.
Drugs and Dyes.
Meatls.
Acid Oxalic... .12@14
Acid tart.40@42
Copper—

50
39@40

.00@19
Ammonia.16@20
19
@ 8 Polished copper.
Ashes, pot.
36
Bals copabia.. .6 '@70 14x48 planished.
20
Beeswax.35@40 Bolts.
6 Y M sheath....
Blch powders...
L4548 com...

27
Borax.12@14 Y M Bolts.
Brimstone.
.2Va@ 6 Bottoms.26@28
Cochineal.40 @43 Ingot.13®14
..

Copperas.lVa@!

2

Cream tartar_30@351 TinEx logwood... 12@16 Straits .22@24
Gumarabic...70®1 22 English.23® 25
Aloes cape.15@25 Char. I. Co. .7 00®7 50
Camphor...-60@52 Char. I. X. .9 25®9 55
Mytrh.52@55 Terne.6 00®8 50
Opium.2 00@2 25
Shellac.. .3o@40i Coke.6,00@8 60
Indigo.8 c@$ 1 Zinc.7 60@8 00
15ya
Iodine.3 75@S4 Solder V2XV2
Molasses.
Ipecac.2 60@2 251
Porto
o
Rico.30@40
Licorice, rt... 15@
Lac ex.34@40 Barbadoes.32@33
38^40
Morphine... 1 80@2 05 Cienfuegos
Oil bergamots 25@4 00 Boiling.
Ponce..
39@40
Cod liver.. .110@1 35( Fancy
Nails.
Lemon.3 25@4 00
1
00
50
90@2
Cask,cut....
Olive.1 00@2
wire ..21 @2 2?
Peppt.3 25@3 50
Naval
Stores.
12
Wintergreen2 00@2
bbl. ..3 60@3 75
Potass “br’mde. ,28@33 Tar
Chlorate.17@18 Coal tar.... 5 00@ 25
Iodide.2 86@3 00 Pitch.3 00@3 25
.90@95 Wil. Pitch. .3 00@3 5
Quicksilver,
Quinine.31@36 Rosin.3 00@4 00
fiheubarb, rt.75c@l 50 Tupentine, gal.. 44^54
....

>

..

ttt. snake.35(0)40

Oakum.8(«J

9

Oil.
Saltpetre.10®1«
Senna.,25® 30 Linseed.39@44
Boiled.42(^47
seed....
4@4Vs
Canary

Cardamons .1 00® 1 75 Sperm. 90@1 00
Soda, by-carb3 @6% Whale.f 6@65
Sal.2%@S Bank.. .40@45
Shore.35@40
Sulphur.3V4@3
Sugar lead.20®2 2 Porgie.35@40
White wax.... 55®60 Lard.60(0.70
Vitrol, blue_8 ®10 Castor.1 25@1 35
Vanilla,bean
S10@13 Neatsfoot ..90c@l OQ
Elaine. 26@50
Duck.
Paints.
No 1.32
LeadNo 3.28
No 10.20
8 oz.12 Pure ground.7 00@7 50
@714
10 oz.16 Red.7
@3 Ya
Gunpowder—Shot. Eng V en Red3
.3 0®4 00 Am Zinc-5 00(a<7 00
Blastimr
.2Ya
Sporting.... 4 0®G 50 Rochelle.
Rice,
Drop shot,25 lbs. 1 42
Carolina
.5y2@ 67
Buck, B, BB,
.5Ya(&
T. XT, F.1 76 Rangoon
Saleratns.
Hay.
Saleratus
.5@5Ya
Pressep.$12@13
Spices.
Loose.S10®13
Cassia,
pure....
15@17
9®10
Straw.$
Mace.76(o80
Iron.
Vs
Common 2....
Nutmegs.70&73
@2
Refined.2 Vs » 2 Vi Pepper.18@21
..

■

..

...

...

...

Norway.3Va@4

Cast steel....
8® 10
German steel.©3V2

Cloves.15@20
Ginger.13(o}15
Starch.

Shoesteel.®2J/2 Laundry.3Ya@o
Gloss.6-*@7%
Sheet IronCommon.4 @4Va
H. C.4Va®6
Souchong.18@50
do choice.... 3nio,50
-13V2®14
RussiaJapan.25(a)35
Gaiv.G ®7
Ooolong.26(6,35
Tobacco.
Best brands..
60®GO Formoso.35(6}. 0
Lead.
Medium.30® 40
Common.25® 30 Sheet.6y2@7M>
@6Va
Natural leaf... .G0a,70 Pipe.6
STEAMUi MOVEMENTS.

OCEAN

FROM

FOR

TIME

.Mch 15
Saale.New York. .Bremen
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 16
Ciry of Berlin New York. Liverpool. Mch 1G
Finance.New York.. liio Janeiro Mcli 16
Friesland_New York. .Antwerp .Mch 16
Mch 17
Gellert.New York. Hamburg
Andes.New York. .Jamaica.. .Mch 18
Mex.
&
Mch lu
Hav
Yucatan.New York..
.Mch 19
La Normandie New York .Havre
Mch 19
Rotterdam■
New York.
Werkendam
Servia.New York. Liverpool. .Mch 19
Colon.Mch
21
.New York.
Lampasas
.Mch 22
Spree.New York. .Bremen
Mch
22
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool
ltugia.New York. .Hamburg. .Mch 22
City New York New York. Liverpool. .Mch 23
Britanlc..... .New York. .Liverpool. .Mch 23
.New York.. Antwerp .Mch 23
llclgenland
Philadelphia .New York. .Laguayra. .Mch 23
Federation
New York.. ltio Janeiro Mch 23
Santiago.New York. .Hav&Mex Mch 24
Gleugoil.New York..Rio JaneiO.McIi 26
Athos.New York. .Kingston .Mch 56
Marcia.......New York, .ltio Janero Mch 3(1
..

..

...

..

...

..

...

MINIATURE ALMANAC, MARCH
Sun rises .®

?i

High water

RAILROADS.

j-J 23

02

,lg Height tide {•1 8g ftft 01
Moon rises.10-L-_.
Length

of

days

1

jALIFOMIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.

1

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conductei
ombiniug comfort, low rates, quick time, E.Full
i
Call ou or address
nau sleeping cars.
UBBIEE, New England Agent Southern Pa
Mass,
itic Co., 192 Washington St., Boston,
eodBm
jan 19

maeSejws
PORTLAND,
PORT OF

WEDNESDAY,

_

March 1G.

Brig Jennie Hulbert. Handy, Horse Island f

|

Dunton, Boothbay.
rsrchS&a?y Elizabeth,
Cleared.

—BETWEEN—
1

May, Orno, Mew York

Berlh

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
vestibuied from end to end, lighted t>\

HI trains
__

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. March 15—Sid, sell
Ella May. Rockland for Providence; Wild Pig
eon, Rockland for Baltimore; Thomas Horde
do for New York; Commerce, do for do; Ev;
I
Stewart, l’arrsboro for lymouth.
Also sailed, sells Ralph M Hayward, for Nev
do;
Norton,
H
Mary Langdon, Rock
Jas
York;
land for do.

exchange dispatches.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW. priorto 9thinst, bar!
Johnson, Diego Suariez.
Turner,
Amy
Ar at Falmouth 15tli, inst, ship J B Walkei
for Baltimore.
Havre
Wallace,

Unequaled dining

gas.
TIME

TABLE

night and sunk at her anchor. The crew nar
rowly escaped drowning.
Philadelphia, March II—Sch Fannie L Child
reports bad weather
Fuller, from Fernandina,
the entire passage; lost head stays and lost and
Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, schs Lillian Woodruff
Hodgkins, Cienfuegos; Lizzie H Brayton, Rog
ers, Savannah; A If Lamson, Smith. Charleston;
Richmond, Matthews, Kockland; Carrie L Hix,
Flanders do
Cld 16th, brig Mary T Kimball. Eddy. Havana
schs Harry W Haynes. Bonsey. Surinam; Sarah
A Fuller, Brown, Havana; B R Woodside.Wade
Havana; Julia Warr, Warr, Jacksonville.
Sid 16th, sch John H Converse, Demerara.
BOSTON—Ar 16th. barque Chestina Redman,
McLean, Matanzas; sch F W Howe, Perkins,
Brunswick.
Sid 16th, sch Chas S Baylis, coastwise.
Ar 16th. schs Jennie 1 Willey, Bulger, from
Brunswick; Harry Prescott, Stratton, do; Nathan Lawrence, Ha3kell, Norfolk; Baracouta,
Lewis, Roekport.
Sid 16th. sell Abby K Bentley, for Portland.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid loth, ship St Mark,
Work, for New York.
Ar 15th, ship A G Ropes, Elvers, New York,
„,,

Lewis, Nanaimo.
^ld 9th! barque Carrollton, sell

Cactus, Wiley,

PASCAGOULA—Ar 12th,

_

12th, barque Freeda A Willey, Willey,
S&biii6 ppss,
PENSACOLA—Cld 16th, sch Riclid F C Hartley, Chase. Galveston.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 10th, sch John Davis,
Ar

Barrett, Philadelphia.

Cld 15th, sch Meyer & Muller, Paterson, for
New "York.
FEENANDINA—Ar lGth, sch Wm Smith,
Babbidge, New York.
DARIEN—Ar 12th, sch B W Morse, Rodick,

BRUNSWICK—Ar 16th, sch Almeda Willey,
Copeland. Providence.
SAVANNAH—Sid 12th, brig Annie Batchel-

der, Baltimore.
COOSAW—Ar 14tli, sch Florence Randall,
Bishop. Charleston.
BALTIMORE—Ar loth, sch Three Marys,
Birdsall. New Bedford.
Sid 16th, sch G M Brainard, Mullen, Rock,,

,,

,r

r11,

1.'-.... 1-

T

Stinson, Hoboken, Cienfuegos.
Ar 15th, brig Telos, Coney, Guantanamo.
Cld 15th, sch Isaiah Hart, Williams. Matanzas
NEW LONDON—Ar 12th, sell Mary Adelaide

Bandall, Norfolk.

NEW HAVEN—Sld 13th, sch W H Converse,
Hazelton. New York, to load for Nassau, NP.
PROVIDENCE—Sld 15tli, sch David Torrey,
Drinkwater, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 14th, sch Neptune, from
14th, sch
KVI$EYARD-HAVEN—Ar
for Portland.

William

Wilson, Elizabethport
In port 14th, schs Sea Foam, Wm Wilson,
and Wm T Donnell.
HYANNIS— 111 port, schs Mary B Wellington, from Haggett’s Cove for New York; Jennie
Greenbauk. Rockland for do.
In port 15th, sch M M Chase, from Eastport
for New York.
Ar 15tli, sch David Torrey. Providence for
Portland.
At Bass River I5th. sch Lizzie Young, from
Parker’s Head for Oyster Bay.
Ar at do 15th. sch Marion F Sprague, Howes.
Belfast for Portsmouth, (and sld.)
CHATHAM—At anchor 16th, brig Mary C
Haskell, from Mobile for Boston; sch E C Allen,
Wiscasset for Philadelphia; Nathan Lawrence,
Philadelphia for Boston.
SALEM—Ar 15th,sch Lydia M Deerlug, Ham
ilton, Fort Johnson.
PORTSMOUTH—Sin 15th, sch Geo S Tarbell,
Rockport and New York.
MILLBRIDGE—Ar 12th, sch Joe, from Provincetowii, (chartered for Brunswick, Ga, and
back with lumber.)
Sld 11th, sch Game Cock, for Portland.
ROCKLAND—Ar 15th, schs D S Lawrehce,
New York; Jordan L Mott, Portland.
Sld 15th, schs Mabel Hall, and Georgie Berry,
New York; Empress, and Nile, do.
BATH—Sld 15th, sch Henry T Milliken, Kimball, New Yolk.
_

_

Foreign Ports.
Sld fm Hiogo 16th inst, ship Sea Witch, Tibbetts, New York.
At Port Spain Feb 21, sch Elbndge Souther,
Seavey, for North of Hatteras.
Passed Inagua Feb 29, sch Ann Eliza, from
Baracoa for New York.
At Little Inagua 3d inst, sch Nellie T Morse,
At

Port

10.00

inf,

1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, b.OO
7.30 p. 111., 12.15 night. SUNDAYS-9.00
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.80, 5.00, 6.00 p
m.. 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dm
ing car 5.00 p. m., 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on niglii
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principa
liailroad offices throughout New York and Neu
„„„

ISLAND

Nellie

Antonio, Ja, 8th inst, sch

Woodbury, McIntyre, for Charleston 12th.

Matanzas 9th inst, schs Hannah McLoon,
and Clora Leavitt, Lombord, for North of Hatteras; Emma, Littlejohn, do.
Sld fm Cardenas 10th inst, brig J C Hamlin
Griffin. Brunswick; sch Levi Hart, Hart, Dela
ware Breakwater.
Sld fm Havana 12th inst, barque E 0 Clark,
Stahl, Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Matanzas 10th inst, brig H H Wright,
Palmer, Havana.
Ar at Cienfuegos 8th inst, sch Mabel Jordan,
Balano, Barbadoes.
Sld 7th, barque RAC Smith, Hooper, New
York; 9th, sch Sebago, Ross, do.
Ar at St John, NB, 16th inst, sch F Edwards,

dtf

STEAMEB3.

Bay Steamboat Company,

Casco

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.
INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Mon47
*
day, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.10 p. m.,
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefetben’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.16. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30dtf

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 0.4(
a. m„ for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

ON

and

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
PHANTOM will leave Portland

Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
STEAMER
Cousens*, Great Chebeague and Little-

Foreside,

john’s Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. daily
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing March 16th. 1892.
H. B. SOULE, Manager,
marl5dtf

A New Ball Has Sommenced
to Roll at

1 Shall Offer This Week:
lot of Writing Paper
for 23 cents per pound; one lot
28
tine Cream Writing Paper
cents per pound, regular price
Enve35 cents; 400 packages
lopes, 3 packages for 40 cents;
500 packages Envelopes, 5 cents
a package, 5 packages for 20
cents; 350 packages "line Eineu
Envelopes, 8 cents a package,
5 packages for 35 cents; 144
Glass Ink Stands lO cents each;
a large line of New Jewelry including 300 Stick Pins at 10
cents, 3 for 25 cents: a fine
of Combs, Tooth
assortment
Brushes, Soaps, Hair Brushes,
and Purfumery at 'very low

large

prices.
Please bear in mind that this is

no

temporary entertainment. I propose
to make it interesting for you to call
down town.

every time you are
Come and look over my studies, they
are beauties, and we sell or let them
as you wish.
My Circulating Library
is first class, I add new books every
week.

FRANK 87 CLARK,
marll

515 Congress Street.

dim

__

_

luunbgwutay,

I find Salvation Oil the best cure for rheu
Joshua Zimmermatism I have ever known.
man, Wetlieredville, Md.

THE TRUE GENUINE

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
IS

FRYE’S AMANDINE

nuawu.

Spoken.
Jan 16, lat 45 S, Ion 112 W, ship Simla, Kel
for
Falmoutli.
irom
Tacoma
ley.
March 13, off New York, barque Emma T
from
Pendleton,
Kong Kong for New
Crowell,
York.

acts
the

as

a

nutrient to

Skin, removing by
beneficial

action

Freckles and all

Discol-

its

orations,
Wrinkles

obviating
and

Rough-

ness.

THE CELEBRATED

For Sale by

RlftiES BROS.
Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Bud
apest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents, CUTLER BROS. A CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON
To physicians anil dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the .justly celebrated

BETHESDA WATER.

Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of the Kidas testified
by our best
neys and Bladder,
Physicians and many well-known citizens. See
feb4eod4m
Descriptive Pamphlet.
hereby given, that th<
subscriber lias been duly appointed and
taken upon himself tlie trust of Administrate]
of the estate of
RUFUS EMERSON JORDAN, late of Cap*

Notice

is

Elizabeth,

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, anc
given bonds as the law directs. All person!
having demands upon the estate of said de
ceased, are required to exhibit the same; anc
all persons indebted to said estate are cailet
upon to make payment to
CHARLES EMERSON JORDAN, Adm’r.
Cape Elizabeth, Eeb. 16, 18U2.

mar3dlaw3wlh*

marbeodtf

hereby given, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed Executor of tlie Will of
JOSHUA STEVENS late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons Indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
FRANK W. ROBINSON. Executor.
mar3dlaw3wTh»
Portland. Mar. 1, 1892,

Notice

is

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestable features of the policies of the

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

ality.

In Effect October

4,

R.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
ill., 3.30, 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8 45. 10.16 a. m„ 12.40,
.1.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.: Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.45
m.j Wells
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. in., 3.30, 5.15 p. ill.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.4o a.
n., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. m; Rochester, Farmn^ton, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30 p. in.; Worcester, (via Great
Kalis and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
tnd Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a
Havin.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter,
Boston, t7.00.
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
3.30
m.
a.
8.45
m., §12.40,
p.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
y.OO a. m.: Amesbury, 9.00 a. in., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) tO.OO a.
m., (§1.00 p. m. daily) t6.00 p. m.
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (f9.00 a. m.
laily) 12.30 p. m., <*7.00 p. m. daily.)
ton

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West,
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York,
i Western Division from North Berwick Sunm.

Division from Dover.
''^Westerntickets
to all
South

and West
points
Union Station, Congress street.
W.
JOHN
SANBORN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
oct3

tor sale

at

__dtf

Portland & Worcester Lins.
MRTUSO & ROCHESTER 1 E.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Boston

^learners.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

$1.00.

FARE OXLY

STAUNCH SEAGOING STEAMERS,

THE

TREMOHT AID FOREST CITY
Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
in season for connection with earliest
trains tor points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every

every

arriving

evening, Sundays excepted,
J. F. LISCOMB,
General Agent.

at G o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,

.Manager.

sep!6_dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
City

Cottage

and

Manhattan

Steamers

Wednesdays and Sat38,
urdays at 0 p. m. Returning, leave PierSatEast River, New York, on Wednesdays and
Fare, $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
Franklin Wharf

leave

on

tcb4dtf

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.

"DOMINION
Iioyal

LINE.

Steamships.

Mail

at Halifax Outwards and Homewards
I From
From
|
Portland. I Halifax.
Steamer.
Liverpool. |
IJam 28. Jan. 307
Jam T. SARNIA,
21.
LABRADOR, IFeb. 11. Feb. 13.
37.
2b.
Feb. 4.
OREGON,

Gallin'

From

I Mar.

SARNIA.

18.
Mar

LABRADOR.'

S

Mar. 12.

10.
24.

2G.

I

».
Apr.
OREGON,
Apr. 7.
23.
.31. 1
SARNIA.
|
Cabin, $40 to $00; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avonmoutli Dock Direct.__
From
I
From
I
Portland.
Avenmonth. |
Steamship_I
17.
31.

January 23.
February 4.

I
I

1

18,

DOMINION, f February 10.
I

TORONTO,
TEXAS.

23.
7.

I March

The Bristol steamers do not earrypassengcrs.

On and after Monday, Oct. S, 1891, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 6.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
11.15 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
j at Ayer Junction with “Hoosao Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich ami
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via "Springlield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at

I want to add a new department to
my store, but before doing so I must
reduce my stock to make room. I shall
have every day some special bargains
to offer and if you are down town don’t
ail to call in and look around.

At

Boston & Rflaine R.

8.30

a.

m.,

1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.3o

FRANK 8. CLARK'S

One

__

Through

Boston office, 211 Washington street.
dec22

_

Savage, ldg.

___

Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.4o, 9.00,

11.30 a.

sails.

_

15, 1891.
foot of Liberty street

NOVEMBER

Leave New York from
North Biver.
or

car service.

England.

Memoranda.

Cherryfleld. March 1G—Sch Clinton, Norton
from Portland for this port, with a general carg.
mdse, was cut through by ice at Millbridge las

k'llnrrr

ant;

—VIA—

Smith, Bueno.

McFadden, Malcolmson, Savai.
nali—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Laina Cobb.Falkingham, New York—Ber
iiCh Geo A

Galveston.

Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington

a

anlit.

and Safest Trains in the World

York,

Vew

Steamship Manhattan, Biagg, New York—J

USchU
Henry
Mills Co.

Finest

LINE.

BLUE

ROYAL

Arrived.

Minnie G Whitney,
C<Barque
kon.
vi'ps—Wm Haskins &

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

17.

1’’For through Tickets to all

points West and
to S. E. CORD WELL, Ticket
Me.
Portland,
Agent.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. W1GGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
dtf.
oct5
South, apply

_

(Irand Trank Railway of Canada.
On

and

After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

1891,

DEPARTURES.

ARRIVAXS.
m.,
From Xewiston and Auburn,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.
50

a.

TICKET OFFICE
Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of India Street.

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chi$20 and $15.75; Detroit $10.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $20 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California, $90 and$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
dec8
cago

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect November

Railway.

m.

CONNECTIONS DAILY-From IV.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckfield for W.
Sunmer and Turner; Can on for Peru, Dixfield and Mexico; also for Brettun's Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
Livermore.

STAGE

je27___dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

On and after November 29, 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. in., 1.10, 5.05 p. ill.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. in.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
m.

Farmington and Phillips,

via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p.
m.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Readfield and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. in.
Waterville via Lewr'»ton, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via

in.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and tll.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1,15 and 11.30 p. in.; St, Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*liuns dally, Sundays included. tNight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
"White Mountains and iiuebec Line.

For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyaus, St. Johnsbnry, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo"
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS

IN

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton;
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
and after Nov. 3. and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p.m., for Eastport and St, John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. (jyFreight received up to 4.00
On

p.

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St, or for other
information at
Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.

Company’s

J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

je20_dtf
STEAM& BOOTHBAY
Winter Arrangements. On
Monday, Nov. 2, Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a,
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and
Boothbay Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m.. for Round
Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for

PORTLAND
BOAT CO.
and after

rOl

uaiiU, Louuuiug

at

jjuuuiuaj

leave Portland at 8 a.m. for Boothbay,
and Pemaquid.
So. Bristol, East Boothbay
Weather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
marldtfALFRED RACE, Manager.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY
—

PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a, m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 0.30 a.
in.; Farmington. Skowhegan and Lewiston.
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowhegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. in.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
uov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 80,1831.

lalNE FOB

—

,)

California, Japan, China, Central and South
America and

Mexico,

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isthof Panama.

mus

.'

Japan and China,
LAMPASAS sails Monday, March 21, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Tuesday,
April 5, 3 p. in.
For Freight. Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
For

jelO__dtf_

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every

Wednesday and Saturday.

From Philadelphia every Tuesday and

Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. in. Insurance oue-lialf the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. E, It., and
South by connecting lines, lorwarded free 6t

commission.
Round Trip 818.00.
Passage SIO.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,

Agent.

70

Long

Wharf. Boston.

E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 8D State St., l’iske Building, Boston,

__oct22dtf

Mass

PORTLAND, IT, DESERT & MAGHIAS STEAMBOAT GO.
rksumfhOs

or service.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND will resume
her regular trips for points along tile coast of
Maine on Tuesday, March 8th, amt (weather
permitting) will leave Portland—State Street
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. m.,
or on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7
p. m.
Returning will leave Maeliiasport Mondays and
Thiu-ailtiva ut J.

Skowhegan via iewiston, 1.10 p. in.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., 1.16, J11.80 p. ni.
Belfast, 1.16 and 11.30 p. ni.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. ni.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.16 a. m.. *1.15 and tll.30 p. m., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. in.
Bangor & Piscataquis K. R. via Dexter, 1.15
ana 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
Ellsworth
p. m.

Steamship Co.
FOR

—

10, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.

p.

Internationa!

Friday

For Auburn and Xewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckheld and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

8.25

DAVID TORRANCE& CO.,
nov23dtfAgents.

ti

ni

-.Regular landings: Rockland, Castine, Sarfrom Portland only),
gentville,.(Friday's tripBrooklin

Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
(Friday's trip
from Portland only). Southwest Harbor, Bar

Harbor, Millbridge. JonesportandMachiasport,
PAYSON TUCKER, Geu’I Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
dtf

marl

Line

Allan

Royal Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
From

I

I

From

1

From

Liverpool | Steamships | Portland. | Halifax.
25tli Feb. | ‘Mongolian I 17th Mar. 19th Mar
2nd Apr1
10th Mar. ‘Numldlan, | 31st
! 14th Apr. 16tli
I Parisian,
Apr. | ‘Mongolian | 28th_50th
»S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattie ami only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$60. according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
steam-

24th
7 th

STATE LI»E{Serviceo,A&Ll“e

New York and Glasgow, via
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards,
turn $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry

Londonderry,

lie-

and

Galway. Prepaid steerage §19; intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and X. P,
MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dec24
dtf

■\T-OTICE IS HEREBY given, that the
JLv subscriber lias been duly appointed
and jaken upon herself the trust of Admininstratrix of the Estate of
JOHN li. HORK, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same ;and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment

to

ALICE MAY LATHAM, Administ’x.
mar3dlaw3wTh*
Portland, Mar. 1,1802.

>

o

PRESS.

THE

Meeting

Mill

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland theatre
FIFTH PAGE.
Eastman Bros & Bancroft.
Willow Kockers; Atkinson Co.
eighth page.
P, V. F. A.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Manson G. Litrrabee.
Notice is hereby given.
Farrington & Bickford.
The Atkinson Company.
Portland Directory 1802.
St. Alban Commandery, It. T.

For additional Loca! News

Flush

No

meeting of the directors of the new
plush mill company was held at Room
30, First National bank building, yesterday afternoon, ex-Governor Robie, presiding. The charter was reported returned from the office of the Secretary of
State, and the company is ready for business, and during a session of several
hours, a great deal of business was
transacted, most of it of a private naTreasurer Tilton

ture.

was

JOTTINGS.

Mayor Ingraham.
A farmer’s team ran away on Portland
street Tuesday afternoon and the wagon

badly broken.
Yesterday morning there

was

blaze at Daniel Friel’s

on

was a

instructed

to issue the first call for a payment of one
fourth of the amount of the stock subto be mado

April

5.

Fore

breaking

submitted'to the directors. At 2.30 today the directors will meet and with the
architects and engineers will go over to
South Portland and select the site for the
mill, and ground will be broken at once.
At the next meeting of the directors a
committee will be appointed to proceed
to Bradford England, for that portion of
the machinery that cannot be made here.
Everything about the mills that can be
built here will be, as this is to be what it
It is prois now, a Portland matter.

posed to

a

a

Free seats to persons over

the

work

as

as

The interest felt in the success of

square of glass in
Arey’s saloon on Middle street last night.
The Maine Conference Quartette will
sing in the West End M. E. church this
60

years.
General Secretary McDonald of the Y.
M. C. A-, will attend the meeting of the
General Secretaries’ Association at New

the

mill is very great, and

was manifest yesterday in an uncommon way, several subscribers not waiting to be called upon

for the amount

their

of

subscriptions,

but forwarding the money in advance of
the formal demand for it.
i-lre at jsast

East Deering

was

ueering.

much excited yester-

day by the breaking out of a fire in the
large two and a half story house on Main
Bedford, Mass., tonight.
Albert Murray. The
Messrs. Teague and Bennett will begin street owned by Mr.
oldest on the street,
work at once on the wharf to be erected house is one of the
The house was
an old land mark.
by Mr. Isaac C. Atkinson at South Port- being
occupied by Mr. Murray’s lamily and by
XdUU.
The Evangelistic services at the Clark Mr. Hawkins and family.
The fire caught from a defective flue
Memorial M. E. churoh, Woodfords, are
in the upper rooms on Mr.
continued with increasing interest this and developed
The East Deering hose
side.
Friuntil
Murray’s
week, afternoon and evening,
is located very near the house,
carriage
are
welcome.
All
inclusive.
day,
and there was also a handy hydrant. It
Longfellow Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
after the alarm
last evening worked the amplified third took but a few moments
The house
A delegation to get water onto the fire.
rank and had a supper.
rooms and much of
the
was
upper
saved,
the
North Conway
was present from
Mr. Murray’s furniture being destroyed.
Lodge and other visitors.
The loss will probably not amount to
of
Trefeththe
roof
on
blaze
small
A
over §1000, and will be fully covered by
en’s fish house was extinguished by a
insurance.
hydrant stream Tuesday. The grass on
The people of East Deering are much
top of the Boston & Maine tunnel at the
at the excellent behavior of their
.foot of Clark street took fire and burned pleased
fire department; but think that another
bp.
and a second nozzle should
Constables Clark and Parkman brought line of hose
be provided against the day when two
in three men from Deering last night
the plat-

found intoxicated
the Deering railway station.
The men resisted and got well pounded,
on

were

streams may be needed.

form of
but

they

came.

Dr. Dalton will give the first lecture in
the Advent course at the Second Advent

Order of Columbia.

George Cleaves Settlement, No. 3, Order of Columbia, observed its third anniversary at Columbia Hall, Monument
square, last evening, a banquet
given to about 40 members and

being

church, Congress place, tonight, on Mattheir
thew Arnold’s saying that the Americans
lady friends. At the close Moderator
clothes fit
are the only people whose
Kimball rapped to order and in a few
•them. Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
well chosen words welcomed the guests,
At their annual ball the Little Women and
introduced the moderator-elect,
cleared $160. During the past nine years Enos
Alden, who made a few remarks,
the society has given to different chari- and was followed
by Citizens Stickney,
ties as follows: To Soldiers’ Monument,
Skillings, Hewes, Rand, Johnson and
$480; to Fresh Air Fund, $246; to Home others, after which State Deputy R. P.
for Aged Men, $105; to Industril School,
Jewett explained the principles of the
■$25; Alcott medallion presented to the order to the visitors in an able manner.
Public Library, $35, small charities, $200. The third anniversary will be one long
Should Sir Knights attending the ban- remembered
by those participating. The
quet to be given by St. Alban Command- retiring moderator, G. N. E. Kimball,
ery this evening, March 17th, find it more was made the recipient of a beautiful
convenient for their ladies, they will es- testimonial at the hands of the ladies to
cort them direct to the parlor over the be
produced at the fourth anniversary.
/hall, where they will be received by the
News of Clergymen.
reception committee. The banquet will
C. Perkins, pastor of the
Rev.
John
be served at 9.30.
First Parish, read a paper before the
PERSONAL.
Maine Universalist ministers’ meeting at
Brunswick Monday.
the
Portland
of
Miss Barton, principal
Rev. J. R. Crosser, formerly of this
School for the Deaf, is confined to her
city, has accepted a call to the pastorate
rooms at the Falmouth, by sickness.
Glens
of the Presbyterian church at
Major S. M. Eaton, postmaster at New
he has been supplywhere
N.
Y.,
Falls,
Orleans, is in the city for a few days, the
ing the pulpit.
guest of his brother, Mr. W. S. Eaton,
Rev. F. H. Dole of Newark, N. J., has
754 Congress street.
Major Eaton was a
been called by the Swedenborgian church
lieutenant in the 12th Maine Regiment
in Bath.
and this is his first visit to Portland, his
Rev. R. F. Johonnot of the Bates
native city, since 1864.
street, Lewiston, Universalist church has
Maine Historical Society*
decided to accept a call to Chicago. He
At the sessions of the Maine Historical will close his labors in Maine about May
Society to be be held in their library, 1.
Baxter Building, this afternoon and eveMeeting of the Portland Wheel Club,
ning, the following papers will be read
annual meeting of the Wheel Club
The
at the afternoon session, beginning at
was held last evening, and much import2.30 o’clock:
The following
transacted.
of accessions to the library and cabi- ant business
Report

net.

Dr. Nathaniel T. True
By Dr. William B. Lapham.
The Plymouth Trading House at Penobscot.
Bv Samuel Adams Drake.
The McCobb Family. By Parker M. Keep.
Privateers of the Itevolution. By S. P. May-

Biographical sketch of

of Bethel.

berry.

evening session, beginning at
7.30 o’clock, Hon. Charles E. Allen of
Dresden, Mo., will present an account of
the Huguenots and other early settlers
At the

on

the Kennebec.

Young Men's Republican Club.
Elaborate preparations have been made
for the dinner of the Young Men’s Republican Club at Gilbert’s Hall this evening. The indications are that 200 will
be present. The reception begins at 7 p.
in. and the dinner will begin at 7.45.
Last evening Mr. Reed received a letter from Mr. Dolliver in which the latter
said that on account of a severe cold he
would bo unable to como to Portland.
Mr. Reed is here and will bo present to-

night.
Leslie C. Cornish, Esq., of Augusta to Address

The city government of Deering met
last evening at Lewis Hall in its adjourned meeting. The mayor and all the
aldermen were present, as well as a large
number of interested citizens, who had
assembled to see the wheels start.
George C. Hopkins, Esq., clerk pro
tern, read the records of the last meeting.
The election of officers was next in order, and upon motion of Alderman H. H.
Is evens, Alderman Joseph H. Hutchins
elected permanent
was unanimously
chairman of the board. He accepted the

Colby

Alderman Hutchins then moved
that the offices be combined, and, upon
this being voted, nominated Mr. Albert

Bragg.

Bragg

Mr.

was

unanimously

elected.
For assessors, Alderman William WMitchell nominated Mr. E. T. Jones to
two
year, J. W. C. Roberts for
three
years, and Milan E. Moore for
serve one

They

years.

were

No Wonder

unanimously elected.

the poor, Alderman
Frank E. True nominated J. C. Colesworthy for one year, Samuel Bell for two
For overseers of

Alumni.

The alumni of Colby University living
in Portland and vicinity are to have their
annual dinner on the evening of tire 23d.
The address of the evening will be delivered by Leslie C. Cornish, Esq. A
large number of alumni have signified
their intention to be present.

officers

were

elected:

President—James E. Marrett.
Vice President and Captain—John H. Hannaford.
Treasurer—H. W. McCausland.

Secretary—8.

B.

Phillips.

Lieutenant—Frank M. Brown.
Second Lieutenant—P. C. Kilborn.
Bugler—Luther C. Gilson.
A committee was appointed to arrange
for the annual banquet to be held within
two or three weeks, which it is proposed
to make a somewhat elaborate affair.
Toasts on appropriate subjects will be
responded to by invited guests and prom“Good Roads” will be
inent members.
First

the

important topic considered.

The Sale at Eastman Bros, and Bancroft’s

The sale of the E. M. Owen & Co.
stock at Eastman Bros, and Bancroft’s

great sucwill be continued today, and

opened yesterday,
cess.

It

and was a

many goods will be added that could not
be got ready for yesterday’s sale. The
sale is in the basement, and the prices
arc astonishingly low.
Ileal Estate

Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:

Portland—Addie A. M. Gaubert to Herbert C.
Fuller.
Falmouth—Lorenxo L. V/ashburn to Augusta
Hicks.
Westbrook—Abbie 51. Small to Caroline Fortin. £25.
Scarboro—Charles T. M Oilier to Walter T.
Clark.

for
Alderman Mitchell nominated
school committee C. A. Woodbury for
three
for
three years, Reuel Small
B. Jacobs for three
years, George
years, D. W. Hawkes for two years, Dr.
S. A. Packard for two years, William P.
Pinkliam for one year, and Paul J. Lidback for one year.
They were elected

unanimouslv.
Alderman
For street commissioner,
Leighton nominated Daniel H. Heed,
•who was unanimously elected.
For city physician, Alderman Elevens
nominated Dr. A. M. Parker of Morrills
Corner, and he was elected unanimously.

voted, upElevens, that no
This decision,
nomination he made.
which amounts to deciding that thero
For

on

city liquor agent

That

shall be

no

for two years and Keuel

year.
The next step

was

The

Small for

one

to fix

Salaries

Sarsaparilla

just elected. The salaries
follows per year:
City Clerk. Treasurer and Collector—$1000,
fixed

as

with sureties of $40,000.
Assessors—$3 per day for time actually employed. Ill this connection it was voted that
the record vault in the town house remain as it
is and that the assessors use the room there for
their work.
Overseers of the Poor—?2 per day for time

actually spent.,

Commissioner—Voted to postpone fixing this salary to some future meeting.
Street

the next

meeting.

The meeting then adjourned subject to
the call of the Mayor.
Felt-Johnson.

A very pretty

place yesterday

Chronic

resi-

dence of Mr. Jesse S. Felt, the contracting parties being Mr. Albert J. Felt and
The ceremony
Miss Sophie Johnson.
was performed by Kev. S. F. Pearson in
the presence of a large circle of relatives
After receiving the conand friends.
gratulations of the company all were inAt
vited to partake of refreshments.
6.30 o’clock the happy couple left for
Boston, followed by the best wishes of
their numerous friends.
Gymnastic Exhibition.
Owing to the recent introduction of
gymnastics into the Portland schools under the instruction of Professor Whittier
of Bowdoin College, the entertainment
Bowdoin College

be

to

given

in

Dyspepsia

I was also broken down by over-work, so
that I could not sleep nights. My stomach Is
now perfect, my nerves in excellent shape,
and I have gained 10 pounds in 6 months.
For all this benefit my gratitude is due Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. Accept my best wishes for

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

the best medicine in the land.” B. H. Ross,
of Rose & Eddy, Rochester, N. Y.
HOOD’S PILL8 act easily, yet promptly and
efficiently on the liver and bowels, cure headache,
ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Street*

Clark’s lew Method for Reed Organs.
The most popular instruction hook for the
organ and entirely distinct from any previous
work by the same author. No learner can afford
to be without this book. It contains all that is
needed to make a most competent player. Price,
$2.50.

Emerson’s AfewMethod for Reed Organs.
Easy mid progressive lessons, scales and
studies, with a flue collection of organ music.
Price, $2.50.

Modern School for the Organ.
ByZundel. In three parts. Part 1, Elementary Construction; part 2. Pedal Playing; part
3. Combination of Stops. This “School” lias become a standard work throughout the country.
Price, $1.50 per part; complete in one volume,
$3.00.

Organ

at Home.

OiliifiTH

A popular collection of 200 pieces.
Price,
hoards, $2.00; cloth, $2.50: cloth, gilt, $3.00.

ISTO. Q.

Parlor Organ Galaxy. Yol. 1.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

By W. F. SUDDS. A fine collection (voeal and
instrumental) for the reed organ, coming within
the ability of young performers.
Price, paper,
50 cents; boards, 75 cents.

Parlor Organ
Sir Knights who attend the bangiven by St. Alban Commandery
Thursday evening, Marcn 17th. find it more
convenient tor their ladies, they will escort them
direct to the parlor over the hall, where they
will be received by the reception committee.
Banquet served at 0.30.
J. H. FOGG,

SHOULD
quet to be

Em. Commander.

marl7dlt

yet? Thought anything
COMMENCED
Going
draperies
?

the

where about the house ?
the first mild spring like

i oaa.

Price same as

Whitney’s Organ Album.

THE

BROWN THURSTON COMPANY
STREET.

marl7-d3t

LADIES’ NEWMARKETS
-AT

HALF PRICE TODAY.

not be

246 Middle

By Albert G. Emeriek. Selections from the
great masters, arranged, adapted, and edited
with Pedaling, fingering, and metronome indications. High-grade music, but not difficult.

Beliak’s Method for the Organ.
Also

an

edition

ments.
For Musical

Instruments, Strings, etc., send
to John C. Haynes & Co., Boston.

They may be
the
in
renovation which you are to begin
This list helps to an idea of what they
the goods themselves is much better.

The first quarterly meeting of the Portland
VeteranFiremen’sAssociatiou will be held at the
ward room, Ward 3, Thursday evening, March
17th at 8 o’clock. All members are requested
to attend.
Per order.
C. F. PLUMMER, Secretary.

nichl7,lt

Saturday,

when all the curtains not sold will be

to the former

at

restored

prices.

The sale is for Cash

OWEN,

only.
&

MOORE

CO.

THf“CARNIVAL OF AUTHORS” WAS
One

thing. The Carnival of Baby
Carriages is another.

THE ATKINSON CO THE ATKINSON CO
——BMaBBBHSBBHimMUWJIBIIIII H
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The latter is

now

in progress at our store at the
Cor. of Pearl and Middle Sts., and is worth
the price of admission to an
There are no
entertainment.
fatiguing waits between the acts.
It’s a continuous panorama of
loveliness in Willow, Rattan and
To transfer one of the
Plush.
scenes to your house costs from $5
upwards. For $20 a striking and
beautiful one can be had.

taken upon himself the
administrator
of the estate of
CHARLES H. WHARFF,
late of New Glo ucester in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
KEITEL W. FOGG, Adm'r.
New Gloucester, March 9th, 1892.
dlaw3wTh*

The anthers

Wakefield, Whitney, Hsywood, McKee and

are

Harrington

marl7dtf

and

Downing.
^_

GREAT

THE

McCarthy Telegraphed.

reported, though wo do not know
on what authority, that Mr. Jordan will
accent the position of civil engineer.

look

COMPANY,

By request of Mayor Ingraham, City
Clerk Burgess telegraphed Hon. Charles
McCarthy yesterday, asking Mr. McCarthy to notify him whether he will accept
the city treasurer’s office to which he lias

It is

a

And fourteen other small lots of one and two pairs
each at a corresponding reduction from former prices.
This sale begins today, Thursday, and will continue till

Stockbridge’s.

ter.

are,

Two pairs Gold with dado $S, old price $15.
Three pairs Terra cotta $8, old price $12.50.
One Dark blue Curtain with dado for $1.88 eaoh, were $4.75 pair.
One Gold Curtain with dado for $7.50 each, were $20 pair.
One Old Blue Curtain with dado for $1.25 each, were $3.50 pair.
One Crimson Curtain (damaged) for $6 each, were $25 pair.
One Figured Curtain (damaged) for $7 each, were $18 pair.
One Figured Curtain (damaged) for $5 each, were $15 pair.
One Figured Curtain for $6.25 each, were $25 pair.
One Plain fringed for $5.25 each, were $15 pair.
One Terra cotta Curtain for $5.25 each, were $15 pair.
One Figured Curtain for $6 each, were $15 pair.

City Hall, Wednesday,

As all elected officers
been elected.
have to qualify within seven days after
election, it becomes necessary to ascertain Mr. McCarthy’s position in this mat-

on so soon.

pairs Cardinal Chenille Curtains, border top and bottom $3.00,
old price $5.00.
Three pairs Terra cotta with heavy fringe $5.50, old price $8.25.
Two pairs Yellow with heavy fringe $5.50, old price $8.25.
Three pairs Blue with dado $3.75, old price $5.50.
Two pairs Figured $5, old price $7.50.
Three pairs Blue with dado $2.50, old price $4.50.
One pair Figured $6, old price $8.00.
Two pairs Steel color with dado $9.75, old price $12.00.
Two pairs Indigo blue with dado $6.50, old price $10.00.
One pair Red with dado $6.50, old price $8.50.
Four pairs Cream cross stripe $6, old price $10.
One pair Light Blue $6, old price $9.
Two pairs Copper color with dado $6.50, old price $10.
Two pairs Old Red with dado $20, old price $28.
Two pairs Blue $13.50, old price $20.
Three pairs Red $14, old price $20.
One pair Terra Cotta $16, old price $22.50.
One pair Figured silk, old gold, $40, old price $60.
One pair Figured silk, cream, $40, old price $60.
One pair Red silk curtains $30, old price $45.
One pair Gold silk curtains $30, old price $45.
One pair Red pure silk with dado $55, old price $75.
Two pairs Blue with doric dado $8, old price $15.
Two pairs Nile with doric dado $8, old price $15.
Two and one-half pairs Cream and pink with dado $8, old price $15.

453-4G3 Washington Street, Boston.

March 23d, by the Bowdoin Athletic Association will be of additional interest as
the participants have been in training
under Professor Whittier’s supervision.
One of the syecial features of the exhibition will bo the class drills, showing
what the required daily drill in the gymTickets are on sale at
nasium really is.

Mr.

them
to use

Two

Street,

F. A.

something to get
just what you want

to lose

out of the way.

Winner’s Enreka Method.
The latest instruction book. Paper, 75 cents,
boards, $1.00.
Agents for Decker Bros.. Fischer, and Shoninger Pianos, Wilcox & White Automatic OrPianos exchanged, or sold on installgans.

a

them, we’re willing

is hereby given, that the
MANSON <*. LARRABEE. Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed arid
mar!7dtf
trust of

P. V.

days,

They

rid of

Practical Organist.

OLIVER DITSON

portieres anyof
course, but
early yet
after this remnant of winnew

A bit

bit forehanded and buy curtains now
while there’s a dollar to be saved. Weve got a lot of
odd pairs and half pairs of high class Chenille and Turthey re
coman Portieres which never get shown because
to be
we
want
and
stock
cumber the
not in sets.

Why

with registration and pedaling. Every piece in
the book can be played on a second or third
manual organ, rrice, boards, $2.00; cloth,

Paper, 75 cents; boards, $1.
in German.

making

to have

attention.

Compiled by S. B. WHITNEY, Organist*
Church of the Advent, Boston.
A new collection for pipe organ. For teachers
and for organists generally; carefully edited

Price $2.00; cloth $2.50.
for the Directory having been
finished, all persons who have made any
in
business, business locaresidence,
change
tion, or who have cause to think their name has
been incorrectly entered, are requested to give
notice at once to
canvass

about

a

spring,

«9. no.

CITY DIRECTORY

cleaning
change in

annual house

whatever
gone will set you thinking seriously of
changes are to be made in the house furnishings this
and Curtains will come in for a large share of

Yol. 2.

Galaxy.

By W. F. SUDDS. In Pkess.
Yol. 1.

on

NO. 97 1-8 EXCHANGE
at the

mc&fiit Congress

Command Attention

home wedding took

afternoon

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

Bb H. Rose

I send this leneolicited as I feel to congratulate myself that I used Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Six months ago my digestion was very
bad, and I had almost a case of

at any time.

The Mayor appointed a special committee on rules and ordinances, as follows: Jos. H. Hutchins, H. H. Elevens
and Elias M. Jacobs.
A committee consisting of the Mayor
as chairman and Messrs. Hutchins, Elevens and Leighton were appointed to make
arrangements for a place of meeting.
The clerk, treasurer and collector, Mr.
Bragg, appeared and stated that he
thought the salary for his position had
been fixed rather low and liis bonds
rather high. He had not known that he
was to be elected, so had not considered
the matter. Before accepting he wished
to have time for consideration of the
matter. It was decided to give him until

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD

Is well known in Rochester, N. Y., as head
of the film of Rose & Eddy, wholesale and
retail dealers in general hardware and house
furnishing goods, at 137 East Main Street.
The statement oi so prominent a man must

It was voted that the second Friday of
each month be the date of tho stated
meetings of the government, and that
special meetings may be called by the

Mayor

ten dollars
spare now and
save yourself from $5 to $8
by making an investment
for something you are sure
to want six months hence ?
Now is your time. All of our
Winter Weight Overcoats
and Ulsters on front counters and in the window are
for sale at about half their
value.
Ten dollars for a
choice. Some as low as $5,
$6 and $7 that were formerly $8, $10 and $12.
Only three days more to
secure these bargains.
We open our spring stock
next week.
can

Indigestion and Dyspepsia

m rs

Thtjksdav, March 17,1802.

ter is

A short time ago I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and took three or four bottles. liesuit, I have not felt so well all over for years.
My food seldom troubles me now. My sister,
who was troubled about the same way as
myself, took Hood’s Sarsaparilla with very
pleasing results. I do not wonder that patrons all along the line speak so well of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. Don’t see how they cau help
It.” K. J. Brundage, Norwalk, Ct.

for the officers
were

’8

Mr. R. J. Brundage of Norwalk, Ct.,
of the firm of Buxton & Brundage, expressmen, 159 Main Street, writes his experience below:
For a long time I have been troubled with
a weak stomach, followed by

it was

agency, was received with ap-

People Speak Well of

_.

motion of Alderman

plause.
Upon motion of Alderman Jacobs,
George C. Hopkins, Esq., was unanimously elected city solicitor.
For care of the city burying grounds,
the board elected unanimously Andrew
Hawes for three years, Henry Ueering

Do you expect to wear an
Overcoat or Ulster next

that you

one.

be

to dread the

FARRINGTON & BICKFORD,)
542 Congress Street. I

ADVERTTjlfeM:E?>T3._

today
to

likely
fair,
is

winter?
Have you got

honor in a

C.

The weather

Village,

tate travel to one of the most popuiar
mountain sections in New Hampshire.

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

the business of the coming summer.
Under this
proposed arrangement
through cars will be run directly to Jefferson
which will greatly facili-

rapidly
push
slight possible, so as to have the building ready years, and O. G. Chipman for three
street. for the
years. They were unanimously electedmachinery at an early day.

No damage to speak of.
Officers Warren and Harris arrested

who

Capable Officers and
Liquor Agency.

She Starts Out with

for

graceful speech.
payment
see scribed,
The Mayor next announced that under
Several mill engineers and architects are
here from Boston, New York and Phila- the charter the offices of city clerk, treasin
delphia., and various plans have been urer and collector could be combined

missioner Griffin have assumed their offices.
It is reported that Mr. E. B. Winslow
will be put on the park commission by

evening.

the

Company.

the

Yesterday was warmer and it was a
bright, pleasant day.
City Electrician Mason and Street Com-

for

of

Brand* Eoa<l.
The Concord & Montreal railroad will
a branch from
soon begin a
survey f°r
Jefferson Meadows to the Waumbek
House, a distance of about three miles.
It is intended to build it in season for
Survey

___

BRIEF

man

...1
DEERING CITY.

GROUND.

A

Now Wants, To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.

Page.

Directors

tlie

of

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Fifth

BREAK

TO

READY

TO

TO
Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.

The same as served in the

We send

Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
of a ac. stamp, sample of either Formosa
or English Breakfast Tea.
State your choice.
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.

free,

Oolong

on

receipt

____

We sell only to the trade.

-

SALE

BE CONTINUED

MOKH.O-W
IN OUR BASEMENT.

MANSON

S.

LARRABEE,

240 Middle Street.
mar 17
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